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Probabilistic Computation in Stochastic Pulse 

Neuromime Networks 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Can biological minds out-think machines, or do the (sometimes) superior capabil

ities of biological minds just reflect the greater realizable density of conventional 

computational operators in gray matter as compared to silicon? Although history 

shows this question is really most useful for provoking arguments, this dissertation 

proposes to investigate one very qualified version. Specifically, if it is assumed that 

the commonly accepted notion of "mind" represents the emergent computational 

capability of biological neural networks, do reasonable mathematical models for 

biological neural networks have computational capabilities which exceed those of 

conventional digital computers in any sense? Or, in language analogous to that of 

the introductory question, can artificial minds based on current knowledge of bio

logical neural networks out-think digital computers? This dissertation attempts to 

provide some partial answers. 

1.2 The Historical Context 

The question of mind vs. machine first seriously entered the field of computing 

science when McCulloch and Pitts published their novel paper "A Logical Calculus 
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of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity" [McC+43]. The simple artificial neural 

network (ANN) model they devised became the founding paradigm in a new sub

discipline of modern computing theory when von Neumann [vN82] described the 

design of the EDVAC digital computer using modified McCulloch-Pitts networks 

and Kleene [K1e56] proved the equivalence of McCulloch-Pitts networks, finite au

tomata, and regular expressions. Since the first mathematical models for biological 

neurons had appeared only a decade earlier and were also compatible with the 

McCulloch-Pitts model, the relative power of artificial minds and digital computers 

became a reasonable question for research and speculation. 

Over the intervening years, many researchers have devised significantly more 

sophisticated models than the McCulloch-Pitts model in the hopes of capturing 

key properties of biological networks. An unspoken assumption underlying many 

of these models is a requirement that biological networks are deterministic systems 

composed of precision materials, i.e. slight variations in network parameters can 

dramatically alter predicted behaviours. In contrast, the fundamental assumption 

underlying this disseration is that biologically tissues are not precise material so 

that any model must be robust to perturbations. Building on this assumption, this 

dissertation shows that a very sophisticated stochastic model for biological networks 

is effectively described by a generalized McCulloch-Pitts model augmented with 

a probabilistic mechanism. This dissertation then attempts to discover whether 

this probabilistic mechanism endows these networks with computational capabilities 

that exceed those of conventional digital computers in some sense. 

1.2.1 Artificial Neural Nets 

Despite the auspicious start discussed earlier, ANN technology has evolved some

what haphazardly over the intervening years. Interest in the field increased with 

Rosenblatt's introduction of the Perceptron network [Ros62] which originated the 

present notion of trainable feedforward ANNs, but then diminished significantly 

when Minsky and Papert [Min+69] demonstrated that simple feedforward, Per-cep
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tron-like devices have very limited computational power. This situation prevailed 

for over a decade until the feedback (recurrent) network models discussed below 

were introduced. A few years later, Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [Rum+86] 

revived interest in feedforward ANNs when they published their back-propogation 

algorithm for training more general multi-layer feedforward ANNs. 

The current rapid growth in artificial neural network research really be

gan when Hopfield and Tank [Hop82], [Hop84], [Hop+86], [Hop+85] applied recur

rent ANNs to combinatorial optimization problems with modest success. Hopfield 

[Hop82] first considered discrete-time networks described by the n-dimensional dif

ference equation: 

s(k +1) = wa(y(k)) + 8 (1.1) 

where W is an n x n symmetric interconnection weight matrix, 6 is a fixed thresh

old vector, and a(i0 is a sigmoidal nonlinearity which acts componentwise on the 

argument sr'. Hopfield's original model used the Heaviside step function 

0 yi < 0
cri(Y,) = 

1 0 < yi 

but other researchers have achieved results comparable to Hopfield's using the con

tinuous nonlinearity 

1 1 1 
(7i(Yi) = tanhori) + = 

2 2 1 + e-Yi 

and the saturated linearity 

0 Yi < Y8 
yi + Y6

cri(Yi) = Ya Yi < Ys 
375 

1 Ys < Yi 

In contrast to McCulloch-Pitts networks which operate synchronously, updat

ing every unit every iteration according to (1.1), Hopfield networks operate asyn

chronously, updating only one randomly chosen unit each iteration. Hopfield 
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presented a method for embedding the Traveling Salesman Problem on his network 

in such a way that W is symmetric, and used Lyapunov methods from dynamical 

system theory to prove that the network must converge to a stable fixed point that 

represents a potential solution for the problem. 

Hopfield and Tank [Hop84], [Hop+86], [Hop+85] also proposed a special case 

of Grossberg and Cohen's continuous-time recurrent ANN model [Coh+83] as a 

biologically relevant alternative to (1.1). The dynamics of this model, hereafter 

referred to as the HT/GC model, are described by the ordinary differential equation: 

dy(t) {w o( Rt)) (1.2)
dt 

where the W, 9, and (g) are as defined for the discrete model (1.1) and T rep

resents the averaging time constant of the network. When used as a model for 

biological networks, cri(yi) is referred to as an activation function and represents 

the mean firing rate of unit i induced by the average post-synaptic potential yi and 

T represents the effective time constant in a leaky-integrator model of the neural 

membrane. As for the the discrete-time network, Hopfield used continuous-time 

Lyapunov methods to show that this network model always converges to an asymp

totically stable equilibrium state. He also showed that for large enough the stable 

fixed points of (1.1) correspond one-to-one with the asymptotically stable equilibria 

of (1.2). Thus there does not appear to be any significant computational difference 

between discrete-time and continuous-time HT/GC networks. 

1.2.2 Biological Neuromimes 

In contrast to ANNs, research into analytical models (as opposed to simulation 

models) for biological neural networks has grown steadily ever since Rashevsky 

[Ras60] published the first phenomological single neuron model, or neuromime, in 

1933. In his model, he speculated that action-potentials result from the interaction 

of two unknown electrochemical "factors". About 15 years later, Hebb [Heb49] 

proposed that learning in biological networks corresponds to an increase in synaptic 
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strength for those inputs which succeed in inducing action-potentials activity in a 

neuron. 

Rashevsky's thesis, if not his mathematical formulation, was borne out in 

the 1950's when Hodgkin and Huxley's [Hod+52] Nobel Prize winning work on the 

physiology of excitable membranes showed that action-potentials are produced by 

the countervailing transport of sodium and potassium ions across the cell mem

brane. Subsequently, Eccles' [Ecc57] work on chemical synapses and synaptic ac

tivation provided some foundation for Hebb's conjecture by highlighting the role 

of neurotransmitters in neural networks. Two decades later, Collingridge and Bliss 

[Col+87] noted that NMDA receptors in the cellular membrane seem to play a role 

in long-term potentiation in accordance with Hebb's conjecture. 

While the Hodgkin-Huxley model has proven quite useful for studying many 

properties of single biological neurons, the model has proven far too complex to serve 

as the basis for an analytically tractable neuromime in large networks. Furthermore, 

although continual improvements in computing technology has permitted simulation 

of ever larger HH network models, numerical simulations generally are not efficient 

or persuasive methods for establishing the network computational capabilities of 

interest here. Even simplified versions of the HH model such as the two-factor 

FitzHugh-Nagumo model [Fit61], [Nag+62], arguably the simplest and most elegant, 

are still too complex to form the basis for a practical neuromime in analytical 

network models. 

Cognizant of the analytic limitations inherent in HH neuromime models, and 

mindful of the inherently stochastic nature of biological neurons, Gerstein [Ger+64], 

Stein [Ste65], Johanessma [Joh68], Roy and Smith [Roy+69], and Capocelli and 

Ricciardi [Cap+71] introduced the first good stochastic neuromimes, referred to 

as diffusion models, in the early 1960's. Unfortunately, although these models 

describe the behaviour of biological neurons more accurately than the Rashevsky 

model and more abstractly than the Hodgkin-Huxley model, they also proved to 

be mathematically intractible in most interesting cases and therefore unsuitable as 

neuromimes in analytical network models. As a result, researchers interested in 
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the emergent network behaviour began to adopt HT/GC style ANNs as ad hoc 

analytical models for biological networks. 

1.2.3 The Proposed Model 

While the adoption of HT/CG network models by researchers working on biological 

networks is quite reasonable given the complexity of almost all models for single 

biological neurons, the central theme of this dissertation is that the common ver

sions of these models fail to capture critical properties of biological networks which 

make significant contributions to formal computational power of these networks. 

This dissertation develops an alternate network model, dubbed the Stochastic Pulse 

Neuromime (SPN) network, which captures several important properties of biolog

ical networks. A variety of analysis techniques which highlight the unique features 

of these networks are devised and used to identify a class of SPN networks which 

have interesting computational capabilities when compared to those of conventional 

digital computers. 

The most important property of biological neurons captured by SPN net

works is the inherently stochastic nature of biological networks. Biological tissues 

are not precision materials since important parameters of neural tissue such as ionic 

conductivity, neurotransmitter concentration, effective synaptic strength, and effec

tive firing threshold fluctuate randomly with time. This means that evoked action-

potential sequences are not perfectly periodic even for constant inputs. Further

more, the pulse structure of action-potentials means the effective input impinging 

on a biological network appears "noiselike". 

Although the implications of these stochastic features are difficult to assess in 

biological networks, Buhmann and Schulten [Buh+87], [Buh+86] found that adding 

noise to an HT/GC network derived from the diffusion model with modified Heb

bian learning significantly improved the learning and recall ability of the network. 

They conjectured that the noise forces the network dynamics to cover more of the 

state space and thereby improves the network's ability to find the lowest energy 
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states. This conjecture was subsequently supported by the analysis of Bulsara and 

his collaborators [Bu1 +89], [Bul+92] of the preferred states in small networks sim

ilar to those studied by Buhmann and Schulten. Thus, rather than being defects, 

the stochastic mechanisms preserved in the SPN network appear to be important 

features of biological networks. 

The stochastic variability of biological networks leads to another important 

feature of SPN networks. It is conjectured here that in biological networks, un

like most ANN models, synaptic strengths are low-precision parameters. Although 

there appears to be no confirmatory or contradictory research on this matter in the 

literature, this conjecture seems to follow from the natural variability of biological 

tissue. 

An explicit representation for axonal delay is the last important property of 

biological networks incorporated in the SPN network model. As with the previous 

conjecture about synaptic strengths, there does not seem to be any research in the 

literature investigating the computational implications of axonal delay. Undoubt

edly, this is because axons are largely viewed as "wires" for transmitting signals 

from one cell to another. However, Marcus and Westervelt [Mar+89] have shown 

that delay destabilizes the convergent dynamics of HT/GC networks. Adding delay 

to the HT/GC network in this manner converts the ODE model for the dynamics to 

a retarded functional differential equation (RFDE) which is significantly harder to 

analyze. Marcus and Westervelt successfully treated the deterministic case in their 

paper but, as Bulsara et. al. [Bu1 +92] note, little is known about the behaviour of 

stochastic FDEs. (S. Mohammad has published a research monograph [Moh84] on 

the topic but the results are not very informative for the questions that arise in the 

present context). It is shown semi-formally in this work that axonal delay actually 

enhances the effect produced by the stochastic elements of SPN networks. 
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1.3 Computational Complexity Theory for ANNs 

Hopfield and Tank's attempt to solve the Travelling Salesman Problem using a 

simple feedback, or recurrent, neural network spawned new interest in ANNs and, 

in particular, recurrent ANNs. Driven by the hope that they could somehow beat 

the "combinatorial explosion" in discrete optimization problems, researchers devised 

scores of architectures and applied them to many popular NP-complete problems. A 

representative sample of this work is listed in Table 1.1. It seems fair to summarize 

the overall results as mixed; for the most part, the HT/GC derived neural networks 

do no better than the best non-neural heuristic algorithm for the particular problem. 

Some of the other networks do slightly better, but since these models generally are 

abstract ANNs designed to realize a particular heuristic algorithm in network form 

rather than duplicate essential properties of biological networks, they are not very 

informative for present purposes. 

In his tests, Hopfield found that (1.2) generally has many spurious sta

ble equilibrium states which are neither optimum nor even feasible solutions of 

the embedded optimization problem. Several years later, Pinkas [Pin90], [Pin 91] 

demonstrated an equivalence between minimized Conjunctive Normal From (CNF) 

Boolean formulas and symmetric networks in the sense that for each CNF formula 

and corresponding network instance, the satisfying assignments for the variables in 

the CNF Boolean formula correspond to the asymptotically stable network equi

libria which are global minima of a particular energy function. Since Abu-Mostafa 

[AM86] showed that discrete convergence time for deterministic discrete Hopfield 

networks is polynomial in the size of the network, and work by Verglis et. al. 

[Ver+86] on analog computation strongly suggests an analogous result holds for 

deterministic continuous-time Hopfield networks, it now seems unlikely that deter

ministic Hopfield-Tank networks can solve NP-complete combinatorial optimization 

problems unless P = NP. 
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PROBLEM 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Traveling Salesman 
Vertex Cover 
Vertex Cover 
Constraint Satisfaction 
Constraint Satisfaction 
Satisfiability 
Hamiltonian Cycle 
Hamiltonian Cycle 
Clustering 
List Matching 
Graph-K Colorability 
Graph Maximal Clique 
Graph Partitioning 
Bipartite Subgraph 
Module Orientation 
Knapsack 
Multiprocessor Scheduling 

MODEL 
HT/GC 
"Markov net" 
"elastic net" 
annealed HT 
Kohonen 
mean-field HT 
gradient 
Boolean 
stochastic HT/GC 
stochastic Boolean 
Boltzmann machine 
discrete HT 
HT/GC 
diffusion equation 
Boltzman 
HT/GC 
HT/GC 
gradient 
HT/GC 
HT/GC 
HT/GC 
discrete HT 
annealed HT 
winner-take-all 
winner-take-all 
HT/GC 
discrete analog 

RESEARCHER(S)
 
Hopfield & Tank [Hop+85]
 
Kovati6 [Kov91]
 
Durbin & Willshaw [Dur+87]
 
Van den Bout & Miller [dB+89]
 
Favata Si Walker [Fav+91]
 
Kwon & Lu [Kwo+91]
 
Sun & Fu [Sun+93]
 
Bhide et. al. [Bhi+93]
 
Levy & Adams [Lev+87]
 
Kondo & Sawada [Kon+92]
 
d'Anjou et. al. [d'A+93]
 
Shrivastava et. al. [Shr+90]
 
Peng et. al. [Pen+92]
 
Geman & Hwang [Gem+86]
 
Hinton et.al [Hin+84]
 
Pinkas [Pin91]
 
Mehta & Fulop [Meh+93]
 
Sun & M. Fu [Sun+93]
 
Kamgar-Parsi [KP+90]
 
Brandt et.al. [Bra+88]
 
Takefuji & Lee [Tak+91]
 
Jagota [Jag90]
 
Van den Bout & Miller [dB+90]
 
Takefuji et. al. [Tak+92]
 
Takefuji et. al. [Tak+92]
 
Abe et. al. [Abe+92]
 
Hellstrom & Kanal [Hel+92]
 

Table 1.1: Representative NP-complete Problems Attempted by ANNs 
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1.3.1 Discrete-Time ANNs 

In the wake of these informal results, some researchers have begun looking at the 

formal computational power of ANNs. For obvious reasons, most of this work deals 

with discrete-time networks but a few results have appeared for analog systems that 

are informative for analog networks. Although the wide variety of networks stud

ied in this work makes the results somewhat fragmentary, a few broad conclusions 

have emerged. First, idealized discrete-time deterministic networks with infinite 

precision weights are more powerful than deterministic Turing machines (TMs). 

However, once physically realistic limitations are imposed on the weights, these 

networks are no more powerful than deterministic TMs. Incorporating probabilis

tic elements in physically realistic discrete-time networks makes them equivalent to 

probabilistic TMs and thus meaningfully augments their capabilities. The results 

are somewhat more interesting for analog networks since it appears likely that ide

alized deterministic analog networks are much more powerful than TMs. As with 

discrete networks, however, deterministic analog networks with physically realis

tic limitations on bandwidth and precision appear to be no more powerful than 

TMs. It appears that no results have been published for stochastic analog networks 

comparable to those for stochastic (probabilistic) discrete-time networks. 

Of course, the first complexity result for ANNs was Kleene's classic discovery 

that finite-size, discrete-time, synchronous threshold gate networks [K1e56] recognize 

regular languages. Siegelmann and Sontag [Sie+91], [Sie+92] extended this result 

to synchronous networks composed of saturating linear units. For these networks, 

they found that the recognition power depends on the restrictions placed on the 

weights. Integer networks (integer weights) are exactly equivalent to McCulloch-

Pitts networks while networks with rational weights recognize recursive languages 

and networks with real weights have arbitrary recognition power. Finally, they 

argue that the same results should hold for networks composed of units with general 

sigmoidal nonlinearities (although this cannot be shown using their methods). 

Resource constraints impact the computational power of synchronous ANNs 
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in predictable ways. Siegelmann and Sontag found that a polynomial bound on net

work computation time does not reduce the power of integer networks. Polynomial-

time bounded rational networks recognize languages in P and therefore are equiva

lent to polynomial-time bounded Turing machines. Finally, real networks, although 

physically implausible, recognize languages in P/poly and thus are equivalent to 

polynomial-time bounded Turing machines with "advice" [Ba1 +88]. 

Restricting the model still further to physically realistic ANNs represents 

another type of resource constraint. Typically, this constraint is imposed by first 

restricting the network weights to some finite set of values and then defining an 

abstract machine as a family of networks in which the n-th network in the fam

ily handles all size n instances of some computational problem. For synchronous 

networks, Sieglemann and Sontag's proof can be rearranged to show that a fam

ily of integer networks has the same power as the single, infinite precision rational 

network they studied. Similarly, Abu-Mostafa [AM86] argued that physically re

alistic asynchronous symmetric threshold gate (i.e. Hopfield-Tank) networks have 

the same recognition power as polynomial-time bounded TMs. 

As researchers empirically discovered, the limitations of deterministic dis

crete-time ANNs, various schemes were devised for incorporating probabilistic mech

anisms in these networks. To provide an analytic framework for this class of ANNs, 

Parberry and Schnitger [Par+89] defined a generalized Boltzmann machine as a 

family of physically realistic symmetric threshold gate networks in which the n-th 

network in the family handles all size n instances of some computational problem. 

For each network in the family, one or more units are updated with time-varying 

probability each iteration. By reducing each network to a deterministic thresh

old gate network with random inputs, Parberry and Schnitger showed that this 

machine is equivalent to a polynomial-time bounded probablistic Turing machine 

(PTM). Thus, although this machine recognizes exactly the same languages as a 

deterministic TM, it offers a probabilistic computation time advantage over the 

machine represented by an equivalent family of deterministic networks. 

The computation power of the general asynchronous asymmetric threshold 
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gate networks not covered by Abu-Mostafa's analysis [AM86] apparently remains 

untreated in the literature. Mazaika [Maz87] points out that these networks are 

not Boltzmann machines because they are not symmetric and therefore do not have 

the same dynamical properties. In simpler terms, they do not necessarily converge 

to statistical equilibria which represent minima of a system energy function. It 

appears this argument also applies to physically realistic asynchronous asymmetric 

Siegelmann-Sontag networks since the earlier argument for deterministic networks 

shows they are equivalent to a family of integer networks with random inputs. 

Therefore, they can be reduced to a family of asynchronous asymmetric threshold 

gate networks with random inputs by replacing each unit with a network of threshold 

gates whose size is polynomial in the weights. Since each network in the family is 

a probabilistic finite automata, the polynomial-time bounded recognition power of 

this family should be equivalent to that of a polynomial-time bounded probabilistic 

Turing machine. 

1.3.2 Continuous-Time ANNs 

In as much as standard complexity results are based on symbolic computation mod

els, they are inherently "discrete" concepts. Consequently, the non-discrete nature 

of continuous-time ANNs makes even framing complexity questions problematic. 

This conceptual problem not withstanding, the literature does include a few results 

on general analog computation which provide some insight. The benchmark for 

analog complexity theory has been provided by Moore [Moo93] who demonstrated 

that infinite precision differential systems are a completely general computational 

model capable of recognizing arbitrary languages in polynomial time. While signifi

cant to the theory of analog computation, this result clearly is not very informative 

for physically realistic deterministic ANNs described by (1.2). 

Vergis, Steiglitz, and Dickinson [Ver+86] studied the problem of simulating 

a class of differential systems that includes (1.2) with a digital computer. They 

found that (1.2) can be simulated over the interval [to, tf] by a digital computer 
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in a number of steps bounded by a polynomial in the reciprocal of the allowable 

approximation error and the maximum of the second derivative over [to, t1]: 

R = max 
d2 

to <t <t f dt2 

Since r is considered to be a fixed parameter in (1.2), the solution has a bounded sec

ond derivative [Pap84] and (1.2) can be simulated by digital computer in a number 

of steps polynomial in 1/f. Although, Vergis et. al. and Dickinson [Dic88], [Dic87] 

have informally argued that this implies that ANNs modelled by (1.2) cannot solve 

NP-complete problems in polynomial-time, how must vary as function of the in

put size to insure that the simulated trajectory of (1.2) accurately approximates 

the actual trajectory technically remains an open question. 

1.3.3 Additional Complexity Results and Considerations 

The literature also contains a few additional complexity results for discrete-time 

ANNs which, by the preceeding section, most likely also hold for continuous-time 

ANNs. Bruck and Goodman [Bru+90] considered symmetric threshold gate ANNs 

(synchronous or asynchronous) and showed that the existence of a family of these 

networks which solve an NP-hard problem in polynomial time would imply that 

co-NP = NP. They also showed that the existence of a family of networks which 

finds approximate solutions to the TSP problem would inply that P = NP. Yao 

[Yao92] extended these results and proved that the existence of any family of net

works capable of approximating solutions to an NP-hard problem in polynomial-

time would imply that co-NP = NP. 

One important property of ANNs apparently not considered in the literature 

is the impact of learning ability on the computational power of recurrent ANNs. 

Indeed, the Boltzmann machine originally formulated by Hinton, Sejnowski, and 

Ackley [Hin+84] is a learning network with adaptable weights; as Parberry and 

Schnitger note their analysis does not preclude the possibility that this feature 

could increase the recognition power of the network. Since the problem of deciding 

whether a fixed size feedforward ANN exists which is consistent with a given set of 
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examples is known to be NP-complete [Blu+88], a self-training network which learns 

an arbitrary function in polynomial-time would be more powerful than the ANNs 

considered thus far. This seems unlikely, however, since in this case the learning 

mechanism has to be part of the network which scales polynomially with the size 

of network and the network plus learning mechanism can be viewed as a high-order 

network. But since Vergis et.al.'s [Ver+86] analysis suggests that no continuous-

time, physically realistic deterministic network can solve an NP-complete problem 

in polynomial time if P # NP, it seems probable that learning cannot increase the 

recognition power of the ANNs studied here. 

1.4 Results of The Dissertation 

As mentioned earlier, this dissertation attempts to discover whether biological neu

ral networks could have features which would endow them with computational capa

bilities that exceed those of conventional digital computers in some sense. As such, 

the presentation largely involves the synthesis of various results into a methodology 

for investigating spiking biological networks rather than the detailed analysis of a 

particular network property or complexity question. This approach has produced 

three primary results: 

An analytically tractible stochastic pulse neuromime (SPN) net

work model for spiking biological networks is devised. As the name sug

gests, biological networks are modelled by networks of stochastic pulse neuromimes 

derived from the Hodgkin-Huxley model for excitable membrane. Essentially an 

integrate-and-fire neuromime, the SPN seeks to capture several important proper

ties of biological neurons including the stochastic nature of action-potential gener

ation, imprecise synaptic efficacies and axonal delay. A stochastic mean-firing rate 

model similar to an HT/GC network is developed for networks of SPNs by com

bining a new non-uniform renewal sequence model for action potential sequences 

with the diffusion model for action-potential generation discussed previously. The 

resulting SPN network model differs from the HT/GC network model, however, in 
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that it admits asymmetric interconnection architectures and is described by a noise-

driven retarded functional differential equation (NDRFDE) rather than an ODE; 

this fortuitously leads to more useful stability results for the network equilibria than 

are available for HT/GC networks. Furthermore, since most important properties 

of the SPN network do not depend on the detailed structure of the SPN neuromime 

but rather on the input-induced mean firing rate, the results for nonsymmetric, 

nonconvergent networks studied here complement those of Gerstner and van Hem-

men [Ger÷92] who found that unit mean firing rates are appropriate state variables 

for describing the convergent dynamics of symmetric networks. 

New analysis tools for asymmetric SPN networks are developed. 

To facilitate the dynamical analysis of SPN networks, ternary asynchronous switch

ing (ASN) network theory is adapted to the SPN network model. In contrast to 

the energy-minimization based techniques central to the theory of HT/GC network 

dynamics, this analysis technique developed here applies to both symmetric and 

asymmetric networks. Using the ASN model for an SPN network, state-space re

gions which contain stable and unstable network equilibria can be identified and 

certain properties of the network trajectory, including whether the network is oscil

latory or convergent, can be deduced. Although analysis algorithms based on these 

results generally involve exhaustive search, and therefore are only useful for small 

networks, these results can be used to formally deduce the important dynamical 

characteristics of arbitrary size networks having certain architectural features. 

Finally, it is shown that SPN networks, and therefore biological 

networks, are formally capable of probabilistic computation. The anal

ysis techniques developed here are used to identify an SPN network that has a 

nondeterministic ASN model. Embedding this small network in a larger network 

produces a probabilistic oscillator which can be viewed as a repetitive "coin-flip". 

Since this structure is found in biological networks, this suggests that biological net

works could incorporate nondeterminism as a mechanism for effecting probabilistic 

computation. The probabilistic oscillator can be generalized to a family S of SPN 

networks such that the n-th network in the family handles all size n instances of a 
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PP-complete problem. From this it is straightforward to show that the language SP 

recognized by S in polynomial time is PP-complete. This would seem to suggest 

that while biological networks may not have greater recognition power than TMs, 

they could incorporate probabilistic techniques to gain a computational advantage 

over conventional digital computers. 

1.5 Plan of the Dissertation 

The dissertation is organized in fashion which progressively develops the results 

discussed above. Since a large part of the work focuses on the integration of well-

developed but unrelated bodies of work, every effort has been made to introduce 

the necessary supporting information at appropriate points. In addition, several 

appendices are included which contain concise summaries of an important renewal 

process, the diffusion model for spiking neuromimes, asynchronous switching theory, 

and the SPN simulator programming language. 

Chapter 2 develops the nonuniform renewal sequence model for action 

potential sequences. Borrowing from communication theory, this model posits that 

action potential sequences can be viewed as a modulated carrier. In this case, the 

carrier is a generalized renewal process referred to here as a uniform renewal se

quence. Modulating the action-potential generation rate then produces a nonuni

form renewal sequence which encodes the modulation. The chapter completes the 

modulated carrier analogy by deducing the conditions under which the modulation 

can be recovered by linear filtering. 

Chapter 3 develops a two-compartment, integrate-and-fire spiking stochastic 

neuromime as a reasonable mathematical abstraction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model 

for excitable membrane. The results from Chapter 2 are then combined with a diffu

sion approximation for this stochastic pulse neuromime (SPN) to produce the mean 

firing rate model needed in the next chapter. The communication system analogy 

is also completed by showing that, for suitable parameter choices, the SPN can 

be interpreted as a modem. Specifically, the dendritic compartment demodulates 
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incoming action-potential sequences; the axo-somatic compartment then modulates 

a uniform renewal sequence using the dendritic compartment output. 

Chapter 4 presents the SPN network model. In contrast to HT/SC networks, 

the dynamics of SPN networks are described by a noise-driven retarded functional 

differential equation (NDRFDE). This difference has the important consequence 

that the stability conditions for an SPN network equilibrium, defined in terms of 

the eigenvalues of the system linearized about the equilibrium, are more stringent 

and therefore easier to assess. Perhaps the most important result is that the eigen

values associated with a stable equilibrium state must be contained in a region 

which contracts from a half-plane to the unit circle as the delay increases from zero 

to infinity. This implies that any fixed equilibrium with nonzero eigenvalues can be 

destabilized by increasing the system gain. The second half of the chapter lays the 

groundwork for Chapter 5. The discussion begins with a mathematical investiga

tion of difference equation approximations for the autonomous part of the network 

NDRFDE. Following that, the discussion informally advances the idea that system 

noise induces nondeterministic network dynamics in a robust fashion. The chap

ter concludes with the presentation of a semi-formal model for nondeterministic 

dynamics. 

Building on the ideas introduced in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 adapts Brzozowski 

and Seger's [Brz+89] ternary Asynchronous Switching Network (ASN) theory as 

an analysis tool for SPN networks. Developed over the last 30 years as a method 

for analyzing races in asynchronous logic gate networks, ASN theory is based on 

a ternary switching algebra rather than binary Boolean algebra model for digital 

gates. As such, it is a particularly well suited for the symbolic analysis of SPN 

networks which, although inherently continuous, have an undeniable ternary quality. 

The conditions under which a specified network has an ASN model (the analysis 

problem) are deduced as are methods for constructing networks that have an ASN 

model (the synthesis problem). It is also shown that if network gain is treated 

as a variable network parameter, every SPN network either has an ASN model 

or can be modified in minor ways so that it has an ASN model. Finally, formal 
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constructive results are presented which show that location and stability of SPN 

network equilibria can be deduced from the fixed points of the ASN model. 

Chapter 6 analyzes several example SPN networks to illustrate the power of 

the ASN model. A formal algorithm for predicting the dynamics of ASN models, 

referred to as the dynamic simulation algorithm, is developed first. Unfortu

nately, this algorithm has exponential time complexity so it is most useful for il

lustrating the concept of convergent, oscillatory, and nondeterministic trajectories, 

and for the numerical analysis of small networks. A three-unit biological network, 

the swim CPG of the marine slug Tritonia Diomedea, and four, five, and six-unit 

networks from a class of mutually inhibitory ANNs studied by Glass and his cowork

ers are then analyzed. It is shown that the ASN model correctly predicts that the 

example networks must oscillate for suitable parameter choices because they have 

no asymptotically stable equilibria. Network simulations demonstrate that the dy

namic simulation algorithm correctly predicts that the biological network and the 

four-unit ANN have deterministic oscillatory trajectories while the five and six-unit 

ANNs have nondeterministic oscillatory trajectories. 

With the SPN network model and ASN analysis framework established, 

Chapter 7 investigates a novel network structure, the mutual-inhibition pair, 

which exhibits nondeterministic behavior only in stochastic networks. The nonde

terministic dynamics of this structure are informally explained and shown to be 

robust using a recent result from the theory of semi-monotone flows. An eight-unit 

SPN network is then devised and the ASN analysis tools used to show that the net

work must oscillate in an unpredictable fashion. Simulation confirms the analysis 

results and demonstrates that the network functions as a random "coin-flip". This 

oscillator is then generalized into a nondeterministic network architecture which 

can be formally analyzed using the ASN model developed in the previous chap

ters. This archictecture defines a family S of probablistic SPN networks where the 

n-th network in the family has size 0(n) and handles all size n instances of the 

PP-complete set MAJ (the set of CNF formulas satisfied by over half of the pos

sible assignments). It is then shown that the family S probabilistically recognizes 
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MAJ in constant-time and therefore that the languages SP recognized by the S in 

polynomial-time, are PP-complete. Consequently, although these results strongly 

suggest that SPN networks have no more recognition capability than deterministic 

TMs, these networks, and hence probably biological neural networks also, do have 

a space-time complexity advantage over conventional digital computers. 

Finally, Chapter 8 presents a very brief summary of the dissertation and 

some ideas for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

A Stochastic Model for Neural Action-Potential Sequences 

2.1 Introduction 

The history outlined in the introductory chapter suggested that for the most part, 

the neural network research to date has either involved simplified firing-rate based 

ANN models which may not fully characterize spiking networks and detailed spiking 

network models too complex for studying network computational theory, or sim

plified firing-rate based network models which may not fully characterize spiking 

networks. In hopes of bridging this gap in the science, one of the primary objec

tives of this work is the development of a biologically-inspired spiking neuromime 

network model sufficiently abstract to permit thorough study of the network's com

putational capabilities. This effort at model building involves two key components: 

In this chapter a stochastic model for neural action-potential sequences is derived 

from the theory of generalized renewal processes. The next chapter will then use this 

model as a key component of the SPNN model abstracted from the Hodgkin-Huxley 

model for excitable tissue. 

The neural action-potential sequence model developed here is a random pulse 

process p (t) E 2 (As, T,, Tp; t) where P denotes a set of pulse functions with am

plitude As, width T., and mean interpulse period Tp. The pulse process p (t) is 

modelled as the output of a linear filter driven by an impulse process d (t), com

posed of Dirac impulses at instants described by a discrete point process tn. The 

intervals between the points in to in turn form another discrete process x here 
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referred to as a renewal sequence. This chapter develops a mathematical model for 

renewal sequences by generalizing the mathematics for renewal processes. Uniform 

renewal sequences are studied first and then the model is generalized to non-uniform 

renewal sequences. The chapter concludes with approximations for the statistical 

parameters of the action-potential sequence model needed in the next chapter. 

2.2 The Filter Model for Action-Potential Sequences 

As the first step in the modelling process, this section develops a representation for 

action-potential sequence as a continuously-valued function p (t) E P (A., T., Tp; t) 

generated by driving a causal, deterministic filter with a stochastic impulse process, 

viz: 

p (t) = 1 h (t ti) 
=o 

h (t T) d (r) dr (2.1)to. 
The sequence of random time instants {t} is a point process derived from another 

random process here referred to as a renewal sequence. Point processes and 

renewal sequences are studied in detail below; at present it suffices to note that the 

time instants { tn} naturally define a stochastic impulse process d (t) 

00 

d (t) = 45. (t ti) (2.2) 
i=o 

The causal filter h (t) is simply the idealized neural action-potential 

A, 0 < t < T,
h (t) = 

0 otherwise 

Although a more general model might allow the action potential amplitude A, 

and width T. to be wide-sense stationary processes, a relatively straightforward 

analysis, similar to that of Beutler and Leneman for random pulse processes derived 

from stationary point processes [Beu+71], shows that this generalization does not 

significantly alter any key features of the linear filter model. 
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Throughout this work, various random processes will be generated by ap

plying linear operators to pulse processes representing neural action-potential se

quences. For q (t) = L {p (t) ; t} , where L {; t} denotes a convolutional linear op

erator, generally the mean mq (t) and variance cg (t) will be the parameters of 

interest. The autocorrelation rq (t1, t2) will occasionally be needed although gener

ally rq (t1, t2) will only be needed to compute cg (t) since cg (t) = rq (t ,t) mq (t) 2 
. 

From basic stochastic process theory 

mg (t) = Lg Imp (t) ; t} 

= Lg {Lp {md (t); t} ; t} 

and 

rq (ti, t2) = Lg {Lg {rp (ti,t2); ti} ; t2} 

= Lg {Lg {Lp {Lp {rd (4, t2) ; ti} ; t2} ; til ; t2} 

where Lq {; t} is the convolutional linear operator generating the derived process 

and Lp {; t} is the filter h (t) introduced in (2.1). Therefore, finding the mean and (t) 

and autocorrelation rd (t1, t2) of d (t) presents the biggest challenge in developing 

the model. 

At this point, making the physically realistic assumption that the first and 

second order properties of d (t) fluctuate much slower than 1/T, simplifies the anal

ysis. (The next chapter shows that this assumption also follows naturally from 

the neuromime dynamical model.) When this assumption holds, the neural action-

potential sequence has mean 

mp (t) = E {p (t)} 

= f E {d (t r)} h (t) dt 

Ts

. A, f md (t r) dr 
o 

,-- A 871 sm d (t) (2.3) 

and autocorrelation 

rp (ti, t2) = E fp (4) , P (t2)} 
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00 

= E fd (ti TO , d (t2 7-2)} h(TO) h (7.2) di-idT2 
I-00 -00 

7',

= A; rd (t1 Ti, t2 T2) dridT2 
10 0 

::::, il!T:rd (t1 , t2) (2.4) 

As will be shown later, the impulse process mean and (t) roughly equals the mean 

impulse rate, i.e. 

1 
.1and (t) P 

Tp (t) 

In view of the central role and (t) and rd (t1, t2) play in the action-potential 

sequence model, this chapter focuses on characterizing these functions for the class 

of impulse processes associated with point processes derived from renewal sequences. 

The development parallels that typically presented for renewal processes. The gen

eral framework for studying point processes is presented first. Uniform renewal 

sequences are then developed as a generalization of renewal processes and the prop

erties of the derived random count process n (t) and impulse process d (t) are studied 

in depth. The model is then extended to a class of non-uniform, rate-modulated 

renewal sequences. The pulse processes ultimately derived from these non-uniform 

renewal sequences then serves as the model for action-potential sequences needed 

in the next chapter. 

2.3 Point Processes 

To motivate the approach to studying the point and impulse processes in (2.2), con

sider a sequence of independent, positive random variables {x} with probability 

density functions fxn (x). Sequences in which the x7, are independent, identically 

distributed (iid) and not all zero with probability one are known as an ordinary 

renewal processes and have been extensively studied [Cox62]. Unfortunately the 

restriction that the random variables xn have a common probability density func

tion fx (x) makes renewal processes a poor choice on which to base a neural action 
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potential sequence model. To relax this requirement, this work develops a general

ized renewal process, dubbed a uniform renewal sequence, as the basis for an 

action potential sequence model. Generally speaking, a uniform renewal process is 

a sequence of independent random variables {xn} which 

(i) satisfies the Berry-Esseen Theorem, 

(ii) includes a so-called "smoothing subsequence", 

(iii) has a well-defined non-negative average mean, 

(iv) does not degenerate to a deterministic sequence 

The next section formalizes these conditions. Before presenting that material; how

ever, it is useful to review some basic terminology and analysis techniques for point 

processes. 

Given a renewal sequence xn, several important stochastic processes can be 

constructed. The random point process {tn}, defined for n > 0 as 

n 

to = E xk (2.5)
 

k.i. 

defines the count process 

n (to, t)	 = sup In m 1 It > tn, to < tin 1 (2.6) 

= n (t) n (to) (2.7)
 

representing the number of points occurring in the interval (to, t]. When no ambi

guity can arise, this process will be written as 

n (t) = sup {n It ? to } (2.8)
 

for the special case to = 0. Finally, note that the derivative of n (t) is the previously 

introduced impulse process (2.2) 

n t, t + h)(. do (t)d (t) = lim =	 (2.9)
h.o+	 h dt 
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The random variable 
m 

tmin = tm to = E Xk 
k=n+1 

representing the forward recurrence time between the n-th and point m-th point 

(m > n) is a key quantity in the model. As the sum of independent random variables 

tmin has the density function 

itm it (1) = fxn+i (t) 0 fxn+, (t) 0 0 fxm (t) 
m 

= 0 fx,, (t) (2.10) 
k=n+1 

where ® denotes the convolution operator. When no ambiguity can arise it will be 

convenient to let ftn (t) = ftnio (t). 

One particular deterministic function associated with a point process will 

play a central role in the analysis to follow. The intensity function 

and (t) = E {d (t)} (2.11) 

represents the rate of point generation and is most easily computed indirectly in 

terms of the renewal function 

On (t) = E In (t)} (2.12) 

which equals the mean number of points in the interval (0, t]. At first glance, 

computing On (t) for a particular renewal sequence appears to be a difficult task. 

However, a key observation significantly simplifies the problem. The probability 

that fewer than n points occur in the interval (0, t] exactly equals the probability 

that the n-th point occurs after time t 

P {n (t) < n} = P {tn > t} 

= 1 Ftn (t) (2.13) 

Using this observation, the generalized renewal function On (t) for a sequence of 

independent variables {xn} may be computed as [Cox62] 
00 

7,1)0) = E nP {n (t) = n} 
n=0 
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00 

= En [P {n (t) < (n + 1)} P{n(t) < n}J 
n=0 

= E
co 

n [Ftt, (t) Ftn+1 (t)] 

00 

= E Ftn (1) (2.14) 
n=1 

Recall now that the expectation and derivative operators may be interchanged and 

therefore 

1 do (t)} din (t) 
.0 

and (2.15)= 1 dt dt 
71-.=1 ftn (t) 

Using the notion of forward recurrence time, it will also be convenient to define the 

conditional intensity function as 

00 

mdlno (I) = E &It, (t) (2.16) 
n=no +1 

It should be clear that 

and (t) = mdlo (t) 

Using these quantities the autocorrelation of the impulse process d (t) asso

ciated with a sequence xn of independent, positive random variables can be derived 

formally. Since these sequences consist only of positive random variables, for h small 

enough there can only be one point in (t,t + h]. Consequently n (t, t + h) E {0, 1}. 

The autocorrelation then may be expressed as 

rd(t,t+r) (2.17) 

= Efd(t)d(t +r)} 

= urn 
1 

E In (t, t + hi) n (t + 7-, t + 7- +h2)} 
hi,h2---.0+ al ft2 

= urn 
1 

E {n(t,t + hi) E {n(t -1-7-,t -I- 7 -Ph2)1n(t,t-1- h1)}}
L L

hi ,h2.0+ ni. (12
 

= Ern 
1 

P In (t, t + hi) = 1}

hi ,h2.0+ rtrit2 

Pfn(t+r,t+T-1-h2)=11n(t,t+hi)=1} 
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= lirn 1 0E° [ (P ft?, < t + hi} P ft?, 5 t})
h1.0+ hi n=1 

1 04) /
 
11111 --L
 VItm5t+T-1-h2lt<tn5t-Fhl}

h2 .-+0+ n2 m=n 

pft,n5i-i-Tit<tn5t+ho)] 
O.	 0. 

= E ftn (t)[6 (T) + E ftmitn	 (7)] 
n=1 m=n+1
 

oo
 

= and(t)8(T)4- E [ftn (t) Mdln (T)]	 (2.18) 

Clearly, the difficult step in finding practical expressions for the intensity and auto-

correlation functions of a particular impulse sequence is computing the conditional 

intensity function mdin (r) in closed form. 

For renewal processes the problem is somewhat simplified. Cox [Cox62] has 

shown that renewal functions of ordinary renewal processes have the form 

o2 p 2 
( t ) = 1- + + t (1)	 (2.19)

p 2p2 

where p and a are the mean and variance of the common pdf and 

t (1) = o (1) dr 

It follows immediately that the intensity function of an ordinary renewal process 

has the form 

0. 
d on

and (t) 
it- Eftn(t) =	 1+ om (2.20) 

yn=1 

As the next theorem shows the autocorrelation (2.18) also simplifies significantly 

for renewal processes 

Theorem 2.1 Suppose the renewal sequence xn consists of identically distributed 

variables and has the associated impulse process d (t), then 

rd (t,t + 7-) =	 18 (r) + 
1

md(r) + o (1) (2.21) 
ii ii 
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Proof. Clearly if the xn are identically distributed 
00 00 00 

iftmit. (7) = E ft,n_nito (7) = E ftkito (7) 
m=n+1 m=n+1 k=1 

= nid (T) 

and (2.21) follows from (2.18) and (2.20). 1 

Computing the conditional intensity function mdin (7) for small values of 7 

still remains problematic since it depends on the actual common pdf. Appendix 

A introduces one family of renewal processes for which a bound on (2.21) can be 

derived. A Gamma renewal process with real parameter a > 1 is a sequence of 

iid random variables {xn} having the common Gamma density function 

(al µ)a xa-1,_ait,fx, (x) = (2.22)r (a) 

For the Gamma renewal process the appendix shows that 

1 1 1) e-ist/ rod isrnd (t) + ( Fa]
it II 

and therefore 

1rd (t,t + 7) < -8(7) + [1 + ((al 1) e-16Tirall + o(1) (2.23) 
ii 

This result proves key to the alternative process model presented next. 

2.4 Uniform Renewal Sequences 

As mentioned earlier, since renewal processes consist of iid random variables they 

are not a suitable basis for neural action potential sequence models. This section 

formally defines renewal sequences for which the iid requirement has been relaxed 

in a particular way. Suppose {x} is a sequence of random variables with first 

moments {pn} and central second moments {a } and let 
n n n 

E0.2to = E Xk Tn = E ilk En2 k 
k=1 k=1 k=1 

then 
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Definition 2.1 A sequence of independent random variables {x,} with density 

functions {fxn} is an uniform renewal sequence if there exists positive constants 

p, E, Q, a, and c such that for all n 

(RS-i) for all w > It, the characteristic function Oxn(w) = E {ejwxn} satisfies 

aOxn (w) = Looe3" fxn (x) dx < 

(RS-ii) E {x} = pn and lira (rn, rn) (m -I- 1) = p uniformly in n, 

(RS-iii) E {(xn pn)2} = an2 and lira E!in = E2,
nroo 

(RS-iv) E fixn 14,131 < ccr! 

Cox and Smith [Cox+53] have shown that the defining properties of renewal se

quences are sufficient to insure they have well defined intensity functions. A sim

plified version of their result will be presented next. 

The properties enumerated in Definition 2.1 lead to strong convergence re

sults for renewal sequences. The Berry-Esseen Theorem [Pap84] applies directly 

due to the bound (RS-iv) on the third moments: 

Theorem 2.2 (Berry-Esseen) Suppose {xn} is a sequence of random variables 

with first moments {pn} and central second moments {Q,2,} and let 

to = E Xk rn = µk = E QkEn2 

k=1 k=1 k=1 

If there exists a constant c such that for all n 

E {iXn 14113} < co.! 

then the cumulative density (distribution) Ft (t) of the random variable to satisfies 

1 4c
Ftn (t) G < E2 

where G (x) denotes the cumulative density function for the normal (Gaussian) den

sity function g (x): 

f.1 2/2 dyG (x) 
L. g (y) dy 

-VT7r CY 
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It follows from the Berry-Esseen Theorem and (RS-iii) that {xn} satisfies the Cen

tral Limit Theorem. Since u oo as n 00 

lim Ftn (t) t7,1G C = 0 (2.24)
n+oo 

Cox and Smith actually showed that conditions derivable from those in Definition 

2.1 imply that uniform renewal sequences satisfied a Lindeberg condition. However, 

Lindeberg [Cra37] demonstrated that 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose the Central Limit Theorem applies to a sequence {xn} of 

random variables, then this is a necessary and sufficient condition that the sequence 

{xn} satisifies the Lindeberg condition of order 2; i.e. for all e > 0 

1 n 
11m E /1.12 (x) dx = 0 (2.25)noo 2jh

ixAn 1>eEnn k=1 

Thus the Berry-Esseen Theorem is equivalent to Cox and Smith's result. 

If the Central Limit Theorem were the strongest convergence result obtain

able for a renewal sequence it would be extremely difficult to obtain useful results 

for the impulse process d (t) associated with the sequence. Thus it is necessary to 

require that renewal sequences have sufficient structure so that some type of Local 

Limit Theorem applies. Condition (RS-i) guarantees that renewal sequences satisfy 

a smoothness condition defined by Smith [Smi53]: 

Definition 2.2 Suppose {xn} is a sequence of random variables and let 71 (n) denote 

the number of elements xk among the first n elements such that, for some constants 

a, b, and p, if Pi > 11b then 

a 
10k (w)i < 

iwiP 

The sequence {xn} is then said to include a smoothing subsequence if 77 (n) oo 

as n oo and 

(n)
lim > 0 (2.26)

n--+oo E?. 
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Smith was then able to show that the inclusion of a smoothing sequence in a renewal 

sequence is a sufficient condition that the sequence satisfies a Local Limit Theorem 

Theorem 2.3 (Smith) Suppose {x} is a renewal sequence, i.e. satisfies the 

Berry-Esseen Theorem 2.2 and includes a smoothing subsequence, then for suffi

ciently large n, Ft (t) is absolutely continuous and 

lira An (t) 
1 = 0 

FinO 

Clearly condition (RS-i) poses the greatest challenge in testing whether a 

sequence of random variables is a renewal sequence. Fortunately it is possible to 

establish sufficient conditions for the pdf of a random variable to have a character

istic function with the bound (2.24) for some a. Smith [Smi53] proved a relatively 

general condition of this sort in his original work: 

Lemma 2.2 Suppose for Ihi < b the pdf fx(x) satisfies 

r If (x + h) f (x)I dx < a ihi 

then for lwl > lib the characteristic function 0(w) = E {ei"x} satisfies 

(2.27)(w)i 17,1 

Frequently, as in the current work, the density functions for the variables in a 

potential renewal sequence are not known in closed form. In most cases including 

the sequences that will arise subsequently as models for neural action potential 

sequences, it is known that the pdf's are unimodal. As the next lemma shows, all 

unimodal densities satisfy the preceeding lemma and therefore have characteristic 

functions with the required bound: 

Lemma 2.3 Suppose f (t) is a unimodal, continuous density function with bound 

-y > f (t), then 

If f(t)I dt < 2110 (2.28) 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume h > 0. Since f (t) is unimodal, 

for any h there exists a th such that 

1:olf (t + h) f MI di 
oo 

= [f (t + h) f (t)] dt + I [f (t) f (t + h)] dt 
--. th 

th 
= _00[f (t + h) f (01 dt + [1 Icof (t) dt] 

th 

[1 I f (t + h) dt] 

th 
= [f (t + h) f (t)] dt + f [f (t + h) f (t)] dt 

[Ith+h th 

f (t) dt f oof (t) dt] 
2 

Ith+h 
f (t) dt 

2 th 

< 2hy 

and (2.28) follows. 1 

Since renewal sequences satisfy the Local Limit Theorem 2.3, they are consid

erably more well behaved than sequences which only satisfy the Central Limit The

orem. In effect, the Local Limit Theorem implies that the intensity function defined 

by (2.20) must approach a fixed it-dependent limit since limn_,,, ft (t) > g (t) re

gardless of the pdf describing each variable xn in the sequence. Formally this means 

that a slightly simplified version of Cox and Smith's renewal theorem [Cox+53] ap

plies to renewal sequences: 

Theorem 2.4 (Cox-Smith) Suppose {xn} is a renewal sequence, i.e. 

(i) {xn} satisfies the Local Limit Theorem 2.3, 

(ii) for all m, mdbn (t) and (t) = o(1) and is continuous, 

(iii) lira (rn, Tn) / (m + 1) = A-1 uniformly in n, and
171-4.00 

(iv) lim E,21n = E2 > 0noo 

http:171-4.00
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then for sufficiently large t, 71),,(t) is absolutely continuous and 

and (t) = A o (1) (2.29) 

Subsequently the constant A will be referred to as the rate constant of the uniform 

renewal sequence. 

2.5 Linearly Derived Processes 

Using only Cox and Smith's Theorem 2.4, computing the autocorrelation (2.18) 

for the impulse process generated by a uniform renewal sequence remains difficult 

since the o (1) term in (2.29) makes a non-negligable contribution to the conditional 

intensity function mdin (T) for small T. Except in very specific cases it is difficult to 

compute (or even approximate) the o (1) term and therefore to find the mean and 

variance of processes derived by linear convolution operators using (2.3) and (2.4). 

Fortunately, with some reasonable assumptions on the renewal sequence 

structure, the mean mg (t) and variance cg (t) of the "fading average" 

q (t) v f p (t) e-"(t -T) dr 

of p (t) can be directly approximated. The key assumption needed is that for 

the effective averaging period v-1, the process is reasonably approximated by a 

sequence of iid Gamma random variables. Let ao E IN denote an upper bound on 

the parameters of the Gamma densities (2.22) describing the sequence variables, 

13 = 16/ao, 

and (t, T) = A + A (ao 1) CPT > and (r) (2.30) 

represent the corresponding local bound on the intensity function. To a reasonable 

approximation 

v (r) e-"fit -T) dr v f and (t, r) e-v(t-r) dr 

< v [A + A (ao 1) e-'3Ari e-v(t---odT 

< A e-vt) 
Av (ao 1) -oAt _ e-vt) (2.31)

v ifiA 
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The mean mg (t) and variance cg (t) of the fading average are most usefully 

approximated under the assumption that the renewal sequence originated in the 

distant past, i.e. that t is large. From (2.3) and (2.31) 

mg (t) v I mp (r)e-v(t-T) dr
 

-
ti AsTsvi md (T) e-v(t r) dr 

Av (ao 1) -0At e-vt)]< AsTs[A (1 e-vi) e 

AsT,A (2.32) 

An approximation for the variance can be derived easily from the same as

sumptions. From (2.4) and (2.18) 

Cq (t) Mq (02
 

rq (t, t)
 
t 

rp (T1, T2) e -v(t-II)e-v(t-T2)= v2 dT2 CIT1
 
JO 0
 

t
 
2 A2/712
 

...., V tasi., rd (ri, T2) e-v(t-roe-v(t-7-2) dT2 dr1
 
10 Ti
 

v2A 81732 rd (T2, T1) e-v(t-T1)e-v(i-T2) dr2 dri 
10 0
 
t t
 

-- 2v2A;T32 rd 0-1, 72) e-v(t-Ti)e-v(t-/-2) dT2 dr1
 
fo 1-1 

t t 
(To 6 0.2 r1) e-v(t-Toe-v(t-/-2) ,J ,1

^,^- uT2u-ri2v2A!T: I 
o 7-1 

t t 00 

+ 2V211!T: E [ftn (7-1)rndin (r2 r1)] C-1*-1.1)C-v(t-T2) dT2dT1 
0 TI n_1
 

e-2v(t-T1)

2v2 A .,2T: dr1 

t 00 
-V(t -T2 ) dT2] e-v(t-n) dr12v2 A;T: f E [ftn (TO f mdln (72 e 

n=1 

Using the assumption (2.31), 

t 
2 ov2 I md (T1) e - v(t-T 
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t 
U2 I and (t, 7) e-2(t -T)< dr 

o 

vA (1 e-2vt ) v2A (ao - 1) (e -pat e-vt) 
< + (2.33)

2 2v 13A 

and 

7.1) CV(t-T2) dr2
mdln (7-2v l 

'7"1 

ft -Ti

< v and (t, r) e-v(t-T1-7) dr
 

vA (ao 1) {e-Mt-Ti) 
A [1 cv(t-Toi (2.34) 

for all n. Consequently 

cq (0+ m,(02 

2i1.!7'2 v2 I d (t, r) C2v(t-T) dr 

t 

+2,4.!Tsv2 and (t, r) e-v(t-n-r) dr] and (t, e-v(t-TI)
Jo [Jo 

e 2vt) v (ao 1) -pat e-vt)12,4.27'2vA [ (1 
2 2v 

(1 e-2vt) v2 (ao 1) [1 e-(v-F0A)ti 
2,42T2A2 I (1 e-vt) 

2 (v + OA) (v #A) 

(ao 1) [1 e-2vt1 (ao 1) [e-vt e-pti 

2 (v #A) (v #A) 
1) [e-2vt e-pat] (ao 1)2 e-pt e-vti(ao 

(2v OA) (v OA) 

v2 (ao 1)2 [c2vt e-13Ati 

(v fiA) (2v #A) 

ilMA2v (ao 1)
+ il!nA2 + (2.35)

(v + Mk) 

and therefore 

cq (t) ti )1.2,nvA + A'N?A2v (ao 1) (2.36)
(v + #A) 
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2.6 Nonuniform Renewal Sequences 

In contrast to impulse processes derived from uniform renewal sequences, neural 

action potential sequences are in some sense non-uniform; i. e . action-potentials are 

not generated at a constant rate A but instead are generated at a rate A (t) that 

varies with time. This section builds on the results for uniform renewal sequences 

and defines a class of doubly stochastic non-uniform renewal sequences dubbed 

A (t)-induced renewal sequences. As the next chapter shows, these sequences 

naturally arise as the underlying basis for a formal model for neural action-potential 

sequences. 

Before formally characterizing A (t)-induced renewal sequences, the class of 

functions admissible as rate functions A (t) must first be defined. Since these func

tions represent the rate at which sequence elements are generated, they must in 

some sense be slowly varying. The next definition formalizes this notion: 

Definition 2.3 A function A (t) : [0, oo] --4 [0, a] is a rate function if there exists 

an w > 0 such that w > IA' WI. 

Engineers refer to functions satisfying this definition as "low-pass" since the bound 

on the magnitude and first derivative necessarily implies they have a frequency 

spectrum (Fourier transform) in which the high frequency components are greatly 

attenuated relative to the low frequency components. In addition, these functions 

are uniformly continuous since they satisfy a Lipschitz condition. These properties 

imply that a rate function can be reasonably approximated by a step function in 

which the level and length of each step is directly and inversely proportional to the 

rate function average over the step interval, respectively. More formally, this means 

that a type of implicit sampling theorem exists for rate functions: 

Theorem 2.5 Suppose A (t) : [0, oo] -4 [0, a] is a rate function with w > IA' (t)I, 

and suppose for some 0 > 0 and 1 > -y > 0 that {tn} is an ordered sequence of 

instants such that for all n 

t7, tn_i < 3A,T1 + -ya-1 
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where 

An 
1 

A (r) dr
to to -1 ftn_i 

then 

sup sup IA (t) Anl (2.37) 
n tn_i<t<tn 

Proof. Let Mn < a be the maximum ) (t) takes on ftiz-1 1 4] and let 

Tn = to tn_1. If Tn > Mn/w, a lower bound on An may be found by 

assuming in essence that for t E [tn-1, tit] 

Mn Wt to-1 < t < in-1 + Mn/W(t) = { 0 to -1 Mn/W < t < in 

or equivalently 

0 0 < t < tn AlniCA)
A (t) = { wt tn Mn < t < tn 

For both cases 

1 iMniw MnAn > WT dT 
Tn Jo 2wTn 

and since # > An (Tn -ya-1) 

2w#Tn 2w# 
A (t) An I < Mn < (2.38)

Tn -ya-1 1 

On the other hand, if Tn < Mn/w, the desired bound may be found by 

first noting that 

wTn wTnm f (2.39)An > Mn 1 WT dT = Mn >
Tn tn 2 2 

and that .\ (t) > Mn wT, therefore 

IA (t) AnI < Mn (Mn wien) = wTen 
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Since 0 > An (Tn -yor1), it follows from (2.39) that 

2ig ,-ya-i 
Tr, < < 

4 + w 2 w
 

and therefore
 

IA (t) An I < V2w/3 (2.40) 

Comparing (2.38) with (2.40) and recalling 0 < 7 < 1 proves (2.37). 1 

The importance of these functions in the current context lies in the natural 

correspondence that exists between every rate function A (t) and a particular doubly 

stochastic renewal sequence: 

Definition 2.4 A sequence of independent random variables {xn} is a 

A (t)- induced renewal sequence if 

(i) A (t) : [0, oo] > [0, o] is a rate function with w > IA' (t)I, 

(ii) {pn} is a random positive sequence and there exists a continuous, monotonic 

function 1 > e (w) > 0 with e (0) = 0 such that 

f (w) A. > I tc.1 An I (2.41) 

where
 

tn

1An = A (7) c/T

tn tn-1 ftn_i 

(iii) there exists constants # > 0 and 1 > -y > 0 such that for all n 

tn to-1 < Olin + 7a-1 (2.42) 

i.e. fxn (x) = 0 if x cl (3Pri 7a-1, Olin + -ya-1) 

(iv) {xn /µn} is a uniform renewal sequence. 
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This definition implies A (t)-induced renewal sequences have some important 

properties. The requirement (iii) that the xn are bounded means that if there exists 

a T such that A (t) = 0 for t > T, the sequence {xn} is finite. To see this, let N be 

the largest n such that t, < T. Then tn+1 -+ oo and by (ii) oo. Consequently 

(iii implies) that xN+1 oo. Technically finite sequences are not renewal sequences; 

however, in this work finite sequences can be treated as renewal sequences since the 

applied results are defined on finite time intervals and therefore on a finite number 

of points in the renewal sequences under consideration. 

A subtler property of A (t)-induced renewal sequences is implied by (iv). 

Definition 2.1 essentially requires that uniform renewal sequences satisfy the Berry-

Esseen Theorem 2.2 and include a smoothing subsequence (Definition 2.2). The 

bound (iii) implies {xn}, and therefore {yn }, satisfies the Berry-Esseen Theorem. 

Let yn = xnhin, then 

fyn(y) = tifxn (Y Iit) (2.43) 

For neural action-potential sequences the random variables x, and therefore the 

yn, have unimodal density functions. Consequently, by Lemma 2.3 and (2.43), one 

sufficient condition for {x7,1 p} to include a smoothing sequence is the existence of 

a r > 0 such that for all n, F /p, > fx(x). 

The previous section presented a thorough derivation of the intensity func

tion and (t) for uniform renewal sequences. Unfortunately it appears the derivation 

of exact results similar to Theorem 2.4 for any interesting class of non-uniform se

quences appears to be extremely difficult. On the other hand, the existence of a 

well-defined rate function A (t) facilitates the derivation of a useful approximation 

for the intensity function and (t) of a A (t)-induced renewal sequence. Key to the 

final result is the fact that a non-uniform renewal sequence approximates an implicit 

sampling of the rate function: 

Lemma 2.4 Suppose A (t) is a rate function and x (n) is a A (t)-induced renewal 
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sequence with the associated random count process n (t). Let 

r (t) = u-1, n(T)+1 dr 

A (t) = A(T) dr 

then 

24E(w)a+ > -1 A (t) (2.44)
(1 -y) (1 E (W)) 1 it n(t)+1 

and 

24 it
 
> Ir (t) A MI (2.45) 

(1 7) (1 E (w))
 

Proof. By Definition 2.3 and (ii) of Definition 2.4,
 

icitt)+1 A MI P;;(t)+1 An(t)+1 1 + I An(t)+1 A MI 

< c (w) a + I An(t)+1 A MI (2.46) 

while by (ii) and (iii), 1/An (1 + e (w) >)pn 5 1/An (1 e (w)) and 

tn(t)+1 tn(t) 5 (Nin(t)+1An(t)+1) A;(t)+1 + ya-1 

# A-1 + -ya-1 
1 e (0) n(t)+1
 

Therefore, by Theorem 2.5
 

\/ 2w0
 
I An(t)+1 A MI 5. (1 -y) (1 c (w)) 

Substituting (2.47) into (2.46) proves (2.44). Equation (2.45) follows 

trivially by noting 

Ir (t) A (01 5 dt 
liCi(t)+1 A (t) 

2w0 1E(w)a+ dt 
(1 -y) (1 E (w)) 

I
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It follows immediately that the intensity function and (t) of a A (t)-induced 

renewal sequence may be approximated as 

and (t) A (t) + o (1)r--,', 

The next theorem formalizes this notion: 

Theorem 2.6 Suppose A (t) is a rate function and x (n) is a A (t)-induced renewal 

sequence, then 

2(4.,0f(w)a-F + 0 (1) > IA (t) md (t)I (2.47)
(1 7) (1 c (w)) 

Proof. Using the count process n (t) associated with the sequence {xn}, 

define the stochastic time transformation 

t 

r (t) = I µn(T)+i dt (2.48) 
o 

and let 

A (t) = A(T) dT 

In the transformed time scale the sequence {xn} has the image 

{Y.} = {xn /µn} 

Since {xn} is a A (t)-induced renewal sequence, {yn} is a uniform renewal 

sequence with 

E {yn} = 1 E fiY. lik} = E { lx. Pnik} 114 

count process m (t), and renewal function 

Lm(t) = t + ao + t (1) (2.49)
 

This implies the nonuniform process has the conditional renewal function
 

klin (t IT) = E {n (t) IT } = r (t) + ao + t (1) (2.50)
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where T = ft } . By Lemma 2.4 

2w# 
t t(1) > IA (t) ao (t(1 -y) (1 (w)) 

Taking appropriate derivatives and applying (2.44) of Lemma 2.4 proves 

(2.47). 

As for uniform renewal sequences, computing (or even estimating) the o(1) 

term in (2.47), and therefore computing the mean and variance of processes derived 

from p (t) by linear convolution operators, is difficult. Gestri and Piram [Ges+75] 

published one notable example for a class of non-stationary point processes. They 

found a closed form expression for the intensity function of the renewal process in 

which the component variables have a common Gamma distribution of integral order 

(Erlang distribution). Using this result they derived the autocorrelation of any non-

stationary point process p (t) which can mapped to an Erlang renewal process via 

a continuous transformination of the time axis. Although these non-stationary pro

cesses are a proper subset of the A (t)-induced renewal sequences introduced here, 

Gestri and Piram's results are only of formal interest due to the difficulty of com

puting a closed form expression for the intensity function of an arbitrary uniform 

renewal sequence. 

Fortunately, by building on the previous results for uniform renewal se

quences, the mean mg (t) and variance cq (t) of the "fading average" q (t) of the 

pulse process p (t) associated with a A (t)-induced renewal sequence can be reason

ably estimated. Under the fairly mild restriction that A (t) is slowly-varying relative 

to the effective memory of the averaging filter (v > w), the intensity function and (t) 

has the local bound 

and (t, 7) = A (t) + A (t) (ao 1) cOA(t), > ma (T) (2.51) 

and the approximations (2.32) and (2.36) remain valid. Consequently 

mg (t) AsTsA (t) (2.52) 

il!7? A (02 v (ao 1)cg (t) A;71,2vA (t) (2.53)
(v /6A (t)) 
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Equations (2.52) and (2.53) are the key results of the neural-action potential 

sequence model. The next chapter develops a neuromime which hypothesizes that 

the dendritic tree low-pass filters the post-synaptic potentials induced by the action-

potentials from pre-synaptic neurons. To the extent this is true and (2.52) and (2.53) 

represent reasonable approximations to this action, and if 

(0 1) v + Vv2 (1 13)2 + 4/3 [v2 + v (ao 1)] 
A (t)	 >> (2.54)

2/3 

then and (t)2 >> cd (t) and it can be hypothesized that the dendritic tree extracts 

or demodulates the rate function of the pre-synaptic cell from an action-potential 

sequence. Since the neuromime also assumes v is small and responds negligibly 

when A (t) is small, the dendritic tree can be viewed as an effective demodula

tor for all values of the pre-synaptic rate function. This result compares favor

ably with Bayley's [Bay68] work showing deterministic point functions can be de

modulated using low-pass filters and with various simpler stochastic neural models 

[Rui75],[Ges71],[Ste+72],[Bru+79],[Yan+74]. 

2.7 Conclusion 

As a preliminary step in the development of the neuromime model presented in 

the next chapter, this chapter has studied a class of non-uniform pulse processes 

that serve as a reasonable model for neural action potential sequences. These pulse 

processes are ultimately derived from A (t)-induced renewal sequences generated 

by particular transformations of generalized renewal processes here referred to as 

uniform renewal sequences. In contrast to renewal processes, uniform renewal se

quences are sequences of non-negative independent random variables which do not 

have identical density functions but instead satisfy a Local Limit Theorem. This 

generalization insures that renewal sequence still have well defined properties but 

relaxes requirements on the process generator. Using these results, the next chapter 

presents a neuromime based on the Hodgkin-Huxley model for excitable tissue that 

generates a train of action-potentials described by a A (t)-induced renewal sequence. 
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Chapter 3 

A Biologically Motivated Stochastic Pulse Neuromime 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter completes the neural model begun in the preceeding chapter. Dubbed 

the Stochastic Pulse Neuromime (SPN), the model is a two-compartment, integrate-

and-fire spiking stochastic neuromime explicitly derived as a reasonable mathemat

ical abstraction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model for excitable membrane. Combining 

the results of the previous chapter with the diffusion approximation for the SPN re

sults in a mean firing rate model for the unit which will be used in the next chapter 

to develop the network model. 

3.2 The Hodgkin-Huxley Model of Excitable Tissue 

The Hodgkin-Huxley equation [Hod+52] for excitable membranes is the starting 

point for the formal neuromime model. Although the physical basis for certain 

model properties remains in question, Hodgkin and Huxley conclusively demon

strated that action potentials are generated by the flow of ionic currents carried by 

sodium (Nat), potassium (K+) and other ions. Their model, schematically depicted 

in Figure 3.1, describes the net membrane potential as a function of the membrane 

conductance for each ionic species. By postulating that these conductances evolve 

according to first-order rate equations, they were able to accurately model action-

potentials in the squid giant axon. The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) equation relating 

trans-membrane potential Tim; the sodium, potassium, and leakage conductances 
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gNa7 gK) and gi respectively; and the Nernst potentials ENal EK, and E1 for each 

species is 

Cniddt
lin,

= gNa (14n ENa) gK (lin, EK) gi (V,n El) + I (3.1) 

where 

gNa = In3hgNao 

gK = n4
gKO 

dm 
= aam (1 m) + li'm

dt 
dh 

= ah (1 h) -I- 13h
dt 
do 

= an (1 n) + P.
dt 

I denotes input currents, and the a and /3 parameters are functions of Vm. 

R1 RNa RK 

(1/th) (1/ gNa) (1/gK) 
Vm 

Et ENa 

Figure 3.1: Hodgkin-Huxley membrane equivalent circuit 

Since the Hodgkin-Huxley model only describes the fast acting Na+ current 

'Na and the delayed rectifier K current 1K involved in an Na+ /K+ action-potential 

it must be extended if it is to serve as a full neural cell model. Generally this is done 

by incorporating at least the total synaptic current ./8 into I along with a mech

anism producing an absolute refractory period subsequent to an action potential. 
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More sophisticated models frequently include the cation (Na+,K+,Ca++) current Ih 

thought to play a role in post-inhibitory rebound or the Ca++ mediated K+ cur

rent secondarily involved in repolarizing action-potentials in some invertebrate 

[Get89] and vertebrate [Rin+89] neurons. Even more detailed models might add 

the Ca++ current IT involved in low-threshold spiking and endogenous bursting in 

thalmic relay neurons [McC+92], [Wan+91]. To maintain the analytical simplicity 

needed for network analysis the model developed here will include only the synaptic 

current I. Although the neuromime clearly will not exhibit the multiple operating 

modes the omitted currents give rise to in some biological neurons, this should not 

handicap investigation of the information processing properties of biologically mo

tivated networks since any computationally significant complex behaviours should 

be reproducible with small nets of simpler neuromimes. 

To model the synaptic input current, assume the cell has n synaptic inputs 

and let the sets E and .1 denote the indices of the excitatory and inhibitory synapses. 

If it is assumed that excitatory and inhibitory synapses mediate inflowing Na+ and 

outflowing K+ currents respectively, the synaptic input current can be expressed as 

Ia = gal/. (3.2) 

where 

dVa 1Va (Va ENa) g,,7 V,,7 (Va EK) v3,7 1 (3.3)
gs,7dt Ts Ts iEe JET 

and v,, and g,,i approximate the j-th pre-synaptic membrane potential and effective 

synapse weight for the j-th synapse respectively. Note that (3.1) and (3.3) can 

be interpreted as a simplified two-compartment model composed of axo-somatic 

and dendritic compartments. Although the fixed time constant Ts implies that the 

dendritic compartment has a fixed leakage conductance neutralizing the potential 

difference in contrast to biological neurons, this is a commonly made approximation 

for small relatively homogenous networks [Wil+89]. 
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3.3 Current Flow Model 

Capturing the essential character of the extended Hodgkin-Huxley ionic model be

gins with conversion of the action-potential mechanism (3.1) and input current (3.3) 

into equivalent abstract current flow models. Decomposing the sodium and potas

sium conductances into rest-potential and action-potential related components 

gNa = gNa[rp] gNa[ap] 

gic = gK[rp] gK[ap] 

and then recombining these components with the leakage conductance yields the 

abstract resting gr, depolarization gd, and hyperpolarization gh conductances 

gr = gNa[rp] gK[rp] gl 

gd = gNa[ap] 

gh = gK[ap] 

The membrane and Nernst potentials may be combined into a ground-referenced 

output voltage Vu, synaptic current generator voltage Vb, action-potential source 

Em, and rest-potential source Er 

Vu = Vm EK 

Vb = Va EK 

Em = ENa EK 

gNa[rp] (ENa EK) (E1 EK)
Er = 

gr 

Using these quantities and assuming arbitrarily that Em = 2Er = 2EK, (3.1) and 

(3.3) may be re-written as 

dV,, 
= gr ( Vu Er) (E Vu ) -I- a ( V b EK)dt Cm Cm Cm 

Cm (Vu Er) + gdCm 17u) g a (Vb Er) (3.4)+gh (Er gd fragh Er 

and 

dVb 1 1 [(Em(Vb Er) Vb) Egs,iV,,j Vb E gs,j1/8,1 (3.5)
dt Ts Ts 

jEe jET 
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Figure 3.2 depicts the equivalent circuit schematic for the current flow model 

of excitable tissue. Mahowald and Douglas [Mah+91] demonstrated that systems 

generally similar to (3.4) and (3.5) can be reasonably approximated with analog 

VLSI technology. While such accurate approximations certainly appear to be im

portant for creating electronic adjuncts to the human nervous system, this work 

seeks instead to discover and mimic the essential computational properties of such 

systems. Therefore (3.4) and (3.5) must be further abstracted into forms suitable 

for subsequent analysis. 

9. (Vb Er) 

Figure 3.2: Current-flow model membrane equivalent circuit 

3.4 Deterministic Neuromime Models 

This section develops three related deterministic neuromime models from (3.4) and 

(3.5). The first two are primarily of pedagogical interest while the third will be 

the basis for the SPN. To motivate the abstraction process, consider the sequence 

of events in a generalized spiking neuron. While in the subthreshold region the 

neuron integrates synaptic currents until the potential difference across the capac

itive membrane reaches the firing threshold V+. At that point a self-reinforcing 
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depolarizationthe action-potentialoccurs. A refractory period follows during 

which synaptic inputs cannot retrigger an action-potential and which period ends 

as the cell membrane hyperpolarizes. For present purposes it can be assumed this 

occurs when the membrane potential reaches another threshold V- < V+ such that 

the rest-potential occurs midway between these thresholds, i.e. V- = Er Vo and 

V+ = Er + Vo. The cycle then begins anew with the hyperpolarized membrane. 

This sequence of events can be schematicized by defining a binary variable 

U to represent the model firing state 

0 if Vu < V-, or U = 0 and Vu < V+ (subthreshold)
U (3.6) 

1 if V > V+, or U = 1 and Vu > V- (AP/refractory)1 

and two sequences of Dirac impulses 

r dU dUD+ = (3.7)
2 dt + dt 
1 idU_ dU = (3.8) 
2 dt dt 

marking the instants U switches from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 respectively. The 

various terms in (3.4) then can be abstractly approximated in terms of U as 

gd + gh 1 
(Vu Er) 'A,' aVoU (3.9)

Cm Tm 

gd gh 
ks,dEr OV0D+ +21/0D+ (3.10) 

For convenience in expressing the final model, some new quantities also can be 

introduced 

1 gr= (3.11)
Tm Cm 

= Tmga (3.12) 

Wi = gs,i (3.13) 

VP = Vu VO Er (3.14) 

Vy = Vb Er (3.15) 
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Inserting (3.9) - (3.15) into (3.4) yields the first abstracted model for the axo-somatic 

compartment 

dVp dVt, 

dt dt 

= 
1 

(V Er) aVoU (W013+ + 2110D-) +T pVy
rni 

1 1 1 = Vp aVoU (f3V0D÷ 2V0D-) (pVy Vo) (3.16)
Tm Tm Tm 

and the dendritic compartment 

dVy 1 1 1 

dt 
= Vy + (Er Vy)Ewy.,, (Er + Vy) E wiV.,,i (3.17)

Ts Ts Ts
jEE jET 

Note that as a result of this analysis, (3.6), (3.9) and (3.14) imply that 

0 if Vp < 0 (subthreshold)U = (3.18) 
1 if Vp > 0 (AP/refractory) 

Before proceeding further, some important details of the model (3.16), (3.17), 

and (3.18) should be noted. The essential function of the state variable U as a switch 

means that the resulting model does not explicitly distinguish between the action-

potential and absolute refractory state. For the analysis that follows this is easily 

handled by defining the driving term in (3.17) as 

As Ta + Ts > > Ta 
Vs,i = (3.19) 

0 otherwise 

where ta,i denotes the instant U last transitioned to the active state in unit i and Ta 

represents the axonal propagation delay. This amounts to splitting the axo-somatic 

compartment into axonic and somatic compartments. Therefore for simulation pur

poses or VLSI realization the model must incorporate an ad hoc action-potential 

defining mechanism that approximates the axonal propagation Ta. 

Consider now the qualitative behaviour of (3.16) for a constant input Vy 

properly bounded to drive the model into the oscillatory regime. The k-th firing 

cycle begins at time tk when U switches from 1 to 0; starting at that instant Vp 
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rises from 2179 to 0 in time To (14). U then switches from 0 to 1 at time tk + To 

and Vp jumps from 0 to /3V9. Vp then falls from #V9 to 0 in time T1. Finally at time 

tk+1 = tk + TO + = tk Tp 

U switches from 1 to 0, Vp jumps from 0 to 214, and the cycle repeats. Formally 

this behaviour may be described by 

+ (Eivy vo) tk < t < To + tk 

+ Vo ,,-;1117y tk + To <t < tk Tp7-1,7 VP 
(3.20)

dt 
#1/05 WO t=tk+To 
2Vob (Vp) t = tk +Tp 

which has solution 

2149e-timi (iNy Ve) (1 e-tirm) 

tk <t < tk TO,k 
Vp = v e-(t-To)i Trn [pVy (a + 1) Vtd (1 e-(t-To) /Tm) 

ik To < t < tk+1 

(3.21) 

Therefore, it can be concluded that 

To (V,,) = rn, [In (pVy Vo) In (pVy V9)] (3.22) 

T1(Vy) = rn, {In [(a + + 1) Vo pVy] In [(a + 1) Vo fiVy]} (3.23) 

Note that To varies with the input Vy and does not depend on a or #. In contrast, 

since Vy is bounded, T1 is approximately independent of Vy for al/9 >> itVy but varies 

with #. 

The second neuromime model proceeds from the observation that if /3 is fixed, 

the a required to produce a desired T1 may be too small to make T1 independent of 

Vy. Including a decoupling factor 1 U in the input term of (3.16) overcomes this 

limitation. Let # = 2 so that 

dU
2V8D+ + 21/9D- = 2V9 

dt 
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and define 

V, = Vy 0 VoU + Er -I- Ve 

Substituting these quantities and the input decoupling factor into (3.16) yields the 

second abstract model for the axo-somatic compartment: 

dV, d (Vp 2VoU)= 
dt dt
 

= p av e -v o + k 1 v iv y

Tm Tm Tm Tm 

1 1 
= ( VP + Er + V o ) + (Ez aVe) U + (1 U) (lin + Er)

T m T m Tm 

1 1 1
= -T Vz + [Er (a + 2) Ve] U + (1 U) (ftVy + Er) (3.24)

Tm Tm Tm 

where 

0 if V, < Er Vo, or U = 0 and V, < Er + Vo (subthreshold)
U = 

1 if V, > Er + Vo , or U = 1 and V, > Er Vo (AP/refractory) 

An additional modification of (3.24) produces the final abstract model for 

the axo-somatic compartment. In the solution to (3.24), V, rises from Er Vo to 

Er + Vo when U = 0 and then falls from Er Vo to Er + Vo when U = 1 during the 

AP/refractory period, ie: 

d V, i Vz + 1 (pV + ET) t k < t < TO + tkTm Tm = (3.25)
dt i'.nV, + T.: [Er (a + 2) Vej To +tk<t<t k+i 

This equation has the solution 

(Er Vo) e-firm + (aVy + Er) (1 e-t/Tm) t k < t < To + t k
Vz =
 

(Er + VG) e-t /Tm + [Er (a + 2) Vo] (1 e-t/Tm) To +tk <t<tki-i
 

so that 

To (Vy) rm [ln (04 + Vo) in (tin vo] 

Ti (vy) Tm fln [(a + 3) Ve] In [(a -I- 1) Veil 
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Now since the duration T1 of the AP/refractory period is independent of the 

input Vy, (3.25) can be modified to 

dV, -I- Vz + Tm (PVy + Er ) tk < t < TO + tkTm
 (3.26)
dt 1/1

i , 2 TO + tk < t < 44-1Tm 

and have the same T1 as (3.24) for proper choice of T: . This equation has the 

solution 

(Er Ve) + (pVy + Er) e-t/Tm) tk < t < To + tk
Vz = 

(Er + Ve) e-tirm To + tk < t < tk-1-1 

so that in this case 

TO = [In (tin VO) 111 Gin Ve)] (3.27) 

(Vy) = 77: [ln (Er + Ve) In (Er Ve)] (3.28) 

Therefore if 

In [(a + 3) Ve] In [(a + 1) Ve]
Tin = Tm 

ln (Er + Vo) ln (Er Ve) 

the final model for the axo-somatic compartment becomes 

dVdtz 1 = T [1 + (/ 1) U] Vz + (1 U ) (xy + Er) (3.29)
Tm 

0 if V, < Er Ve, or U = 0 and V, < Er + Ve (subthreshold)U= 
1 if Vz > Er + Ve, or U = 1 and V, > Er Ve (AP/refractory) 

(3.30) 

and has the same value of To and T1 as (3.24). (To prevent the proliferation of 

variables, V, has been re-used in (3.30) although it is not the same V, in (3.24)). 

Equations (3.29), (3.30), (3.17), and (3.19) can be implemented simply in VLSI and 

in fact appear similar to the circuitry discussed by Mahowald [Mah92]. 

3.5 The Stochastic Pulse Neuromime 

In contrast to (3.16), biological neurons are stochastic systems. Attempts to model 

this probabilistic behaviour generally incorporate either a random variation in the 
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firing threshold or in the mean firing rate of each unit [Lev+87], [Per+86], [Buh+87]. 

In constrast, the method proposed here mathematically approximates those tech

niques by adding a bounded stochastic process Vq to the input term in the model. 

Denoting stochastic processes in boldface the stochastic version of (3.16) may be 

stated as 

dVz T {1 -I- 1) U} V, + (1 U) [(fiVy E,.) + V 9 ]dt Tin rn, 

(3.31) 

0 if V, < E, Ve, or U = 0 and V, < Er +Ve (subthreshold)
U 

1 if V, > Er +Ve, or U = 1 and V, > Er Ve (AP/refractory) 

(3.32) 

dVy 1 1 1Vy (Er Vv) E wiv,,, (Er vy)E wiv.,,j (3.33)
dt Ts Ts Ts

jEE jET 

A, Ta + > t ta > TaV, (3.34) 
0 otherwise 

where to denotes the instant U last transitioned to the active state and Ta repre

sents the axonal propagation delay. The assumption Vq is bounded means that 

that (3.31) is an ordinary differential equation driven by noise rather than a true 

stochastic differential equation, therefore the analysis can proceed without resort to 

ItO integrals. 

Despite the simplicity of (3.31), the presence of the switching function U 

makes this equation, and hence the entire neuromime, difficult to analyze. To 

overcome this problem, two approaches have evolved for analyzing continuous-time 

stochastic neuromimes similar to (3.31) - (3.34). The first approach, the diffusion 

models of Stein [Ste65], Roy and Smith [Roy+69], Johanessma [Joh68], and Capoc

elli and Ricciardi [Cap+71], dates from the late 1960's. The diffusion model rep

resents neural activity as Poisson processes impinging on a leaky-integrator model 

for the neural membrane and investigates the problem of finding the mean first 

passage time of the membrane potential to the firing threshold. Unfortunately, 

it was discovered that for many common membrane models the mean first passage 
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time does not have a closed form. Therefore the complexity of these models has 

precluded their use as the basis for studying networks of neuromimes. 

Over a decade later, Cohen and Grossberg [Coh+83] and Hopfield and Tank 

[Hop82], [Hop84], [Hop+85] introduced an alternate approach in which they postu

lated that the reciprocal of the mean first passage time, referred to as the mean 

firing rate or activation function, had a sigmoidal characteristic. This funda

mental assumption allowed them to investigate a variety of network properties and 

forms the basis for much of the artificial neural network theory developed subse

quently. Despite the heuristic arguments supporting a sigmoidal activation function, 

experimentation has shown that these networks do not adequately model spiking 

networks. While the mean firing rates of simple spiking models have a sigmoidal 

characteristic under static conditions, the network dynamical behaviour is quanti

tatively influenced by the detailed form of the sigmoidal characteristic and, as the 

earlier work on diffusion models showed, finding a closed form expression for the 

characteristic is problematic. 

Technically, both of these approaches model only the axo-somatic compart

ment and incorporate significant simplifying assumptions in place of the dendritic 

compartment. As the next chapter shows, spiking networks exhibit dynamical be

haviour that a one-compartment model with a simple static sigmoidal activation 

function cannot easily replicate. The model developed here synthesizes the two 

classical approaches and the action-potential sequence model developed in the pre

vious chapter to produce a two-compartment dynamical model, shown pictorially 

in Figure 3.3, for the spiking neuron that is a mathematically tractable basis for 

network analyses. 

3.5.1 Dendritic Compartment Filter Model 

The dendritic compartment model is derived heuristically as an approximation to 

the mean dynamics of the spiking neuromime dendritic equation (3.33). Since the 

dendritic equation is essentially a single-pole low-pass filter, the previous chapter 
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L Dendritic Compartment Axo-Somatic Compartment 

Figure 3.3: Idealized Neuron 

shows the dendritic compartment can be viewed as a demodulator for the rate-

modulated pre-synaptic action-potential sequences. Consequently, the dendritic 

compartment output approximately equals the summed means of the pre-synaptic 

action-potential sequences and an approximation for the output dynamics can be 

derived by applying the expectation operator to (3.33): 

dE {V y}
 

dt
 

1--1 E IVO E {(Er V y) toivs,J (Er -i-vy) wiv,,,
Ts Ts 

JEe JET 

= 
1 

E {V y} 
1

E 1g (v, > wivs,,, E wivs,i) (3.35)
Ts Ts 

jEE jET 

Next, it is assumed that to a reasonable degree, VI, and V,,j are uncorrelated for 

all j E EU/ and: 

JEe JET 

g ((Er E {V}) wiE {V,,j} (Er E {VIM E wiE 
jEe JET 
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= g {NT y} ,E wiE {V 30 ,EwiE {V3,j}) (3.36) 
jET JET 

To simplify (3.36) further, first observe that 

E {V,} = ABLE {U} Tr' = s 

since V, and U are trains of pulses in 1-1 correspondence with energy AsT, and T1 

respectively. In addition, it is desirable to assume that g (,,) may be approximated 

by a sigmoidal nonlinearity dependent only on the total sum of the excitatory and 

inhibitory inputs, i.e. 

(SR-i) g (s) is nonnegative, monotonic nondecreasing, and continuous every

where except possibly at a single point g[°]; 

(SR-ii) dg I ds is nonnegative everywhere, continuous everywhere except possibly 

at s[0], monotonic nondecreasing for s < sM, and monotonic nonincreas

ing for s > s[0]; 

(SR-iii) there exists a sM such that 

lim lig (s) g"sgn(s st°)/011.0 

where
 

gc° = lim g() = lim
 

is finite.
 

(SR-iv) 

g(E{Vy},EwjE {vs,j},EwjE{V,A) wjsi)(EJEe jET g iEeUr 
(3.37) 

Combining (3.35), (3.36), (3.37), and letting y = E {V y} yields the final 

dendritic compartment dynamical model: 

dy 1 1

dt 
--y g E wisi (3.38) 

Ts jEeUT 
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where it suffices to assume that g (p) is a limiter with gain 

lEr p> Er 
g (p) p Er > p > Er (3.39) 

Er Er < p 
Admittedly, the assumptions leading to (3.36) and (3.37) are controversial 

and difficult to justify mathematically. However, heuristic arguments suggest that 

they are not wholly unreasonable. The approximation (3.36) derives from the ob

servation that Vy is slowly changing (i.e. nearly constant) relative to the incoming 

pulse trains V3,3. Similarly, (3.37) results from the realization that the inclusion 

of synaptic reverse potentials in the model primarily prevents physically unrealis

tic hyperpolarization and depolarization of the dendritic compartment, an effect 

reasonably approximated by applying the limiting function (3.39) to the summed 

inputs. As the static and dynamic results presented in this and the next chapter 

show, the resulting two-compartment dynamical model adequately predicts the be

haviour of the spiking neuromime and helps to confirm the reasonableness of these 

assumptions. 

3.5.2 Axo-Somatic Compartment Diffusion Model 

The axo-somatic compartment model is based on a diffusion model approximation 

to (3.31). Due to the complexity of the diffusion model only the relevant results 

will be summarized here, Appendix B contains the full derivation. The diffusion 

approximation assumes that the axo-somatic compartment input is reasonably ap

proximated by a Gaussian noise process Vi with mean itVy + Er and variance 

V. Since the axo-somatic compartment is assumed to be a leaky-integrator, the 

subthreshold membrane potential satisfies the differential equation: 

dV, 1 1 1 
V z (liVy + Er) + V n (3.40)

dt Tm Tm Tm 

An action-potential occurs at the instant the process Vz crosses a constant threshold 

V9. More elaborate diffusion models have also been investigated, including versions 
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with time and/or state-dependent thresholds lie to mimic the post-AP refractory 

period, and synaptic reverse potentials to model the attentuation of synaptic inputs 

when the membrane is hyperpolarized or depolarized [C1a+73], [Gio+88], [L '+87], 

[Mus+91]. 

The analysis of (3.40) is straightforward. As mentioned above the dendritic 

compartment output approximately equals the summed means of the pre-synaptic 

action-potential sequences so that 'y = E {Vy} Vy. The change of variables 

q2 = E {Vn = t 
y = -1277,-, [V, (µV+ Er)] I q = [V (y + Er)] I q 

converts the basic model (3.40) into the Langevin equation 

dy = ydt' + vdw (3.41) 

where w is the Wiener process and which has as solution the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process. (Henceforth the prime will be dropped on the stretched independent vari

able t'.) Given the initial condition y (to) = yo, the density function 

fy (y,t lyo, to) = ToP br (t) y ly (to) = yo} (3.42) 

for the random variable y (t) satisfies the Fokker-Planck (forward) diffusion equation 

a fy 1 ay fy a2fy 
(3.43)at T ay ay2 

with initial condition 

lim fy (y, t lyo, to) = (Y Yo) lim fy (±Y IY0, to) = 0
t-+to Y-400 

and the Kolmogorov (backward) diffusion equation 

oh Yo Ofy 02fy 
(3.44)at T ay° ay(?) 

with initial condition 

Etom fy (y,t IYo, to ) = (5' (y yo) fy (y ,t1±yo,to) = 0
yofirn 
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Now the random variable
 

T (Y, Yo) = inf IT = t to IY (t) > Y, Y (to) = yo }
 

denotes the first passage time of the O-U process y to an absorbing barrier y. For 

the O-U process T (y, yo) is a sure event, therefore T (y, yo) is a random variable 

with density 

a
fir (y,TIY0) = aTP {T (y, yo) 5 T} 

Unfortunately, even approximating the first passage time (FPT) of the O-U process 

to an absorbing barrier has proven very difficult. Darling and Siegert [Dar+53], Jo

hannesma [Joh68], Roy and Smith [Roy+69], and Capocelli and Ricciardi [Cap+71] 

computed the Laplace Transform of the FPT density (3.45). From the Laplace 

Transform these authors also derived an expression for the first moment. Extend

ing this work, Ricciardi and Sacerdote [Ric+79] found the second moment, while 

Sato [Sat78] devised a technique for finding all the moments. Without exception 

the expressions are too complex for general use, involving products of parabolic 

cylinder functions (which themselves are infinite sums of Kummer functions). Not 

surprisingly, Cowan [Cow72] showed that the Laplace Transform of the FPT has 

no closed form expression in elementary functions. As one alternate approach to 

exploring the diffusion model Cowan [Cow72], Sugiyama [Sug+70], Ricciardi and 

Sato [Ric+88], Sato [Sat78], and Cerbone et. al. [Cer+81] have numerically com

puted the FPT density and mean for various boundary conditions. Significantly, in 

every case they found that the density is unimodal so the renewal sequence model 

developed in Chapter 2 adequately describes the action-potential sequence. 

Yet another approach is the perturbation analysis by Wan and Tuckwell 

[Wan+82]. From the Laplace transform of the FPT density, Johannesma [Joh68] 

and others have also found that the first moment M1 (y, yo) of the FPT density 

satisfies the ODE 

dmi (y, yo) d2M1 (Y, yo)1 = yo + (3.45)
dm) dy,3 
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By using perturbation techniques Wan and Tuckwell arrived at an piecewise ap

proximation for the mean FPT. Although for reasons discussed below their results 

are not directly applicable, the analysis in Appendix B follows their approach to 

approximate the mean FPT of the SPN. The approximation partitions the do

main of the solution to the mean FPT ODE into three operating regimes: the 

strongly inhibited regime y > Yo, the threshold regime ly1 ;:-.,' Yo, and the strongly 

excited regime y << Y0 where Y0 = 0171£ represents the perturbation of the firing 

threshold from the normalized value \1277 (V9 + Er) /q in the deterministic model 

(3.30). This partition differs from that of Wan and Tuckwell since they analyze the 

the basic diffusion model. In that model, the Gaussian noise process has infinite 

variation so the threshold perturbation is infinite; i.e. there is a nonzero proba

bility the model will generate an action-potential for any value of the axo-somatic 

compartment input p9 = pVy. 

The strongly inhibitory regime corresponds to inputs which hyperpolarize 

the axo-somatic compartment below a finite perturbation of the deterministic firing 

threshold. In contrast to the basic diffusion model, the SPN model assumes that 

the noise Vg is a bounded variation process reasonably approximated by a Gaussian 

process with the same variance. This implies that the associated threshold variation 

is finite. To accomodate this requirement, the SPN diffusion model incorporates the 

ad hoc modification that the perturbation of the deterministic threshold 0 = V9 is 

bounded by a multiple of the process variance Kq. This implies that in the strongly 

inibited regime (p9 < 0 Kq), the model generates an action-potential with zero-

probability and hence the the mean FPT To (g) is infinite. 

Inputs in the strongly excitatory regime (j > 0 + Kq) sufficiently depolar

ize the axo-somatic compartment that the probability of the SPN generating an 

action-potential at an particular instant is only weakly influenced by threshold 

perturbations. As a consequence the influence of the SPN's finite threshold pertur

bation is nearly indistinguishable from the basic diffusion model's infinite threshold 

perturbation and the perturbation analysis of Wan and Tuckwell applies directly. 

Since the desired accuracy of the perturbation solution is the only constraint on 
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the regime boundary in their analysis, the SPN model chooses the boundary to be 

symmetric about the deterministic threshold 0 for mathematical convenience. 

Finally the threshold regime (0 + Kq > p9 > 0 Kq) represents inputs for 

which the threshold variations strongly influence the probability that the model 

generates an action potential at any particular instant. Since the mean FPT func

tion To (y) and its derivative must be continuous at both boundaries, the pertur

bation analysis of Wan and Tuckwell, based as it is on different conditions at the 

strongly inhibitory regime boundary, is not applicable. As an alternative, the SPN 

fits an approximation derived from Wan and Tuckwell's perturbation analysis to 

the open form integral expression for the mean FPT by matching the conditions at 

both boundaries. 

By gathering the results for all three regimes, and dropping the "" (hat) 

on y to simplify the notation since no ambiguity results, the approximation for the 

mean FPT becomes: 

To (y) (3.46)''-' 

oo y < 0 Kq 

7 
0 Kq < y < 0 + Kq

1 [y (0 Kq)]2 + p 

' 2 
q

2 

(y 0)] + 0 + Kq < y
4 (y + 0)2 4 (y 0)2 

where 

2K3q547,700q34Tmoq2
'7 = 2q2 

(Kq + 20) (Kq + 20)3 

P = rm [ln(Kq + 20) In Kq] + ' 4K2 4K 2q24 (Kq + 20)2 

The mean firing rate of the SPN model versus the axo-somatic compartment input 

(the Hopfield-Tank activation function) then becomes 

A, Th (y) = (3.47) 

where T1 denotes the post action-potential refractory period. It can be shown 

trivially that the activation function has several properties: 
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(HT -i) h (y) is nonnegative, monotonic nondecreasing, and continuous every

where except possibly at a single point ei; 

(HT-ii) dh /dy is nonnegative everywhere, continuous everywhere except possibly 

at y[q, monotonic nondecreasing for y < y[q, and monotonic nonincreas

ing for y > y[q; 

(HT-iii) there exists a y [0] such that 

V° u (yurn II h (b) Y Mg) IL = 0 
where u (y) is the Heaviside step function 

1 1 y > 0
u (y) = 

0 y < 0
 

and
 

h' = lim h(0
--00
 

is finite.
 

In addition to the activation function, the axo-somatic compartment dynam

ics must also include the axonal delay. At least two analytically tractible methods 

can be used for incorporating axonal delay in the model. Many analyses benefit 

from treating the axonal delay as a discrete delay and representing the axo-somatic 

by the difference equation 

z (t) = h (iy (t Ta)) (3.48) 

Alternatively, the so-called "chain" or distributed approximation representation for 

the axonal delay is sometimes useful [Kua93]: 

z (t) = slocc h (fly (t Ta)) e-T Ira dr 

In effect, the distributed model is just a single-pole low-pass filter and has the 

equivalent ODE representation: 

dz 1z + 1h (py) (3.49)
Tft Ta Ta 
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In the following chapters the discrete delay approximation for the axonal delay 

(3.48) is assumed. However, where possible the important conclusions are shown to 

are also shown to hold for the distributed model (3.49) 

Equations (3.38), (3.39), (3.49), (3.47), (3.46), and (3.48) (or (3.49)) con

stitute the full dynamical model for the SPN. Unlike the diffusion models and the 

Cohen-Grossberg and Hopfield-Tank models, the SPN dynamical model is a two-

compartment model. Based on the action-potential sequence model developed in 

Chapter 2, the dendritic compartment is viewed as a demodulator for the pre-

synaptic action-potential sequences. The axo-somatic compartment is then treated 

as a modulator, producing an action-potential sequence with the rate determined by 

a Hopfield-Tank activation function derived from a diffusion model approximation. 

To validate the model, the remainder of this chapter investigates the model's static 

characteristics while the subsequent chapter investigates the model's dynamical be

haviour. 

3.6 Static Tests 

When stimulated by the application of a constant external current that exceeding a 

certain threshold, biological neurons generally respond by firing action-potentials at 

a roughly constant rate. In most cases the firing rate is a nonlinear function of the 

applied stimulus; i.e. as the current magnitude is increased, the rate saturates at 

a level determined by various biological mechanisms. Many cells also exhibit spike 

rate adaption, firing first at a very high-rate when current is first applied and then 

settling down to an equilibrium rate as the intracellular Ca ++ increases. 

It seems reasonable then that the first step in exploring the SPN model should 

be verifying that it qualitatively duplicates this property of biological neurons. To 

facilitate this test and subsequent experiments, a flexible program has been devel

oped that supports the simulation of both spiking networks and the neurodynamical 

units. The system uses a distributed integration technique and is programmed for 

a particular simulation using the script language summarized in Appendix C. The 
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x1
11 

Z3 

Figure 3.4: Static Input Test Network 

simulator is written in standard C using object-oriented design principles. 

Appendix C also includes the basic script used to test the spiking model 

and the neurodynamical equation with a constant applied input. Another program 

automates the test by generating a series of scripts for different input levels, running 

the simulations, and analyzing the simulation results. Figure 3.4 schematically 

depicts the three unit test network. The test software applies a DC input to the 

input buffer Cl which converts it to an action potential sequence. This sequence is 

then applied to C2 and the output 

Y2 = PY2 (b21 z1) (3.50) 

from the dendritic compartment is taken as an estimate for the activation function 

input. The dendritic compartment of C3 then serves as a measurement filter for 

the action potential sequence produced by C2 and has the value 

y3 = pg3 ( b32 z2 ) (3.51) 

Since b32 = µ = 1 and z2 is small enough to keep g3(z2) in the linear region, (3.50) 

and (3.51) can be combined to estimate the effective activation function of C2 as 

z2 ._ y3 = h2og2(b21 * zi) (3.52) 

where o denotes functional composition. 

For a unit with the basic parameters in Table 3.1, Figures (3.5) and (3.6) 

graphically compares the estimated activation function represented by the discrete 

data points to the effective activation function computed from (3.39), (3.47), (3.28), 
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and (3.47). In addition to the good agreement between the predicted and measured 

functions, the threshold and saturation effects discussed above are evident. Also 

as expected, spike rate adaption is not observed in the simulations since the model 

does not include any mechanism which reproduces that phenomena. 

Cl & C2 C3 

i11,b21 20 b32 1 

Ts 0.1 Ts 0.1 

1.0 1.0IL IL 

Er 2.5 Er 2.5 

7-7 0.01 7-,i, 0.01 

r/ 2.4663 x 10-3 rrn/ 2.4663 x 10-3 

V+ 2.8 V+ 5.0 

V- 2.2 V- 0.0 

E {q2} (see plots) E {q2} (see plots) 

K (see plots) K (see plots) 

As 5.0 A, 5.0 

T3 1.0 x 10-4 T, 1.0 x 10' 

Ta 2.0 x 10' Ta 2.0 x 10-3 

Table 3.1: Static Input Test Unit Parameters 

3.7 Conclusion 

To overcome the analytic difficulties encountered in models for spiking neural net

works, this chapter has developed the stochastic pulse neuromime (SPN). The model 

is explicitly derived from the Hodgkin-Huxley model for excitable tissue by using 

static nonlinearities to approximate the ionic species rate equations. An analytically 

tractable mean firing rate model similar to the Grossberg-Cohen and Hopfield-Tank 

neural model also is derived and shown by experiment to sufficiently estimate the 
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Figure 3.5: Membrane potential versus firing rate (detail) 

static characteristics of the SPN. The following chapters extend these results by ex

ploring the dynamic characteristics of SPN networks and the predictive capability 

of the mean firing rate model for those characteristics. 

http:x=50.0,E{q2}=5.76
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Figure 3.6: Membrane potential versus firing rate 

http:n=60.0,E{q2}=2.56
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Chapter 4 

Recurrent SPN Networks 

4.1 Introduction 

Thus far the presentation has combined the renewal sequence model for action-

potential sequences with the Hodgkin-Huxley model for excitable membranes to 

yield a two-compartment stochastic pulse neuromime (SPN) model (3.31)-(3.34) 

for spiking neurons. In effect, this two-compartment neuromime treats the spiking 

neuron as a modulator-demodulator device (modem). The low-pass dendritic tree 

serves as the demodulator extracting the mean action-potential rates of the pre-

synaptic action-potential sequences and summing them into an output signal. The 

axo-somatic compartment then acts as the modulator generating an action-potential 

sequence with mean rate proportional to the dendritic compartment output. 

As noted in the Chapter 3, despite the descriptiveness and intuitive simplicity 

of the SPN, the describing equations (3.31)-(3.34) are still too complex to serve as 

the basic operator in an analytic theory of SPN networks. For that reason, the 

second half of Chapter 3 introduces an approximation for the mean dynamics of the 

SPN: 

Dendritic Compartment: 

dy (t) 1 1
y (t) g (4" E wis; (t)] (4.1)

dt T3 Ts 
jEeUI 

http:3.31)-(3.34
http:3.31)-(3.34
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where 

IpEr p > PEr
 

g (p) ps pEr > p > 11E, (4.2) 

µE, pEr > p
 

Axo-Somatic Compartment: 

z (t) = h (y (t Ta)) (4.3)
 

where 

AsTs 
(4.4)
 

To (Y)
 
h (Y)
 

and 

oo y < 0 Kq
 

0 Kg < y < 0 + Kq[y (8 Kg)?+p
To (Y) (4.5) 

rn, [ln (y + 0) ln (y 0)] 
2 2
 

1 q q 1
 + Kg < y 
1 L4 (y + 0)2 4 (y 0)2i 

4777,K3q3 2/c3q5 
-y = 4T,K2 g2 2q2 + 

(Kg + 28) (Kq + 20)3 
n2 

1 7
p = rn,[1n(Kg + 28) In Kq] + ' 

4 (Kg + 20)2 40 4K2q2 

Note that, to simplify the subsequent analysis, (3.38) has been modified into (4.1) 

by including the gain p from (3.48) and the additional gain parameter The 

discussion also includes the observation that the axonal delay might be modelled 

by the distributed approximation 

dz (t) 1z (t) + 1h (y (t)) (4.6) 
dt Ta Ta 

rather than the discrete approximation (4.3) if it simplifies a particular analysis. 

Simulations show that this model for the mean dynamics adequately describes the 

static characteristics of the SPN. 
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This chapter begins the study of the emergent networks dynamics of recur

rently connected units (4.1) - (4.6) with an eye towards assessing whether these 

systems serve as reasonable dynamical model for recurrent SPN networks. The ba

sic properties of the continuous-time network model are presented first. Following 

that, the properties of various difference-equation (map) approximations are briefly 

investigated. Although the global results are disappointing, some important local 

results are presented which set the stage for an alternate approach to global analysis 

developed in the next chapter. 

4.2 A Dynamical Model for Recurrent SPN Networks 

Some of the most interesting questions about SPN networks concern the dynamics 

of recurrently connected networks. Non-recurrent, or feed-forward, deterministic 

continuous-state, continuous-time networks have relatively simple dynamics since 

for any stable input the network necessarily converges to a unique stable output 

state (equilibrium). Recurrent networks, on the other hand, can exhibit convergent, 

oscillatory, or even chaotic dynamics strongly dependent on the net input and initial 

conditions. 

To explore the dynamics of relatively homogeneous recurrent SPN networks, 

this section develops a network dynamical model using the single unit model (4.1) 

(4.6). The networks studied are homogeneous in the sense that the units all 

have approximately the same time constants T$ and To, but no similar assumption is 

placed on the parameters of the the nonlinearities g (s) and h (y). Clearly a more 

realistic model would release the restrictions on the time constants at the expense 

of complicating the analysis. On the other hand, heuristic arguments show that the 

significant conclusions still hold even if the time constants vary over a moderate 

range. 

As just stated, the recurrent networks studied here are assumed to consist 

of n units having individual dynamics described by (4.1) (4.6) and approximately 

the same time constants Ts and Ta . The network state is represented by the pair of 
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n-element vectors 

[ y1 (t) y2 (t) yn (t) 

[ zl (t) z2 (t) (t) 

where yi (t), zi (t) are the state variables of the i-th unit, i = 1 Similarly, 

the network input is represented by the m-element vector 

(t) = [ xl (t) x2 (t) xm (t) 

It may be assumed that the inputs vary at a significantly slower rate than the max

imum of {rn, 7-3} since the state vector z can be expanded to model the dynamics 

of sources varying at the approximately the same rate as the network time con

stants. (Note this implies that the recurrent network defined here need not be fully 

connected). 

The preceeding definitions imply that each unit in the network may have 

as many as m n inputs: m in the ordered set X = {xi, x2, , xm} of external 

network inputs whose values are the elements of the input vector x (t) and n in the 

ordered set Z = {z1, z2, , zn} of recurrent inputs whose values are the elements 

of the state vector i'(t). Let the inputs to the i-th unit be specified by the ordered 

set 

Si = { xa,(2), , ;rim, zr,(2), , zr,(01 = {si, .92, sls. I } 

Using this formalism, Ei and Ti in (4.1) are the index sets of the excitatory and 

inhibitory inputs in Si respectively. It simplifies the sequel to write the network 

equations in terms of X and 2 in some situations and in terms of the Si in others. 

The dynamical model for the SPN network with discrete axonal delay approximation 

then becomes: 

do) 1 1 
= -g (t) + --4 [Hi' (t) + Fi* (t)]) (4.7)

dt T, Ta
 

i (t) = it (- il (t Ta)) (4.8)
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where the recurrent and feedforward connection matrices B and F respectively are 

defined as 

0 zk 
Bik { zk E Si, j = index of .s; zkwiz 

0 X k Si 
Fik 

Wij X k E Si, j = index of si xk 

In this model, (4.7) models the dendritic compartment dynamics while (4.8) models 

the axo-somatic compartment dynamics. The static discrete axonal delay approx

imation (4.8) means that this network model can be written as a single retarded 

functional differential equation 

dil (t) IT. 

dt 
[Biz (t ra)) F (01) (4.9) 

1 1g(t) + (t T a) , (0)
Ts Ts 

The SPN network with the distributed axonal delay approximation has the same 

dendritic compartment dynamics, but the axo-somatic compartment dynamics are 

described by the ODE 

di (t) 1 1 
(t) h (0)) (4.10)

dt Ta Ta 

4.3 Basics of Functional Differential Equations 

Before proceeding further, it's useful to review some important concepts from the 

theory of functional differential equations and dynamical processes that will arise 

in subsequent chapters. For more detailed information the reader is referred to 

Hale [Hal77] and Kuang [Kua93]; useful background information on standard dif

ferential equations and dynamical systems may be found in Verhulst [Ver90] and 

Guckenheimer and Holmes [Guc +83]. 

Let C([a , Rin) denote the Banach space of continuous functions mapping 

the closed interval [a, b] into Rn with the supremum norm ikbil = SUPa<8<b Ok042 
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where 0)112 denotes the Euclidean norm. For any a E R, g E Cato a, ti], En), 

and t E [to, t1], let C = C([a, 0], Rn) and define gt E C as 

gt(7) = g(t 7), T E [a, 0] 

If dl dt denotes the right-hand derivative and f :D Rn where D is a subset 

of R x C, the relation 

ag(t) 
dt 

(4.11) 

is called a retarded functional differential equation (RFDE). 

To help clarify the notion of an RFDE, observe that (4.11) reduces to an ordi

nary non-autonomous differential equation if C = En) and yt = 04 The discrete-

delay model (4.9) is an RFDE with C = C([ ra, 0], En); the distributed-delay model 

(4.7), (4.10) is an integro-differential system which can be represented as an RFDE 

with C = C([oo, 0], Rn). 

The solution on [to a, t1] with initial condition gio E C of the RFDE (4.11), 

is a function y(t) that satisfies (4.11) for t E [to, ti). In addition, Ato 7) = gto( r) 

for r E [a, 0]. Thus while the solution of an ODE is completely determined by 

gto (0) E Rn, the solution of a general RFDE depends on the entire function gto E C. 

It's useful to associate a particular operator with the solution of an RFDE 

that relates the current state to a future state: 

Definition 4.1 Suppose g(t) is a solution on [to a, oo] of the RFDE (4.11) with 

initial condition 

gto E C = C([ a, 01, Rn) 

Then the solution process of (4.11) is an operator (I) : C C where 

4)(t,to)yto = gt 

For obvious reasons (I) is also known as a state transition function or state 

transition operator of the process. Since this work assumes the input to an SPN 
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network is slowly changing relative to the time constant of the network dynamics, 

the network dynamics may be described by an autonomous RFDE: 

4(0 
= fwo (4.12)

dt 

It follows that the state transition operator 4:1:0(t, to) is Markov, i.e. only depends 

on the difference t to: 

it(t, to) = (1)(t to, 0) .-,:- (1)(t to) 

Thus 

4)(t)gto = (D(t ti)(Ntogto = (13.(t tat, = gt 

In contrast to the processes associated with RFDEs, a general discrete pro

cess has a much simpler definition. Let C be an a Banach space; for this work it 

suffices to consider C = Rn and C = Tn where T = [0, 1, x]. An ordinary discrete 

process or discrete state transition operator is a continuous map (I) : C > C 

and an ordinary discrete dynamical system is the collection of maps {(1)k, k > 0}. 

This work will not use results for discrete dynamical systems that depend on the 

continuity of T, thus any finite-dimensional map T can be viewed as a generalized 

discrete dynamical process. 

Several sets are associated with processes describing dynamical systems (Here 

as throughout the rest of the chapter roman type distinguishes the discrete-time 

processes from continuous-time processes.): 

Definition 4.2 Let (1)(t) be the transition operator for a continuous process over a 

Banach space C, then for an initial state ilto, the forward trajectory of the process 

is 

Iwo . {(t,4)(t)iltolt > to} C Exc 

Similarly, let (I) be the transition operator for a discrete process over a Banach space 

C, then for an initial state yo, the forward trajectory of the process is 

T(y "o) = { (k, Ok310) lk > 0 } C IV x C 
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Definition 4.3 Let 0(0 be the transition operator for a continuous process over a
 

Banach space C, then for an initial state ilto, the (forward) orbit of the process is
 

0 (gto) = {0 (t)gto It > to} C C 

Similarly, let 0 be the transition operator for a discrete process over a Banach space 

C, then for an initial state yo, the (forward) orbit of the process is 

O(7) = {(Dkyo ik ol C C 

Definition 4.4 Let 0(0 be the transition operator for a continuous process over a 

Banach space C and let o(go) be the orbit of the process for the initial state gto, 

then the w-limit set of 0(gto) is 

w(gto) = {7-1314)(tic)gto --+ di as k --÷ oo for some sequence tk ---+ oo } C C 

Let 0 be the transition operator for a discrete process over a Banach space C and 

let o(yo) be the orbit of the process for the initial state yo, then the ca-limit set of 

O(yo) is 

w(510) = fileiSto --+ g as £ --+ oo for some sequence lc/ > oo 1 C C 

Definition 4.5 A set y C C is an invariant set of of a continous process if for 

any -y. E y, O(y) c y. Similarly, a set X C C is an invariant set of of a discrete 

process if for any y E Y, o(37) g y. 

Definition 4.6 The state goo E C is an equilibrium of a continuous process with 

transition operator 0(0 if 0(t)goo = forfor all t > 0. Similarly, the state yoo E C 

is an equilibrium of a discrete process with transition operator 0 if 0k3loo = y,,,, for 

all k > 0. 

It follows directly that an equilibrium goo of a continuous process must be a constant 

function. Therefore, an equilibrium state iloc, generally will be denoted by the single 

point g"c) = 5'00(0) E Rn in the sequel. 
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4.4 Equilibria Analysis for SPN Networks 

A few basic results concerning the equilibria of the SPN network dynamical models 

are presented next. First it is shown that since the nonlinearities are continuous, 

these models must have at least one equilibrium state. Key to demonstrating this 

is Brouwer's classic fixed point theorem: 

Theorem 4.1 (Brouwer [Sma74]) Any continuous mapping of a convex compact 

set X C li"1 into itself has a fixed point. 

It follows immediately from Brouwer's theorem that 

Theorem 4.2 For any pair of interconnection matrices B and F, and any fixed 

input x, the systems defined by (4.9) and (4.7),(4.10) have at least one equilibrium 

state. 

Proof. For a fixed input any equlibrium state of (4.9) or (4.7),(4.10) 

corresponds to a fixed point of the system 

.-t* [Bri + Fi]) (4.13) 

From the definition for the component functions gi (si) of y 0), let 

Y = piA.T.Er] X [PnAsTsEr,P.AsTsEr] 

Since §(Y) is continuous, y is a compact convex set, and is. (Y) C y, 

(4.13) has a fixed point by Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem 4.1. I 

One important observation from this theorem is that for oscillatory networks this 

equilibrium must either be unstable or unreachable from inputs states which con

verge to the oscillatory limit sets. 

The second set of results presented here concern the stability regions for the 

equilibria of the network models. Before presenting these results, it is worthwhile to 

review the classical definitions and theorems on the stability of nonlinear dynamical 

systems: 

http:piA.T.Er
http:4.7),(4.10
http:4.7),(4.10
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Definition 4.7 ([Ver90]) The equilibrium state = 0 of the nonlinear system 

f (x, t)dt 

is said to be (Lyapunov) stable if, given any e > 0 and any to, there exists a 

(e, to) > 0 such that Ilx (t)ii < e for all t > to if Ili(t0)11 < b. 

Definition 4.8 ([Ver90]) The equilibrium state 4,0 = 0 of the nonlinear system 

(4.14) is said to be unstable if is not Lyapunov stable. 

Definition 4.9 ([Ver90]) The equilibrium state = d of the nonlinear system 

(4.14) is said to be asymptotically stable if i is Lyapunov stable and if, for 

any to, there exists a S (to) > 0 such that 

lim 111(011 = 0t.. 
if 1100)11 < 

It should be noted that the definitions as stated here actually describe whether an 

equlibrium is locally stable (or unstable). If the nonlinear system (4.14) only has 

a single equilibrium, and the attracting (or repelling) region of that equilibrium 

includes the entire state space, the equilibrium is globally stable (or unstable). 

Despite the simplicity of these definitions, assessing the stability of an equlib

rium state r frequently is difficult. The most commonly used method, Lyapunov's 

(and Poincare's) "first method", or stabiity analysis by linearization, involves 

linearizing (4.14) about the equilibrium state via Taylor series expansion 

u. (r)(yr)+Fwr),t)dt ay 

= J(f,ws)(ilr)+F((y woo),t) 

where r),t) denotes second order and higher terms in (il gc.°). The sta

bility of the equlibrium is then determined from the eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
ti 

J(f ,g;g-) using two well known theorems: 
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Theorem 4.3 (Poincare-Lyapunov [Ver90]) Consider the nonlinear system 

c-1-! = Al + i Ti,t) , i (to) = io, t E R (4.14)
dt 

If 

(i) the eigenvalues of A all have negative real part, 

(ii) r (4 t) is continuous in I and t and Lipschitz-continuous in i in a neighbor

hood of i = 0, 

lir 011 
(iii) lim 0 uniformly in t, 

11g11-4 11(i,4 
then there exists positive constants C, to, 6, and p such that Poll < 6. implies 

iii(t)ii < C Poll e-µ(t -t°) (4.15) 

for t > to (i.e. the equilibrium i = 6 is asymptotically stable and the atttraction is 

exponential in a 6-neighborhood of i = CI). 

Theorem 4.4 ([Ver90]) Consider the nonlinear system (4.14). If 

(i) at least one eigenvalue of A has positive real part, 

(ii) r (i, t) is continuous in i and t and Lipschitz-continuous in i in a neighbor

hood of i = 0 

(iii) iim lir (Y, t)ii 0 uniformly in t, 
114-.6 Mill 

then the equilibrium "X' = 6 is unstable. 

Using these theorems, if it is assumed the network input i" remains es

sentially constant over periods longer than the time constants of the network, the 

stability of an SPN network equilibrium state gc° can be characterized in terms of 

the matrix 

ag art 
J(41-ilcx),Icx),) = ---=g1r)B=.(9y(r) (4.16) 

Op 

http:g1r)B=.(9y(r)(4.16
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where 

17" = 131;,(9.") F = 6-41' j(r)) (4.17) 

(The reason for defining (4.16) will become obvious in Section 4.5.2 where it plays 

a key role in the stability analysis of a map approximation for the continuous-time 

systems studied here.) As it happens, Marcus and Westervelt [Mar+89] have thor

oughly studied the stability of (4.9) in their investigation on how stray delays affect 

the convergence of hardware realizations for ideal (delayless) Hopfield-Tank net

works. Although the SPN model assumes delay is an inevitable and even desirable 

property of biological neurons, their stability analysis can be adapted to the SPN 

discrete-delay network model. A similar analysis apparently has not been done 

previously for the distributed-delay model and is presented here. 

The actual goal is that of characterizing an asymptotically stable equilib

rium of the two models. For the discrete-delay model, linearizing (4.9) about the 

asymptotically equilibrium state y."'"3 yields 

d (g(t) - yam) 
dt 

1 

T, CO) + J(e, r, ) [Rt Ta) 

Since r is asymptotically stable, J g; ,ic"° must have a full set of non

zero eigenvalues Ai, , An. Let vi(t), , vri(t) be the amplitude of the linearized 

system trajectory along the n-eigenvectors of J(5, g; Each amplitude 

vi(t) satisfies the differential equation 

dvi(t) 1 1vikt Aivi(t ra)
dt Ts T8 

Furthermore, assuming that this equation has at least one solution of the form 

vi(t) = vi (to) exti (tto ) 

produces the result that 

dvi(t) 1 += itivi(t) = vi(t)
dt Ts 

and 

(raid + 1) era = Ai 
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Now by Theorem 4.3, goo is asymptotically stable only if Re(pi) < 0 for 

i = 1, , n. This implies the asymptotic stability region has the boundary it = jw 

or, in terms of the coordinate system for the eigenvalues of J(e,g; goo, x°°, e), 

b(w) (ju)T, -I- 1) ej"a (4.18)
 

It simplifies things at this point to reparameterize (4.18) by letting co' = LOT8 and 

then dropping the prime. On doing this, the boundary of the asymptotic stability 

region has the parameterized form 

b(w) = w2 ei(wTalrg+tan-1 w) = r (w) ejo(w) (4.19) 

For the distributed delay model (4.7), (4.10), linearizing about the equilib

rium state goo yields 

d (0 ) g ) 4'oo 1 1 

dt = --Ts (il(t) r) + (p(r, , e)) (t) v.) 
(tdt ib°) 1 diz) 1 

(t) 1'3) + ;- 7t- (r) (t) r) 
The eigenvectors [il[i] T TIT and eigenvalues pi of the system Jacobian satisfy 

1 1 d o 
( A7 ! Ts d t77 le° 3 W[i]Pi[ 1 di-t 1 

Tadt (r) 
if 

Ta 

On solving for 0] 
ti 

= (p(y )) 4"B (r) (p, + 1) (PTa + 1) I il[i]
dt 

pv,g;r , x, _ (firs + 1) (itra + 1) g[i] 

As for the discrete-delay model, in terms of the coordinate system for the eigenvalues 

of J(z.,g; goo , e), the boundary of the asymptotic stability region is 

b(w) = (jun-, + 1) (jun-a + 1) (4.20) 

Reparameterizing (4.20) results in the parameterized form for the asymptotic sta

bility region 

b(w) = V(1 w2)(1 w2TZ/7-1) ei(tan-1 w) r(w)e' °(w) (4.21) 
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the asymptotic stability region for several values 

of Ta /Ts. Equations (4.19) and (4.21) show that r (w) > 1 and therefore that the 

unit-circle is included in the stability region of both systems. In addition, the 

stability region of the discrete-delay system is bounded for rah, > 0. The next 

section will show that this should be expected since the limit Ta > oo is equivalent 

to a discrete-time map and the unit circle is the discrete-time stability region for 

an asymptotically stable equilibrium state. This can be seen analytically by noting 

that since arg (1 + jw) = (12 cora/T8), w satisfies the implicit relationship 

w = tan (Si wrairs) 

where (S/ 7r/2 < corak, < f2 mod 27). The stability region radius assumes its 

maximum value R = r (w) for w such that f/(w) = r, i.e. for 

co = tan cora/T. 

which is finite if Ta > 0. Consequently, R is finite for the discrete-delay model and 

has the value 

R = 1 
(4.22)

'cos cora fr, I
1 

In contrast to the discrete-delay model, the asymptotic stability region of 

the distributed-delay system is not bounded since 

lira tan-1 wrairs + film tan-1 w = r/2 + 7r/2 

and therefore R (ir) = oo. On the other hand, note that the distributed-delay sys

tem has the same stability region for 7-a/r. = a and Ta /Ts = a-1. To demonstrate 

this analytically, let w' = wratr, and reparameterize the asymptotic stability region 

boundary as 

Si'(co') = 12(w'rstra) = tan-1 co'r,fra + tan-1 co' 

r (w') = r (Jr./To = 01 + warszira2)(1 + wo) 

Consequently, the curve described by r(w) and f2(w) for Ta /Ta = a is identical to 

the curve described by r'(w') and 1'(w') for Ts /Ta = a. 
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Figure 4.1: Discrete Delay Model Stability Regions 

4.5 Approximating the Discrete Delay Model 

The structure of the discrete-delay model (4.9) suggests the following question: 

Suppose a sequence of instants {t} is defined in some manner, is it possible to 

construct a difference equation 

ST(t.) = :63.-i, Ri) (4.23) 

such that g(tn) -,:,., g(tn) in some reasonable sense? In a more formal sense, this ques

tion is equivalent to asking if a discrete transition mapping (I) can be found which 

approximates the continuous transition mapping 4)(0 for the process described by 

the SPN network dynamical modeling. 

If such an approximation could be found easily, it would form the basis 
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Figure 4.2: Distributed Delay Model Stability Region 

of a powerful symbolic dynamical description for SPN networks. Although this 

same question could be posed for the distributed-delay model (4.7), (4.10), only the 

discrete-delay model (4.9) is studied here. There are several reasons for this: The 

discrete-delay model inherently defines at least one sample time sequence 

nra 
to = (4.24)

k 

where k is a positive integer, a subsequent section shows that this model also sug

gests another less intuitive sequence of sample instants. Another reason is that the 

discrete-delay model can be integrated directly providing additional insights into 

the model structure. Finally, the discrete-delay model is related to a particular 

sampled-data model discussed below. 
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4.5.1 Difference Equations as Approximations 

Difference equation approximations for systems of ODEs can be viewed as numerical 

integration methods. Unfortunately, the difference equations associated with almost 

all common numerical integration methods are too complex to yield useful analytic 

results on the dynamics of the underlying ODE [SS92]. The only apparent exception 

is the implicit Euler method for integrating 4.9 

T ) T ?Y(t7, + T) = B h (-3,(t Ta)) + Fie(tn + 71)]) (4.25) 

. f (s(t,i), )e(t,, + T)) 

Even this method is of limited analytic value, however, since T must be extremely 

small for (4.25) to have the same qualitative dynamics as (4.9) [Ise+91] and the 

iterated map 

Atn, + kT) = f (f (. . . f mtn), )-e(tn + T)) ,. . . ,5e(tn, + (k 1)T)) , R'(tn + kT)) 

includes the intermediate samples Y(tn + T), Y(4, + 2T), . . . , Y(tn + (k 1)T). 

Given the limitations of apparently all known numerical integration methods, 

it seems worthwhile to spend some time investigating formal solutions of (4.9). 

Direct integration of the discrete-delay model yields the integral equation 

g(tn + T) = 
eTIT., Rtn) 

1 
e(tni-T-01T. g--, (4- [BK (gr Ta)) + F i (r)]) dr (4.26) 

T. tn 

This equation clearly shows how the trajectory of Rtn, + T) for T > 0 depends on 

the value of il(t) over the entire interval t E (tn ra, in + T Ta]. It also shows that 

(4.9) can be approximated by a difference equation (4.23) only if the integral 

e_,t,_,0-.§.(e[m(grRin) = Ta)) + Fi (r)]) dr 
1,:n-FT 

can be approximated using only g(tn Ta) and i(tn). Obviously, this is generally 

not possible unless T is small. But this in turn means the coefficient e-Tir° on the 

term g(tn) in (4.26) will be nonnegligible and the resulting difference equation will 

suffer from the same shortcomings as the Euler approximation (4.25). 
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At first glance, at least at the sample instants defined by (4.24), it may 

appear that the sampled-data model 

d37 (t) 1-37(0+ ly ([BK (Sr' ((Lt/Tai 1),T.)) + FCc (Lt/r. jra)1) (4.27)dt Ts Ts 

is a good approximation for the discrete-delay model (4.9). However, direct inte

gration of (4.27) yields 

At. + T) = eTtray(tr) + (1 ___ e-T fr.) g [Bit (y(tn_k)) + Fi(in)]) (4.28) 

and shows that the trajectory of 57(t7, + T) for Talk > T > 0 only depends on the 

value y(t) at tn_k = inf (t7, Ta, to + T Ta]. Comparison of (4.28) and (4.25) shows 

they are closely related so that (4.28) is not a markedly better approximation to 

the discrete-delay model . 

4.5.2 Hale's Map Approximation 

In line with the proceeding discussion, Hale [Ha191] argues from a strictly formal 

standpoint that (4.25) is not properly constructed to be a good approximation for 

(4.9). He points out that since 

At. + rs) Ain) + Ts 41R,' 
dt (tn) 

the map 

Ain + 7-8) = o ([Bri(y(tr, Ta)) + F5e(i.)]) (4.29) 

is a more plausible approximation for (4.9) (and, it turns out, for the distributed-

delay model (4.7), (4.10)). Letting T = Ts in (4.26) shows that Hale's map (4.29) 

is a good approximation to the extent that 

.-g. [Bri(Y(in_ra))+ F,-,. (to])
 
tn÷r.
_T, . e-(t.+T-opre -§e sy(t) + 1 

[Biz, ("Ar Ta)) + F i (r)]) dr
Ts Iin 

The preceeding discussion indicates that assessing the global dynamics of 

the discrete-delay model using the obvious map approximations is difficult at best. 
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Although not discussed here, it can be shown that similar results hold for the 

distributed-delay model. The only significant difference is that direct integration 

produces a double integral in expression for g(tn+T) rather than the single integral 

in (4.26). 

4.5.3 Local Properties of Discrete Approximations 

Although the global results for the map approximations introduced here are disap

pointing, there are two local results for Hale's map approximation which will play 

a role in the next chapter. The first trivially obvious but nonetheless important 

property of the map approximation is 

Lemma 4.1 For a fixed input ic", 9.- is an equilibrium of the discrete-delay model 

(4.9) if r) is an equilibrium of the map approximation (4.29). The same is true 

for the distributed-delay model (4.7),(4.10). 

Proof. The proof is trivial for the discrete-delay model since an equlib

rium state 9.- satisfies 

dif r) = = 1- + 1c( ,y- "°°,x))dt ( 
T, 

Re-arranging this expression yields the equilibrium condition for the 

map 

r = (4.30) 

The proof is only slightly more difficult for the distributed-delay model 

since the equilibrium condition is 

dg
t (y"°°) ( [B F r, Ts 

1 
dt 

(goo)
Ta Ta 

Noting that the second equation implies z-c° = fi (r) and substituting 

this result into the first equation yields the map equilibrium condition 

(4.30). 

http:4.7),(4.10
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The other result is analogous to a theorem by Wang and Blum [Wan+92] for 

delayless systems: 

Theorem 4.5 For a fixed input 1°°, if r is an asymptotically stable equilibrium 

of the map approximation (4.29) then "y'°° is an asymptotically stable equilibrium 

of the discrete-delay model (4.9). The same is true for the distributed-delay model 

(4.7), (4.10). 

Proof The equilibrium fitc, of the map approximation is asymptotically 

stable iff all eigenvalues of J(e,g; goo, , 4) are within the unit circle. 

In section 4.2 it was shown that the unit circle is completely contained 

within the asymptotic stability region of both the discrete-delay and 

distributed-delay models. 

4.6 A Semi-Formal Model of Nondeterministic Dynamics 

One important conceptual problem must be resolved before concluding this chapter. 

The SPN network models (4.9) and (4.7), (4.10) were introduced as descriptions for 

the dynamics of networks composed of SPN units with mean firing rates described 

by (4.1) (4.4). Since the network models are deterministic RFDEs, for a fixed net

work input x, the initial condition gto unambiguously determines y; (t), i = 1, . , n, 

for all t > to. This conflicts with the intuitive notion, confirmed by experiment in 

subsequent chapters, that due to the noise term Vy,i in (3.31), yi(t) = E{Vy,i(t)} 

may not be unambiguously determined by the initial condition gto. The remain

der of this section sets forth a semi-formal framework for resolving this apparent 

conundrum. 

To begin, observe that the systems studied here can be modelled as solu

tions of a noise-driven autonomous deterministic functional differential equation 

(NDRFDE): 

dt
S; 

= f(y't) +q (4.31) 
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where 51 is a bounded continuous noise process. Note that (4.31) is a general formal

ism for both the discrete-delay (4.9) and distributed-delay (4.7),(4.10) SPN network 

models. 

Following the framework introduced in Section 4.3, the stochastic solution 

of (4.31) on [to a, t1] with initial condition gto E C is an ensemble of functions 

sr-(t, w). For each w in the sample space, sr.(t,w) is a time function that satisfies (4.31) 

for t E [to, ti) and has the initial value si(to T, W) = gto(r) for T E [a, 0]. At 

the same time, for each t E R, y(t,w) is a random variable defined on the event 

space ft. The assumption that 4 is a bounded, continuous noise process means that 

the sample functions of the stochastic solution y(t) are bounded and continuous 

and the random variable sitt takes values in the Banach space C. As a result, the 

solution stochastic process can be formulated analogously to the solution process 

for an RDDE: 

Definition 4.10 Suppose y(t) is a stochastic solution on [to a, 00] of (4.31) with 

initial condition 

ilto E C = C([ a, 01, En) 

Then the solution stochastic process of (4.31) is an operator (I) : C + C where 

(D(t,t0)Yto = ST't 

and yt is an ensemble of functions yt,,, in C. 

In this case, the autonomous structure of (4.31) means that the stochastic process 

is Markov. 

An alternate operator defining a stochastic process can be defined in terms of 

the probability density function fy, : C ---4 R+ for each random variable sr.,. For 

present purposes, it suffices to assume that density functions fy,(0 are elements 

satisfying 

fc f y , ( il) 4 = 1 

http:4.7),(4.10
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of a Banach space ,F(C, R+) with norm 

= sup jyt(g) (4.32)
T3,(011 fy, (C) II g Ec 

A continuous stochastic process therefore can be viewed as a probability transi

tion operator II :F > F where 

II(t, t 0) fy to(y) = fy,(0 (4.33) 

Since the stochastic processes considered here are Markov, 

11(t, to)fgto (I) II(t to)fgto (i) 

= II(t ti)II(ti to)fgto (1) = II(t ti) fgt, (I) = fgt (I) (4.34) 

An important property of density functions in the current context involves 

probability mass concentrations and their location. Since C is a Banach space, it is 

also a metric space with the distance function 

d(i, 0 = lig YII (4.35) 

A c-neighborhood n,(g) of an element g E C and connected, closed, and open 

sets are all defined in the usual way. The c-neighborhood n(A) of a set A C C is 

the set of points 

n,(A) = CnUnc(g) 
gEA 

A concentration of probability mass is then defined as 

Definition 4.11 Suppose .F is a Banach space of continuous density functions of 

random variables yt over a Banach space C. A connected closed subset A of C is a 

mode of a density function fy, E .F, if fyA = fy,(Y1 for any i,g E A and there 

exists an n,(A) such that 

11/(A)1IF > 11/(n,(A) 41 

The evolution of the density function modes provides an important characterization 

for the stochastic processes studied here. Specifically: 
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Definition 4.12 Suppose a stochastic process Sr' t with state transition operator (I)(t) 

and probability transition operator II(t). Then II(t) is deterministic if fyt(g) is 

unimodal for all t > to. 

Definition 4.13 Suppose a stochastic process Sr' t with state transition operator (DM 

and probability transition operator II(t). Then II(t) is nondeterministic if fgto(g) 

is unimodal and there exists a t1 > to such that fyitim is multimodal. 

Classifying a stochastic process as deterministic or nondeterministic may 

seem incongruous. The determinism in this case, however, refers to the evolution of 

the probability mass rather than the process state. The sequel develops the concept 

that the probability density operator II(t) best describes the computation effected 

by a neural network and that each mode of the density function fgti (g) at time t1 

represents a possible total state of the computation. A deterministic probability 

density operator II(t) represents a deterministic computation since ht(g) is uni

modal for all t > to, thus the computation has only one possible total state at any 

instant. In contrast, a nondeterministic probability density operator represents a 

nondeterministic computation since fyitico is multimodal at some t1 even though 

fgto (0 is unimodal, i.e. the computation has alternate possible total states at time 

ti. 

Although this work shows an SPN network is capable of nondeterministic 

computation, it is important to understand that a network does not carry out all 

possible alternative computations in parallel. Instead, the network operates anal

ogously to a probabilistic Turing machine [Ba1 +88]. As discussed below, the 

network has a nondeterministic trajectory, probabilistically choosing one compu

tation path from amongst the multiple alternative paths at each nondeterministic 

step in the computation. 

The notion of a nondeterministic trajectory developed here is semi-formal. 

This notion diverges somewhat from the standard formalism for the trajectory of a 

stochastic differential equation [Moh84] since the bounded noise assumption of the 

SPN model means that the nondeterministic character of the SPN network is more 
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properly modelled by (4.31) rather than by a true autonomous stochastic functional 

differential equation 

dS; = fiSr.t)dt + di,' (4.36) 

Although no models similar to the one presented here have been found in the liter

ature, more precise and extensive results are undoubtedly possible and would cer

tainly be required for a formal theory. The minimal concepts presented here merely 

appear to be consistent and adequate for the needs of the following chapters. 

Let Td(ilto), od(ilto), and wd(gto) denote the trajectory, orbit, and w-limit 

set respectively of the deterministic process generated by the autonomous RFDE 

implicit in (4.31). The trajectory 7;(gto) and orbit 0,(gto) of the stochastic process 

generated by (4.31) are defined as: 

Definition 4.14 Let gto be an initial state of the stochastic process generated by 

(4.31), then the trajectory of the process Ta(gto) C li x C is 

Z(ilto) = {(t ,31 t,.) It -?- to, w E 1/} = {(i,g) It _> to, fy,(0 i o 1 (4.37) 

Definition 4.15 Let gto be an initial state of the stochastic process generated by 

(4.31), then the forward orbit of the process Nilo C C is 

0 .(gto) = {Sr. t,. It > to, w E n} . {-Wit > to, fg,(C) > o} (4.38) 

Defining an w-limit set of the stochastic process generated by (4.31) is more 

difficult since this requires an analogue for the convergence condition in the defini

tion for a deterministic process. This can be done effectively, if somewhat unortho

doxly, in terms of &neighborhoods as follows: 

Definition 4.16 Let Oato) be the orbit of the stochastic process generated by 

(4.31) for the initial condition gto and for any c > 0 let 

Mc, gto) = U {wd(OILod(g) C 71,(03(ilto))} 
ilEc 

(4.39) 

Then the w(e) -limit set of the stochastic process for the initial state gto is 

w.(c,gto) = n,(W(E, Vt.)) n 030'0 (4.40) 
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Based on this definition for the w(c)-limit set of a stochastic process, the final 

definition provides the desired characterization of the process trajectory as a com

putational path: 

Definition 4.17 Let 7 (gto) be the trajectory of the stochastic process generated 

by (.31) for the initial condition gto and for a particular e > 0 let W(e,gto) be as 

defined by (4.39), then 7(gto) is deterministic if there exists a g such that 

w(f, WO = wd(il) 

otherwise rs(gto) is nondeterministic. 

Intuitively, it seems that a relationship exists between deterministic and nondeter

ministic probability operators as defined earlier and deterministic and nondeter

ministic trajectories. Delineating that relationship, however, requires techniques 

beyond the scope of the present work and remains an open research question. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter developed two models for recurrent SPN networks, one based on a 

discrete approximation for the axonal delay and the other based on a distributed 

approximation. Local stability analysis showed that asymptotic stability region for 

both models is a delay-dependent subset of the left half plane. The result for the 

discrete-delay model is particularly striking since the stability region is bounded. 

The properties of some obvious map approximations for the system were 

also investigated. Although it was not possible to determined whether the maps 

preserved the global dynamics of the SPN network, it was shown that the map 

approximation has the same equilibria as both models and that the asymptotically 

stable equilibria of the map are also asymptotically stable equilibria of both models. 

Finally, this chapter presented basic elements of stochastic functional differ

ential equations as a framework for analyzing SPN networks. The interpretation of 

the network state trajectory as a computational path was introduced and a rudi

mentary model for nondeterministic computation outlined. As discussed in the next 
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chapter, this approach differs from current work on deterministic recurrent networks 

and from spin-glass and diffusion models for stochastic recurrent networks. 

Building on these results, the next chapter develops an alternate approach 

for the global analysis of SPN networks. A symbolic description is introduced based 

on a map approximation similar to Hale's but derived from different assumptions. 

This description overcomes many of the problems encountered with the map approx

imations and points to some previously unexplored aspects of recurrent networks 

similar to SPN networks. 
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Chapter 5 

SPN Switching Networks 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter showed that common map approximations alone appear to be 

insufficient for characterizing the global behaviour of interesting SPN networks. As 

with any high-dimensional nonlinear differential equation, the interesting dynami

cal properties of the recurrent SPN network model are the limit sets of the network 

flow and the trajectories of the state variables from various initial values to the limit 

sets. Although it apparently remains an open question, it seems probable that for 

suitable choices of the recurrent connection matrix B, systems like (4.9) and (4.7), 

(4.10) can have almost arbitrary convergent, oscillatory, or chaotic dynamics. Since 

this conjecture has not yet been disproven, and since a comprehensive theory char

acterizing the possible recurrent connection matrices based on the dynamics they 

produce seems unlikely, network modellers have been limited to finding particular 

classes of matrices that create networks with easily understood dynamics. 

Aside from the various network models devised as simulations for particular 

biological networks, the gradient networks introduced by Cohen and Grossberg 

[Coh+83] and Hopfield and Tank [Hop84],[Hop+85] appear to be the most successful 

example of this approach to date. These networks are characterized by symmetric 

recurrent connection matrices since the limit set of these networks consists of a finite 

number of isolated equilibrium states and the network trajectories descend along 

the gradient of an energy (Lyapunov) function. This implies that every initial state 
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is in the attraction basin of an equilibrium state so that the network necessarily 

converges to an isolated equlibrium state from any initial state. As this behaviour 

mimics that of content addressable memories, gradient networks are also referred 

to as CAM or associative memory networks. 

Despite the wealth of results for gradient networks, the symmetric recurrent 

connection marix makes these networks implausible models for biological networks. 

Furthermore, slight perturbations of the recurrent connection matrix symmetry or 

stray delays in physical implementations [Mar+89] can introduce complex oscilla

tions which frustrate the network's CAM dynamics. Finally, it seems little work has 

been reported treating the stochastic versions of these models as nondeterminstic 

computational systems. As an alternative to these networks, this chapter intro

duces a class of SPN networks for which efficient ternary-logic based analysis and 

synthesis techniques exist. 

The networks defined here have their genesis in the theory of asynchronous 

sequential switching circuits. The pioneering developers of electronic digital 

logic grappled with the fact that physical logic circuits were imperfect approxima

tions for binary Boolean logic operators. Specifically, they studied the question of 

what circuit properties insure that asynchronous sequential switching circuits op

erate "digitally", i.e. can be described by binary Boolean logic. [Huf54], [Huf57], 

[Ung59], [Ung83], [EJM62], [Eic65], [Fri66], [Mi165], [Mu1 +59]. Later research on 

modern asychronous logic includes further investigation into the basic questions 

[Sut89] and culminates in Brzozowski and Seger's [Brz+89] formal theory of Asyn

chronous Switching Networks (ASNs). Careful reading of this work leads to the 

following question: Since the voltages representing binary values in digital circuits 

are modelled by systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations very similar 

to those for SPN networks, can some of the important results for these circuits be 

applied to SPN networks? The remainder of this work argues that the answer is 

affirmative and develops the basic theory for doing so. 

Although the discussion will be framed informally, this work continues the 

effort suggested in the last chapter to find a discrete transition mapping (1:0 which 
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approximates the continuous transition mapping OM for the stochastic process de

scribed by SPN network dynamical model. In this case, however, the goal is to find 

a qualitatively accurate approximation rather than a quantitatively (numerically) 

accurate approximation. In particular, an approximation is sought which charac

terizes the structure and stability of the trajectory and limit sets of the stochastic 

process generated by an SPN network so that the trajectory can be interpreted as 

a nondeterministic computation. 

The switching network model developed here differs significantly from two 

other proposed analysis techniques, spin-glass models and diffusion models, for 

stochastic neural networks. Spin-glass models [Ami+85a],[Ami+85b] have been in

vestigated as finite-state, discrete-time approximations for both continuous-time 

and discrete-time stochastic networks. Diffusion models involve direct solution of 

the diffusion equations corresponding to the stochastic RFDE describing a net

work. In essence, both models are concerned with characterizing the equilibrium 

value II(t > oo) of the probability transition operator for the network. In part, this 

is because the analytic complexity of both models largely limits their usefulness to 

convergent networks with symmetric connection matrices and isolated equilibrium 

states. 

Using Boolean or ternary logic to qualitatively describe the dynamics of 

nonlinear differential systems is not new. Indeed, attempts have appeared in the 

mathematical biology literature since the early 1970's [Tho+90], [Sno+ 93] , [Gla+ 73], 

[Gla+79], [Lew +92]. The present approach represents a signficant departure from 

those efforts, however, since they do not incorporate results from formal asyn

chronous switching network theory. In an attempt to improve upon their limited 

success, the remainder of this chapter summarizes Brzozowski and Seger's ASN the

ory and develops the ASN model for SPN networks. The next two chapters expand 

on this model and explore several oscillatory and nondeterministic SPN networks. 
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5.2 Asynchronous Switching Networks 

As a preparatory step, this section summarizes the relevant aspects of Brzozowski 

and Seger's ASN theory. For more details, the reader is referred to the full summary 

found in Appendix D or their paper [Brz+89]. An asynchronous switching network 

is a formalism for describing the dynamics of physical systems, such as asynchronous 

sequential switching circuits, which consist of an interconnected network of com

puting elements. The inputs to each computing element include outputs from other 

computing elements and external network inputs; each computing element operates 

asynchronously and independently of the other computing elements. The computing 

elements are assumed to have continuous-time, continuous-state dynamics but the 

natural interpretation of the system views the outputs of the computing elements 

and the external network inputs as ternary-valued variables. 

Because the computing elements operate asynchronously and with unpre

dictable speed, the network state trajectory induced by a particular input is a 

nondeterministic phenomenon. As a consequence, the naive approach for analyzing 

a network by simulating all possibilities is impractical. The fundamental analysis 

problem then is to deduce a small set of features which adequately describe the 

state trajectory and an efficient algorithmic technique for evaluating those features. 

Brzozowski and Seger's theory formalizes the ad hoc technique of describing the net

work trajectory for a particular input in terms of those computing element outputs 

which assume a constant binary value and those which do not. Based on this view, 

their ternary simulation algorithm avoids the exponential time complexity of the 

naive approach at the expense of not providing any information on the network 

trajectory's actual time course. 

5.2.1 Boolean versus Ternary Switching Network Models 

Brzozowski and Seger's ternary ASN model culminates about 25 years of research 

into mathematical models for digital switching networks. Eichelberger [Eic65] was 

among the first to point out that although physical computing devices are ade
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quately described using a binary Boolean switching algebra in most circumstances, 

feedback networks can exhibit anomolous behaviour. The complementarity prop

erty of a binary Boolean switching algebra means that the Law of the Excluded 

Middle must apply to any variable x in a computing device modelled by a binary 

Boolean switching algebra, i.e. at any instant in time x R. Eichelberger argued 

that the Law of the Excluded Middle does not generally apply to physical devices 

since they are inherently continous-time, continuous-state systems. For instance, 

in an electronic computing device realizing the V operator, the binary values 0 and 

1 are represented by disjoint voltages ranges at the input and output terminals. If 

the device is to be robust and reliable, the voltage ranges representing binary val

ues must be separated by a transition voltage range. This means that the inputs 

and outputs must assume voltages representing a third value x Igi {0,1} as they 

transition between voltages representing the binary values. 

To deal with this problem, Eichelberger devised an alternate switching alge

bra for describing physical computing devices. Subsequent researchers have formal

ized his approach in various ways, the version used here generally corresponds to 

that of Brzozowski and Yoeli [Brz+76]. Appendix D formally defines this ternary 

switching algebra, it suffices here to comment that this algebra can be viewed as an 

extension of the standard binary Boolean switching algebra. As outlined next, this 

extension can be informally constructed by first including the ternary value x in 

the set of symbolic values assumed by variables in the switching functions describ

ing a network and then augmenting those functions in a manner such that their 

behaviour of the extended ternary domain is consistent with that over the original 

binary domain. 

Let B = {0,1} denote the set of binary values and T = {0,1, x} denote the 

set of ternary values. Throughout this work, sans serif characters a, b, ... , y, z will 

be used to clearly denote binary and ternary valued variables. In addition to the 

conventional total order relation "<", another partial order relation "-<" can be 

defined on B and T 

0 -- x I -..< x 
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This relation is intended to order the logical values as to the certainty that they 

are binary. Therefore, since 0 and 1 are binary, the order relation does not specify 

the relationship between them. On the other hand, x represents an value that may 

be interpreted as 0 or 1 by a circuit realizing a binary or ternary function and so 

is more uncertain than 0 or 1. For convenience, the basic order relation can be 

extended in several ways: 

(i) x-<yorx=y 

(ii) z y -a- xi - yi, i = 1, ...,n 

(iii) Si) (13, cl) r and V 

where (0, c1) denotes an ordered pair of vectors. 

As suggested above, the ternary ASN model can be viewed as a consistent 

extension, or embedding, for the conventional Boolean ASN. It simplifies the ex

planation of this embedding to first define two "de-embedding" vector functions. 

The first consistently maps ternary vectors into binary vectors while the second is 

a minor variation that maps ternary vectors into ternary vectors: 

Definition 5.1 The binary completion 5 : rn 1P(13n) of a ternary n-vector 

i is the set function 

= I Yi = zi if zi E 8, yi E B if zi = x } (5.1) 

Definition 5.2 The ternary completion T : Tn P(Tn) of a ternary n-vector 

i is the set function 

T(z) = WV 

= yi = zi if zi E B, yi E T if zi = x } (5.2) 

In simple terms, BM includes all binary vectors generated by replacing the com

ponents of z having the value x with all possible combinations of 0 and 1 while 

T(z) includes all ternary vectors generated by replacing the components of i hav

ing the value x by all possible combinations of 0, 1 and x. Using these functions, 
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the consistent "embedding" of a Boolean function in a ternary function can then 

be defined [Eic65], [Brz+89], and [Bry84]: 

Definition 5.3 The ternary extension if : rn --> T of a Boolean function 

kli : Bn B is 

x if 3*, 9' E 5(i), 410-0 w(Y)= (5.3) 
xlf(i) if ViZ, i E B(i.), xlf(**) = xlf (V)1 

= lub. 1 xif (6) II; E Bn , biz} (5.4) 

According to this definition, the ternary extension if (z) assumes a binary value for a 

ternary argument i if and only if the Boolean function W(i') has the same value for 

every i" in the binary completion 15(i) of the ternary argument 21 Henceforth, the 

"" (hat) will be omitted on all ternary logic functions unless needed to distinguish 

between a Boolean function and its ternary extension. 

5.2.2 Formal Definition of an ASN 

Having established the necessary preliminaries, the formal definition of an ASN can 

be stated: 

Definition 5.4 An asynchronous switching network (ASN) is a 

3-tuple NI = (z, X, if) where 

Z = a set of n state variables with values i E Ti 

X = a set of m input variables with values Cc' E 2' 

= a vector of state transition functions, xi : Tn x Tin > rn 

For convenience, the ordered vector pair (R., -1) is sometimes referred to as the total 

state of the network. 

Two key properties circumscribe the ASN model summarized here. First, it 

is assumed that ASN transition functions cannot decrease uncertainty in the sense 

that more uncertain inputs cannot yield more certain outputs. This is equivalent 
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to requiring that ASN transition functions be monotonic in the order relation "s ", 

i.e. 

(XS) L (OA kii()(W) -L< w(i5,4) 

Since the ternary extension of any Boolean function monotonic in the order relation 

"<" automatically meets this requirement, it is not a significant restriction in the 

current context. 

The other assumption is that ASNs operate in fundamental mode. For

mally, this means that an input change )1 > )1' can only occur when the state is 
ti 

stable, (i.e. when i = 4;01, i)). This restriction on the operating mode of an ASN 

implies that the basic analysis technique developed here does not yield much in

formation for oscillatory or nondeterministic networks. Since these networks are of 

great interest here, the the remainder of this chapter and the next two chapters will 

devote considerable attention to them. 

Figure 5.1 schematically depicts the structure of an ASN. Careful scrutiny 

shows that in addition to the elements listed in Definition 5.4, the schematic also 

includes delay elements Ai, ... , An which are not explicitly characterized in the 

definition. These delay elements represent the net state feedback delay existing in 

any physical circuit realizing an ASN. The definition implicitly incorporates this 

delay by not requiring that the input vector )1 and state vector i be consistent with 

the transition function if (1, z). In fact, the main challenge in the analysis of ASNs 

is determining how the actual state trajectory z(t) differs from the target state 

trajectory if (Z(t), i(t)). The discussion will return to this problem once the nature 

of the net delays have been clarified. 

As Figure 5.1 suggests, each net delay element Ai can be modelled as the 

composition of two delay elements, a pure delay element and an inertial delay 

element. Pure delay elements correspond to the ordinary definition of delay, i.e. 

the input x(t) E 13 and output y(t) E B are related by 

y (t) = x (t ra) (5.5) 
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Zi(t) 

zn(t) 

n Ts + Ta 

Al P', Ts + Ta 

Figure 5.1: Schematicized Representation of an ASN 

In contrast, inertial delay elements have the input-output relationship 

1 x (t) x (r) = x (t + dt Ta) for t ri < r < ty (t) = (5.6) 
y (t dt) otherwise 

Practically speaking, pure delays serve as reasonable models for devices like trans

mission lines where the delay effect on a transmitted signal is more pronounced 

than the low-pass effect while inertial delays effectively model the delay and tran

sient filtering effects exhibited by strongly lowpass transmission channels. Although 

Brzozowski and Seger only considered arbitrary finite inertial delays in their original 

study of ASNs, it is trivial to show their results hold for finite composite delays. 
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5.2.3 Ternary Simulation 

The preceeding discussion has implied that determining how the actual state trajec

tory 1(t) differs from the target state trajectory if (R(t), i(t)) is the primary problem 

in the analysis of ASNs. Brzozowski and Seger's major contribution is a provably 

correct polynomial-time ternary simulation algorithm based on an earlier algo

rithm by Eichelberger [Eic65]. In simplest terms, their algorithm addresses the 

problem of finding the equilibrium state trajectory induced by an input change re

gardless of intervening transient state changes. For fundamental mode ASNs, given 

the initial total state OZ E 13m,1 E Bn), an input change ii' > Z' E Bm can result in 

one of two outcomes: 

(i)	 All ASN state variables deterministically enter (possibly after a transient) 

a unique stable state: i' = ki(ii', 11) E Bn. 

(ii) One or more ASN state variables zl 

(a) nondeterministically enter (possibly after a transient) one of 

several possible stable states: zi = kIfi(Z', i") E B. 

(b) enter (possibly after a transient) a unique non-binary stable 
ti
state: zif = Wi(ii","i") = x 

(c) do not enter a stable state and oscillate indefinitely. 

Brzozowski and Seger rigorously show that their algorithm successfully separates 

outcomes in category (i) from those in category (ii). 

Figure 5.2 displays the algorithm ternary_simulation. The algorithm ac

cepts the current input ii., current input 1, new input ic" and computes two vec

tors 1' and 1" using the ASN transition function ii(ii, 1). The output vector 1', 

computed in lines 01-06, represents the least upper bound under the order re

lation "-<" of all states reachable from the current state. Since some of these 

states may be part of a transient trajectory, lines 07-11 compute the least upper 

bound 1" of the non-transient cyclic states, i.e. successor states entered repeat

edly for an indefinite time. Consequently, when entered with the current total state 
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(i. E Brn ,i E 13n) and new input ii" E Bm , the algorithm either returns the next sta

ble state i" = 401', z ") E tin, or a vector i" E Tm Bm indicating that one or more 

of the state variables either nondeterministically enter one of several possible stable 

binary states, deterministically enter a stable non-binary state, or oscillate. 

algorithm ternary_simulation(z, 1, ii", 4 (z, z)) returns i", i" 

inputs:	 current input i E Tm 
current state i = 4(x",1) E Tn 
next input vector )li E Tm 
network transition function ' : Tm x Tn 4 Tn 

outputs: lub. of states i" E Tn reachable from i E Tn 
lub. of non-transient states i" E Tn reachable from .1 E Tn 

local:	 state variables i+ E Tn, I- E Tn
 
input transition vector )1+ E Tm
 

01 )1+ 4-- lull.< 1)1, )11; 

02 repeat 
03 i- ( i +; 
04 i+ 4-- CZ+ , i- ) ; 
05 until i+ = i- ; 
06 i' 4 i+ ; 
07 repeat 
08 i- 4-- Z.+; 

09 if 4 4(x', 11 j
 
10 until i+ = "1-;


-il -.4..
11 z 4 z , 

- ,,12 return i", z ; 

end ternary_simulation 

Figure 5.2: Ternary Simulation Algorithm 
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5.3 The SPN Switching Network model 

Brzozowski and Seger [Brz+89] provide two examples illustrating the utility of the 

ASN model and the ternary simulation algorithm. Both of their examples, Boolean 

gate circuits and switch level MOS circuits, are naturally described in terms of 

ternary logic and therefore easily modelled as ASNs. In contrast to those examples, 

SPN networks have been studied thus far as continuous-state systems. This section 

develops an alternate ASN model for a class of SPN networks so that the ternary 

simulation algorithm can be used to study their dynamics. 

5.3.1 The State Transition Mapping 

The heart of the model is a ternary logic model for the state transition mapping 

of the SPN network. The state transition mapping is defined to be the equilibrium 

mapping of (4.9) with no state feedback: 

= (W1) = (9( + FYI)) = (5.7) 

The state transition mapping also has the the alternate form 

ti
 

Tio -4(A I, ,i)) 

where j(i, = F I. Unless stated otherwise, it will also be assumed that 

lim hog(Cr) = 0 

In effect, the state transition mapping represents the target state trajectory of the 

network since (4.9) can be interpreted as a composite delay element driven by an 

element computing the target state given the current state and network input 

Based on the properties of the synaptic reverse potential function (SR-i) 

(SR -iii), and the activation function (HT-i) (HT-iii), it is trivial to show that the 

state transition mapping has several basic properties: 

(ST-i) for all i = 1, , ri, 11.0§ hiogi (pi) is nonnegative, monotonic non-

decreasing, and continuous everywhere except possibly at a single point 

pi 
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(ST-ii) dhiogi I dpi is nonnegative everywhere, continuous everywhere except pos

sibly at pi[o] 
, monotonic nondecreasing for pi < pi[o] 

, and monotonic non-

increasing for pi > pr; 

(ST-iii) there exists a 15.1°1 such that 

Ern hog (5) z (15 1p[°]/ = 0 (5.8) 

where ti 01) is the vector Heaviside step function with components 

{1 pi > 0 
ui (Pi) = 

0 pi <0
 

and Z is the finite-valued matrix
 

Z = diag ogi(() , lirn h2og2(C),... lim hflogn(C)) 
moo 

5.3.2 Ternary Quantization of the SPN 

Construction of the ternary logic model for the state transition function involves 

two steps. First, a mapping which represents a ternary quantization of the state 

and input vectors must be found. If the quantization mapping meets a certain 

consistency criterion, a ternary model for the state transition mapping that meets 

the requirements of the ASN model can be found. 

A consistent ternary quantization for the state and input vectors is formally 

defined as follows: Assume that there exists two sets of vectors 

i[t] I[°] [1] i[u] i.[1] it[0] g[1] 

where 

< i(t) < i[u] < z(t) < 

Define the ternary quantization functions f-V) and i(i) as 

0 xi xi xi[0] 0 [t] zi < z 

fi (xi) = x o] < xi < x11] gi(zi) = x zi
[0] < zi < z 1] 

{1] [1]
1 xi[ < xi < xi[u] 1 zi < zi < zi[u] 

Then, it will be said that 
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ti 
Definition 5.5 The quantization functionsf(i) and fi(4 realize a consistent ter

nary quantization if and only if 

sgnqSi(i, = 4) 

for i 1, . . . , n and all such that .41) = f03) E 13 and i(4 = i(4.) E SU. 

If these signs differ for at least one i and fp) and iV) =1(0, then either 

ti j3mo3) E Tin or i(4) E Tn Bn 

The problem of defining a consistent ternary quantization, therefore, is that 
[o] [i] [u] y[u]of finding the two sets of vectors /[1, and .01, i[o], It can 

reasonably be assumed that i[1], i[u], and i[u] exist and are known a priori. If 

it is also assumed that for some a, 

ai[u] i[o] (5.9) 

i[o]ax[u] l[u] i[e] (5.10) 

the problem reduces to finding a suitable a. 

It seems easiest to begin the search for an a that induces a consistent ternary 

quantization by letting the sets 

{j1Bij > 0, zi EV} li(i,B,V)= {j1Bii <0, zi E V} 

F,V)= {j IFii > 0, xj E V} Z(ie, F,V)= {j IFii <0, xi E V} 

denote the indices of the state and input variables respectively whose values are in 

V and which are excitatory (E1) and inhibitory (Ii) to unit i. In addition, let the 

set of all vector pairs (1,4 which map into a particular binary vector pair (le, z) be 

denoted by the set 

C= 4 If(1) = = 

For the function 0(i, = consider the image of C (1,i). The minimum 

value attainable by the i-th component of 0(4.4 over C i) is 

= 
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1 E Bzi[i+ E Bii41] + E Fxli + E Fxii 
jEti (i,B,{o}) jeei(i,B,{1}) iEei(g,F,{0}) iEeioZ,F,{1}) 

jET;(1,B,{0}) i/i(1,B,{1}) iE/i(g,F,{0}) jeri(Z,F,{1}) 

(5.11) 

while the maximum value is 

= 

E Bz10]+ E Bzi[ui + E Fx10]+ E F. .x[ul 1i

iEei(1,B,{0}) jEei(1,B,{1}) jEei(g,F,{o}) jEei(g,F,{1})
 

+ / Bzi[1] + Bzyi + Fxi[4 + E Fxji] 
,Ez(i,B,{0}) JE,(i,B,{1}) JET,V,F,{0}) aEl,(g,F,{1}) 

(5.12) 

By substituting (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.11) and (5.12) and letting 

[c]	 Bijzj Bz[u] 
jEe.(i,B,{o})ui,(i,B,{o}) jEe,(1,B,{1})u/,(1,B,{1}) 

Fi3 41 + Fijxjul (5.13) 

1 jEe1(,F,{0})ur,(g,F,-(01) jEE,07,F,{1})uT,OZ,F,{1}) 

and 

> Bi; z 3[u]
 

iEei(I,B,{o}) jEli(1,B,{1}) iEei(g,F,{0}) io-i(g,F,{1})
 

E Bzi[u]	 E Fiix!u] E Fxjul 
(5.14) 

the lower and upper bound on Oi	 z) becomes 

(pm] ipc] 0, 01, 2-) (5.15) 

(-pm i) aipui oz, (5.16) 
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Based on the preceeding discussion, it follows that a consistent ternary quan

tization exists for a particular SPN network if and only if for all ()Z, E Bm x , 

((1 [m] -1)) = (r [M] (R, I)) (5.17) 

where g(I) denotes the vector sgn function. Thus 

Theorem 5.1 An SPN network has a consistent ternary quantization for 

H (R. 

a < min min (5.18) 
gEwn,ZEBn q5[u] (x, 

i f and only i f for all ) 1 E Bm, i E Bn and i = 1, . . . , n 

(5.19) 

Proof. By (5.17), the network has a consistent ternary quantization if 

and only if for all (Z, E x Bn and i = 1, , n, either 

0 < (x, iD 41d (5% io !u] (5% i) (5.20) 

Or 

0 > (ie, e iD ae oz, JD (5.21) 

If Old 0 for each E Bm x Bn and i E {1, . . . , n} , then 

o[u] 

since (Au] (Z, 2") > 0. Let 

a = min min ai i) 
= oz,i)EBInx Bn 

It follows that a > 0 and a consistent ternary quantization exists for the 

network. 

Now suppose a consistent ternary quantization for the network exists 

with a given by (5.18). Then either (5.20) or (5.21) hold for each 

E Bni x Bn and i E {1, , n}. Since el > 0, (5.19) follows. 
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Two important remarks about Thereom 5.1 should be noted. First, although 

the theorem technically shows that only SPN networks satisfying (5.19) have a 

consistent ternary quantization, any net encountered in practice can be modified to 

satisfy (5.19). If the net is a model for a biological network, it is reasonable to assume 

that the weights can be perturbed slightly to satisfy (5.19) without destroying the 

validity of the model. On the other hand, if the net is synthetic either the weights 

can be perturbed as just discussed, or extra tonic inputs can be added. To add 

tonic inputs, let 

Pt = {(z, kalc' oz, i = 0 

denote the set of pathological total state vectors for the i-th unit. Define the tonic 

vector 

= [ i) i) 1 T 

L 2 2 J 

where 

inf Oficl ()Z i) 'Pi 0 0 
oz, i)E5mxBn -P, ' = (5.22) 
0 Pt =/ 

Since the number of inputs to any unit is finite, the tonic vector is non-zero and 

augmenting the feedforward connection matrix and network input so that 

6' -.7' -.7'I
V= FII = X 

produces an SPN network which satisfies (5.19). Henceforth, it will be assumed that 

all strictly excitatory or strictly inhibitory units in a network have been modified 

by this technique to include a single complementary tonic input. 

Another important remark about Theorem 5.1 concerns the computational 

complexity of testing the central condition (5.19). It can be shown that the known 

NP-Complete problem SUBSET SUM [Gar+79] reduces to the problem of testing 

this criterion for arbitrary networks. This means that if P NP, for arbitrary 

networks there is no efficient (polynomial time) procedure for determining whether 
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a exists or for finding a value for a if it is only known that a exists. Fortunately, 

it suffices for analytic purposes to define the class of SPN networks for which an 

a exists. Once it has been shown that SPN networks having consistent ternary 

quantizations exist, the synthesis problem becomes one of designing networks for 

which a can be easily computed. 

5.3.3 The Ternary State Transition Function 

Given a consistent ternary quantization for an SPN network, the next problem is 

to find a ternary model for the state transition mapping 0(4., z, 1) that meets the 

requirements of the ASN model. As the sequel will show, not every SPN network has 

an obvious ternary model. On the other hand, it will be shown that if the gain is an 

adjustable parameter, every SPN network has a ternary model based on a particular 

consistent ternary quantization. In more specific terms, the approach followed here 

examines when a consistent Boolean model 4;01,4 for the state transition mapping 
ti 

of an SPN network exists. The ternary extension xli(ie, z) of the Boolean model then 

becomes the ternary state transition function in the ASN model. 

Informally, the state transition mapping 0-(e, x", 1) of an SPN network has a 

consistent Boolean model if it maps binary total states 1) into binary states 1. 

In this case, given a consistent ternary quantization as represented by the functions 

f(i) and g(z), a (total) state is a binary (total) state if (r(i) E Bm and) i(i) E Bn. 

The next definition formalizes the notion of a Boolean model: 

Definition 5.6 Suppose that an SPN network has a consistent ternary quantization 
ti 

with 

transition mapping ?Re, z, I) has a Boolean model if and only if 1(?Re,i, E Bn 

for all x and such that f(i) E Bm and g(z) E Bn . 

with quantization functions and IV), then, for a particular gain e, the state 

As multiple alternate consistent ternary quantizations may exist for a par

ticular SPN network, multiple Boolean models may exist for the state transition 

mapping of the network. Since closed form expressions may not exist (or may not 

be known) for some consistent ternary quantizations of an SPN network, it appears 
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unlikely that a general result can be found as to whether any Boolean model exists 

for the state transition mapping. Consequently, the problem must be considered 

from the standpoint of finding results applicable in specific contexts. In particular, 

it is useful to separately consider this question as it arises in the analysis of natu

ral or specified artificial networks with specified parameters and in the synthesis of 

artificial networks where the parameters are selectable. 

For the analysis problem, the interconnection matrices B and F along with 

the gain are fixed. Frequently the bounds I[i], x" [u], and i[u] are only known 

approximately so that it may not be easy to establish a tight or flexible ternary 

quantization. In these cases a consistent ternary quantizations similar to that intro

duced in Theorem (5.1) may be the only one available. The question then becomes 

whether a Boolean model exists for the state transition mapping given a particular 

consistent ternary quantization. The next theorem straightforwardly summarizes 

the answer for the consistent ternary quantization of Theorem (5.1). 

Theorem 5.2 Suppose an SPN network with gain and a priori bounds on the 

input and state vectors 

iv] < x < i[u], i[e] < i[u] 

< z < i[u], < 

has a consistent ternary quantization for some a. For i =1,... , n, let 

21 = M] (i,i)1(1,1) E Btn x Bn < 01 (5.23) 

Qi = E x Bn V, > ol (5.24) 

where Or (x ", i) and q (z, z) are defined by (5.15) and (5.16), and let 

max Pi if 'Pi 
{ max fpilhiogi(&i) < zr otherwise 

(5.25) 

(el min Qi 

min pi I hiogi(63i) > .411 

if Qi 0 

otherwise 
(5.26) 
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If 

o.-g( ip1) < i[o] ii:oac1.1]) > i[1]and (5.27) 

then the state transition mapping of the SPN network has a Boolean model. 

Proof. The proof just involves showing that the hypotheses of the the

orem are directly equivalent to the requirements of Definition 5.6. The 

given a defines the quantization functions f(i) and i(i). Eqns. (5.25) 

and (5.26) bound the argument 0 (Y, = Fi of the quantized 

state transition mapping 

)) = g (740(1, i)))
 

for the binary states
 

S = If(x) E Bm, E Bn 

Condition (5.27) then insures that the quantized state transition map

ping maps the image of S into 1371. I 

In contrast to the analysis problem, the interconnection matrices B and F 

and the gain e are selectable in the synthesis problem. In addition, it may even 

be possible to set the bounds i[1, i[u], 1[4, and iqu] to induce an advantageous 

consistent ternary quantization. As a result, many different approaches could be 

devised for synthesizing artificial networks which accomplish specific goals. One 

particular design strategy employed in the next two chapters first assumes a priori 

that the state transition mapping has a Boolean model and then chooses B and 

F so that the net computes a desired Boolean function. Since it appears difficult 

to control the bounds i[41, i[u], z E 1, and iqu] for arbitrary B and F, only loose 

estimates are used and it is assumed that the state and input vectors are quantized 

using the consistent ternary quantization of Theorem 5.1. 

It should be apparent that for this strategy to work, every state transition 

mapping must have a Boolean model for large enough values of the gain e. The 

next theorem shows this is indeed the case: 
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Theorem 5.3 If an SPN network has a consistent ternary quantization using the 

saturation bounds 

i[L] = lira 40.-4(Cr) (5.28) 

= lirn hog(C1) (5.29)
C-,co 

i[L] < < i[U] -4 [L] < Z
-4[U]

Z (5.30) 

on the state z and the a priori bounds 

< < x [u] x < - [u] _ -R1 (5.31) 

on the input 1, then there exists a such that the network has a consistent ternary 

quantization and the state transition mapping has a Boolean model for any > G 
In addition, for a given the actual upper bounds , Y[u] on the state vector are 

properly contained within the saturation bounds, i.e. 

i4 [L] < i[1] [u] < 
,Z [U] (5.32) 

Proof. Since the net has a consistent ternary quantization for the spec

ified bounds, for i = 1, , n, let 

Pi = Or V, -1) E x Bn, < (5.33) 

Qi = {Or (R. E 5m x Vim, O[m] (i) > ° (5.34) 

where Or (1, i) and (z, z) are defined by (5.15) and (5.16), and let 

max Pi if 'Pi 
{ max {pi !pi < 0, hi(gi(pi)) 5 zr } otherwise 

41] min Qi if Qi
{ min {AI h i(g (pi)) > zr] otherwise 

Then there exists a 6 > 1 such that
 

Koo(CoN) < (o] and ho9(4.p]) > i[1]
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for any > 6. This shows that for any 4" > 6, the state transition 

mapping of the SPN network has a Boolean model. 

Because the state transition mapping is continuous in there exists a 

o < 6 such that the state transition mapping of the SPN network has 

a Boolean model. This implies that the natural bounds iq41, IN induced 

on the state by 6, satisfy 

[L] < [e] [u] < [U] 

I 

It might be argued that this theorem is less satisfying than some might hope 

since it does not suggest constructive means for finding eo and the actual bounds 

/V], i[u], i[1, and i[u]. While this observation clearly is true, it should be noted that 

the saturated bounds i[L], iqn, and are sufficient in some applications. On 

the other hand, in other applications the selected matrices B and F may structure 

the net in such a way as to suggest values for the bounds; the following two chapters 

present examples of networks in this class. For both classes of applications, the gain 

o and a consistent ternary quantization can be found with the aid of Theorem 5.1 

after the indicated bounds have been determined. 

Once it has been ascertained that an SPN network has a Boolean model for 

the state transition mapping, the ternary extension must be found. The Boolean 

model can be expressed as 

= = = 8(11090 c, im (5.35) 

ti 
The ternary extension xli(R., I) is then defined componentwise as 

X if 30, 4 E H(Z), and 3f, s E 4;(), Wi(13*, i*)
11,01,i) 

kki i) if VO*, 4 E /.; (), and Vic s E 15(), 111 iO3,11 = 111 ig,i4) 

(5.36) 

A more computationally convenient form for (5.36) can be found by recalling 

the principle that the ternary extension of a Boolean function assumes a binary value 
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for a ternary argument if and only if the Boolean function has the same value for 

every vector in the binary completion of the ternary argument. In more concrete 

terms, the ternary extension 111(5;', E Bn if 

g (c-bin o, 4)) = s (c61m)co, zo) (5.37) 

where g(i) is the vector sgn function, or equivalently, if j[d] (5, if) has the same sign 

for every total state (0, 4) in the binary completion BM x 15(i) of (1,2). 

This analysis suggests an efficient method for evaluating the ternary exten

sion for a specific total state (7)[e] (3, if) is upper and lower bounded over the 

binary completion of z) by 

6i[0] + 
1 jeri(Z,B,{0})uli(1,B,{0,x}) jEci(Z,B,{1,x})u7 i(i,B,{1}) 

Fii + Fiixiul (5.38) 
i6.(1,F,{0})ur,(Z,F,{o,x}) jeE.(g,F,{1,x})ur,(g,F,{1}) 

6i[1] Bijzim + Bijz [u] 

jEE;(4B,{0,X})UI;(4B,{0}) jEei (1,B,{1})Uli(1,B,{1,X}) 

+ Fijx.r (5.39) 
jEet(g,F,{0,X})Ult(g,F,{0}) jEE, (,F,{1})urs(g,F,{1,x}) 

respectively. The value of the ternary extension then can be inferred from these 

bound as: 

0 if 6i[cq < 0 

= 1 if 6P1 oz, > 0 (5.40) 

x otherwise 

The final theorem of this section draws the preceeding results together into 

a concise statement of the ternary logic model for the state transition mapping: 

Theorem 5.4 Suppose the state transition mapping 0(,i,:Z4) of an SPN network 

has a consistent ternary quantization :0), i(i) and a Boolean model with ternary 
-.

extension w()-e, ±). If i'e° is a fixed point of 717(,i,z1 for the input i", then 

Ticf(1-), » (5.41) 
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Proof. Suppose ic* is a fixed point but (5.41) doesn't hold. Then 

°°) = ° ki(1°°), g(i°°))) 

and one of three possibilities must apply for a least one component of 

: 

(i)	 gi(z,bg, 0 and ili(f(i°°), 1(P)°)) = 1: 

Define the vectors	 and as
 

1 if fi(xr) E > 0
 

X37 1 if fi(xr) E {1, X}, Fij < 0
{ 

0 otherwise 

1 if gj(zr) E {1}, > 0 

Z.77 1 if gi(zr) E {1, < 0 
{ 

0 otherwise 

If this case holds, then by the definition of itihl(i,i) and -01(1,1), 

(1)111(f (x °°) =	 > 0 (5.42) 

Then 

hioggcbi(1" , > hogiOniZ- , > zfiul (5.43) 

and, since li.,(CY,Y) has a Boolean model, it follows 

gi(hiogi(4.0i(lc°,.?"°))) = 1 

which contradicts the assumption for this case. 

(ii)	 gi(Og, , 1°1) = 1 and klii(r(V1,g(ic°)) = 0: 

This case is analogous to the previous one. Define the vectors )1+ 

and i+ as 

1 if fj(xn E {1, X}, Fii > 0 

= 1 if fi(xr) E {1},Fi; < 0 

0 otherwise 
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1 if gi(zr) E {1, X}, Bi; > 0 

if gi(zr) E {1},Bii < 0 

0 otherwise 

Z 3+. 1 

If this case holds, then by the definition of 41>E01(ic', ) and P(i,i), 

(1)[1](.1(i"),8(Vc))) = 0[:]()1+,i+) < 0 (5.44) 

Then 

i")) < hio9i(Nr()1+44")) < Ai (5.45) 

ti 
and, since ?k( , z") has a Boolean model, it follows 

gi(hiogi(Ni (V°, Y'))) = 0 

which contradicts the assumption for this case. 

(iii)	 gi (tkg, ic)°, = x and 1/i(f(i°°), i(V°)) x: 

For this case either (5.42), (5.43) or (5.44), (5.45) must hold. But 

this means 

x 

which is a contradiction. 

Thus, none of the conditions hold and (5.41) is proven. 

5.4	 Stability Theory for Ternary State Transition Func

tions 

ti
Having shown the utility of ternary state transition function -I) as a method 

for finding the fixed points of an SPN network, it seems reasonable next to consider 

what, if anything, can be inferred about the stability of the corresponding SPN 

network equilibria from the ternary model. As this section shows, two important 
ti

stability results can be stated directly in terms of 4101,4 
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To set the background for these results, it is useful to study the state transi

tion mapping Oi(e, x, i) further. (ST-i)-(ST-iii) show that the nonlinear component 
ti 
to§(ef) of Oi(e, x, z') approximates the Heaviside step function and the approxima

tion improves for increasing gain e. That is, increasing gain narrows the region of the 

domain over which izoo(e/1) experiences a rapid transition between small neighbor

hoods of its asymptotic values. The next two lemmas precisely state this property 

in a form that will be useful below: 

Lemma 5.1 For any vectors i'VA and 2(1] such that 

slim ito§((f) < < < lim -1;0§((f) 

and any e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 and a closed, convex interval S C R that in

cludes the origin such that for all i and 4" > 6 

(i) if pi pP] S then hiogi(epi) < zI0] or hiogi(epi) > z11] 

(ii) E S then dhi°gi (epi) > c
dpi 

Proof. Since Itog(er) is monontonic nondecreasing, (5.8) implies that for 

any closed, convex interval Si C R that includes the origin, there exists 

a ei such that (i) holds for all i if e > 6 and pi pP] t% Si. Choose 

a particular Si. If either hiogi(pi) or dhiogi /dpi is discontinuous, let 

inf Sl = 0. There exists an 7/ such that 

dhiogi depi dhiogi dhiogi 
dpi (elPi) = dpi (6M) = (6Pi) > 77 > 0depi 

(5.46) 

for any i where pi E Sl. If r, > e, let S = Si and the lemma is 

proven. Otherwise let 6 = 66/77 and let S be the convex closed interval 

with 

inf S = inf Sl sup S = sup Si 

Since rl < e, (ii) and hence (i) follows from (5.46) and the lemma is 

proven. I 
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Lemma 5.2 Suppose r # 0 is an arbitrary fixed vector, then 

lim 
up 

(67') = (5.47) 

Proof. Assume there is one component such that
 

dhiogi
 
(Pi9°) 0 

dpi
 

Then there exists a o such that
 

dhiogi 1
 

(6)(1°) > etg°
 

and therefore 

hiogi(P`r )1 itp`r In 

for all 4. > 6, and some constant p. This contradicts (ST-iii) and there

fore (5.47) must hold. 

These properties of hog( p) suggest that a fixed point i " E Bn of if 01")°, 

may be qualitatively different from a fixed point E Tn ,tan. For the former 

case, every component zi" of any fixed point of /kg, i") corresponding to i" 

occurs in one of the two low-slope extremal regions of the nonlinearity hiogi(pi). 

In contrast, at least one component zr occurs in the high-slope transition region 

of the nonlinearity hioggpi) in the latter case. As the next theorem shows, this 

distinction does indeed qualitatively differentiate the equilibria of the SPN network 

corresponding to the fixed points of ki(i", 1") since the equilibria corresponding to 

binary fixed points necessarily are asymptotically stable for sufficiently high gains. 

Theorem 5.5 Suppose the state transition mapping 71.)(,1,z-) of an SPN network 

has a consistent ternary quantization f(Y), 1(z-) and a Boolean model with ternary 
ti 

extension k 1101,). Suppose further that 

= (r° E Bn (5.48) 

for some fixed input R'" and let 

X= f(i) 

y =crico)} 
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respectively. Then there exists a 6 such that, for any > 6 and any P° E X, the 

SPN network has an asymptotically stable equilibrium E y. 

Proof. The proof is in two parts. The first part shows that there exists a 

6 such that for any > 6 and any input ic° E X, the state transition 

mapping has a fixed point i'°°. This fixed point is then shown to corre

spond to an asymptotically stable equilibrium g" of the SPN network. 

To show ti7( , z) has a fixed point, let 

Then by the reasoning of Theorem 5.3, there exists a 6 such that for 

any > 6 and any ic") E X 

z) c z
1fi( ,
 

Since Z is compact, Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem 4.1 implies that 

/7)(4-, Z) has a fixed point 1cx) 

Now, let g" be the equilibrium of the SPN network corresponding to 

the fixed point 1'. It was shown in Chapter 4 that g" will be asymptot

ically stable if the eigenvalues of the matrix J(z., g; goo, , = Ago., 

defined by (4.16) are contained with the stability region defined by 

(4.19). Let r be the vector defined componentwise as 

Icr(X , it° ) if (Ac](ii*c°, < 0 = 
if 0.[c](P), i°°) > 0 

where sfk[m]()Pc), 0[m]()-(', i°°) are cb[c]()1°°, in are defined by (5.11), 

(5.12) and (5.13). Since 41)0 0 and 

art
11.1(r°, OIL = ap(63.) 11BIL ay(r) 

00 00 

from Lemma 5.2 and (ST-ii)
 

Ofi,o.q(4.9,)

lirn 

>- = 0
t--.0. oji ' -.0. 00co 00 
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it follows 

lirn iiAr°,011. = 0t,z) 

This implies immediately that there exists 6 such that all eigenvalues 

of J(goo,) are contained within the stability region if e > 6. Letting 

eo = max {el, 6} 

completes the proof of the theorem. I 

It would be nice if the converse of this theorem also held, i.e. that the SPN 
-:-. 

network equilibria corresponding to non-binary fixed points of xli 01, z) were unstable, 

but this does not appear to be true. Fortunately, it turns out that the bounded 

stability region of the discrete delay model means that a slightly qualified version 

does hold. This result proceeds from the following lemma demonstrating a sufficient 

condition for discerning an unstable SPN network equilibrium. 

Lemma 5.3 Consider the discrete delay model (4.9). Suppose that for any given 

input i°°, the matrix J(e,g;ge. 0, io., ) = J(gc-,) defined by (4.16) is not nilpotent 

everywhere in a connected, compact region y. Then there exists 6 such that any 

g" E y is unstable if > 4.0 

Proof. Let 1A(P3, e)1 denote the radius of the maximal eigenvalue of 

Age'', e) for an equilibrium A(P°) E y. Since Ail', e) is not nilpotent 

throughout y and y is connected and compact, and therefore closed, 

1A(g", a is continuous throughout y and underbounded by 

A() = i.,!lyl A (il° ° I 01 > 0 

Eqn. (4.19) shows that the stability region is contained in a circle with 

a radius R that depends on ratr, but not e while (4.16) shows the radius 

of any nonzero eigenvalue is monotonic increasing in e. Therefore, there 

exists a eo such that A(e) > A(e0) > R so that any goo E y is unstable 

I 
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Using this lemma, the final theorem defines one class of non-binary fixed points of 

4101, i) such that the corresponding equilibria of the SPN network are unstable: 

Theorem 5.6 Suppose the state transition mapping 11)(4.,Y,,i) of an SPN network 

has a consistent ternary quantization f(i), g(z) and a Boolean model with ternary 

extension 41(1,i). Suppose further that 

xi; E Tn 13" (5.49) 

for some fixed input R." and let 

= i(itco) 

If the matrix J(e,g;g,i-,e) = J(g-,e) defined by (4.16) is not nilpotent every

where in the closure Yc of 3,, then there exists a 6 such that, for any > 6 and 

any input i*°° E X, any equlibrium g- E Y of the SPN network is unstable. 

Proof. The closure }C is the union of 3, and all its limit points. Since 3, 

is connected, Yc is connected and compact. The theorem then follows 

from Lemma 5.3. 

Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 extend and formalize results by Unger [Hop84] and 

Hopfield [Ung83] on when networks such as these behave in a 'Boolean' fashion. 

Unger's lemma, although frequently cited, apparently has been stated formally only 

in an early MIT technical report and has entered the lore of asychronous sequential 

switching circuit theory as the dictum that all feedback loops in a circuit must 

have positive gain greater than unity. Hopfield's result is a heuristic argument 

that symmetric nets become more 'Boolean' with increasing network gain. The 

theorems proven here are obviously more general in that they place no restrictions 

on the feedback loops or the circuit structure. Instead, they show that if a network 

has the minimal structure described earlier as a Boolean model, the network can be 

analyzed in Boolean fashion for sufficiently large gain 4'. 
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5.5 Conclusion
 

In addition to introducing the theory of Asynchronous Switching Networks (ASNs), 

this chapter presents an ASN model for a class of SPN networks. These SPN 

networks are characterized by the property that a ternary logic model exists for the 

equilibrium mapping, also known as the state transition mapping, of the network. 

In effect, the state transition mapping represents the target state trajectory of the 

network and the combined axonal delay and dendritic filtering action can be viewed 

as a composite delay element; these elements then represent the state transition 

function and feedback delay elements in the ASN formalism. 

The ternary logic model includes two components: a consistent ternary quan

tization of the input and state vectors given in (5.1), and a ternary valued model 

(5.4) for the state transition mapping. It was shown that once these components 

have been found for a given network, Brzozowski and Seger's ternary simulation 

algorithm can be used to determine if the network has a well defined trajectory for 

a given series of inputs. In addition, it was shown that the ternary valued model 

localizes the equilibria of the SPN network and provides significant information as 

to their stability. 

The structure of the ternary simulation algorithm implies that it is com

pletely informative for hazard-free networks in which each input transition drives 

the SPN network to a unique next state from any current state. Although this prop

erty defines one important type of SPN network, many other interesting SPN net

works are either oscillatory or nondeterministic or both. Since ternary_simulation 

cannot distinguish between these latter two cases, the next chapter presents some 

supplemental analysis techniques and demonstrates their use by by examining sev

eral small oscillatory and nondeterministic SPN networks. 
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Chapter 6 

Oscillatory SPN Networks 

6.1 Introduction 

The last chapter showed that the ternary simulation algorithm is completely in

formative about the dynamics of SPN networks having ASN models in which all 

trajectories induced by any particular input from a given initial state terminate 

at a unique final state. Unfortunately, for SPN networks having ASN models in 

which some pairs of input transitions and initial states induce either oscillatory 

trajectories, which in effect have no final state, or nondeterministic trajectories, 

which terminate in multiple final states (non-oscillatory) or enter multiple oscilla

tory trajectories, the steady state information is only partially informative. This is 

disappointing since these networks have biological significance and also are useful 

subnetworks in artificial network applications. Thus it seems worthwhile to explore 

these types of networks further. 

This chapter develops an additional analysis algorithm for oscillatory and 

nondetermistic ASNs to supplement the ternary simulation algorithm. The algo

rithm is derived from the same dynamic simulation models that form the basis of 

the static ternary simulation algorithm but provides additional information. Unfor

tunately, this gain in informative power comes at the expense of exponential time 

complexity. As a result, the technique is useful only for studying small networks. 

However, the insights gained from applying the algorithm to small networks aids 

considerably in understanding the dynamics of large SPN networks. 
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Following the development of the algorithm, the remainder of this chapter 

presents example applications to several oscillating ASN models for SPN networks. 

The first example is biologically inspired while the rest are examples from an exten

sively studied class of artificial networks. The results are similar to other reported 

results [Tho+90], [Sno+93], [Gla+73], [Gla+79], [Lew+92] but those efforts do not 

appear to be as rigorous or as comprehensive as the work presented here. It seems 

virtually no work in this vein has been reported for nondeterministic networks so 

they will be investigated further in the next chapter. 

6.2 Ternary Simulation and State Trajectories of SPNs 

Before presenting the algorithm, the definition of oscillatory and nondeterministic 

ASNs and SPN networks must be clarified. Intuitively, a network is oscillatory for 

a particular input if that input generates a trajectory which is not approximately 

constant but which also is not exactly periodic or random. 

Definition 6.1 Let li : Tm x Tn > Tn be a ternary ASN transition function. An 

ASN is oscillatory for a given fixed input )1 E Bm and initial state i E Bn (i.e. 

the initial total state (1,i)) if the transition relation if : Tm x Tn > Tn contains a 

non-transient cycle that includes two states ii, i2 E Bn such that it i2. 

Definition 6.2 Let Ta(y ") be the trajectory of the stochastic process generated by an 

SPN network for a given fixed input I E Ten and initial state gto E C. The network is 

oscillatory (i.e. Tato), os(gto), and w(f),(gto) are oscillatory) for the initial total 

state (I, gto) if the set W(e, gto) defined by (4.39) contains a nonconstant periodic 

orbit of the autonmous RFDE implied by the NFRDE describing the network. 

Note that the latter definition subsumes most common definitions for a chaotic 

trajectory of a deterministic ODE or RFDE. Although it will not be rigorously 

proven here, it can be argued that Theorem 5.5 suggests that an SPN network is 

oscillatory if and only if the ASN model for the network is oscillatory. 
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Now consider a ternary network transition function IF : Tm x Tn Tn for 

which there exists an i: E Bm and I E Bn such that the vectors i and 'Y()1, z) differ 

in more than one element. Suppose that the feedback delays are not exactly equal 

but instead vary randomly in a manner such that the transitions in the changing 

state vector elements reach the network feedback inputs in randomly varying order. 

Under these conditions, the subsequent network trajectory from state z generally is 

unpredictable. Thus in formal terms: 

Definition 6.3 An ASN is nondeterministic for a given input )1 E Bm if there 

exists a i E Br' such that 

Ili- 4;01,±)111 > 1 (6.1) 

In the ASN literature, networks with this property are said to contain a race con

dition [Ung83],[Brz÷76] and are generally considered to be pathologic if the race 

is critical. The "nondeterministic" appellation has been borrowed from computa

tional complexity theory to emphasize how this condition manifests itself and to 

suggest ASNs with this property may be useful. The analogous definition for an 

SPN network follows in obvious fashion from Definition 4.17. 

Definition 6.4 Let Tato) be the trajectory of the stochastic process generated by 

an SPN network for a given fixed input I E Fr and initial state gto E C, then the 

network is nondeterministic for the initial total state (I, gto) if T,(gto) is nonde

terministic. 

The results presented below show that these definitions for nondeterministic 

networks are not exactly analogous. In fact, it seems that nondetermistic SPN 

networks always have nondeterministic ASN models but the reverse is not the case. 

Furthermore, it appears the coarse state quantization of the ternary model may 

mean a deterministic SPN network can have a nondeterministic ASN model. An 

informal explanation for this phenomenon appears to be the fact that the bundle of 

of SPN network trajectories emananating from the set of initial states represented 

by a single ASN initial state may temporarily enter regions of state space where 
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subsets of the bundle are quantized differently under the ternary model even though 

the entire bundle flows 'deterministically' in roughly the same direction. 

Based on the foregoing discussion it seems worthwhile to investigate addi

tional techniques for exploring the dynamics of oscillatory and nondeterministic 

ASNs. The most useful of these would seem to be dynamic simulation algorithms 

which trace the possible state trajectories induced by a given input and initial 

state. Dynamic simulation algorithms view the steady-state dynamic of an ASN 

as a cyclic transition between one or more states, i.e. the network steady states 

are represented by ordered sets of states (cycles) that begin and end with the same 

state. In this framework, deterministic non-oscillatory networks contain a steady-

state (also referred to as non-transient) cycle consisting of a single state while 

deterministic oscillatory networks have one steady state cycle composed of multiple 

states. Non-deterministic networks can have multiple non-transient cycles of either 

or both types. 

No attempt will be made here to review the extensive published results on 

dynamic simulation algorithms. Instead, Chapter 7 will show that there exists no ef

ficient (polynomial time) dynamic simulation algorithm for ASNs if P NP. Con

sequently, while the ternary simulation algorithm is a provably correct, polynomial-

time method for exploring large networks, the standard dynamic simulation algo

rithms are only practical as tools for studying small networks. Thus a large ASN 

presents a very difficult analysis problem if the ternary simulation algorithm pro

duces ambiguous results. 

In simplest terms, all commonly used dynamic simulation algorithms find the 

non-transient cycles of an ASN by the brute-force technique of tracing all possible 
-::

state accessible from a start state. The state transition function kli ()1, 2") is iterated 

in a depth-first search strategy until all possible alternative trajectories emanating 

from the start state have been explored. The computational complexity of these 

models arises from the fact that the set of possible successor states to any given 

state is not singleton and depends on both the state transition function and the 

particular race model. 
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As explained in Appendix D, the importance of Brzozowski and Seger's work 

lies in the fact they were able to prove that their ternary extended multiple 

winner (XMW) race model subsumes all commonly used binary race models. For 

the XMW race model, the set of successor states to a given state i is defined to be 

Sx(i) = S 5 E r I Si E ii (X,i)}} 

In effect, the XMW race model assumes one or more state variables can change 

during a transition and that any changing state variable can assume the ternary 

value x to indicate that the value of the state variable is not unambiguously binary. 

Brzozowski and Seger also showed that an order relation exists such that the 

ternary simulation algorithm finds the least upper bound of all states in the non-

transient cycles of an ASN in polynomial-time. For deterministic, non-oscillating 

networks this bound is identical to the single state in the single non-transient cycle. 

However, the bound obviously is not very informative for oscillating or nondeter

ministic networks. 

It simplifies the algorithm developed here if the XMW race model is modified 

in the case of deterministic (race-free) transitions. Since the result of a deterministic 

transition is unambigious, the XMW race model can be simplified to 

i;(1,9') if II±® xl(z,V)111 5_ 1sm() = (6.2)
Sx(i) otherwise 

Clearly, SM(i) C Sx (i) so that the ternary simulation algorithm remains applica

ble. Figure 6.1 displays the algorithm build_XMWdigraph which generates the 

digraph g of ASN trajectories emanating from a given start state i for a given 

fixed input )1 under the modified XMW race model. Obviously, the time complex

ity of this algorithm is 0(3') since every network state could be accessible from a 

particular start state. 

Once the digraph g of ASN trajectories emanating from a given start state 

has been computed, it should be apparent that the strongly connected components 

of g are the non-transient cycles discussed above. Fortunately, as Tarjan [Tar72] 
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algorithm build_XMWdigraph(R, 1, 4; 01, G) returns g 

inputs:	 network input z E Tm
 
start state i E Tn
 

ternary state transition function ill
--

: Tm x Tn Tn 

partial transition graph G = (V, E) where 
V are the graph vertices 
E are the graph edges 

output:	 extended transition graph G 

local:	 successor state to current states E Tn
 
all valid successor states to current state S
 

note:	 01, denotes a directed edge from vertex to vertex 

01 V4VU{i},
ti 

02 if either = i) or i E Bn and N O 4; (C(*,i) = 1
 
03 then S if (ic', i);
 

04 else S 4 SSE Tn IS= E S zi, , 01, ill {2};
 

05 for each i*E S do
 
06 £ E u {(i,i)};
 
06 if tl V then C 4 build_XMWdigraph(x,i, G);
 
07 end for;
 
08 return G = (V, E);
 

end build_XMWdigraph 

Figure 6.1: Modified XMW Transition Digraph Algorithm 

has shown, the strongly connected components of a graph with IVI vertices and 

jEl edges can be found in time O(IVI +1E1). Figures 6.2 and 6.3 give a version 

SC_cycles of Tarjan's algorithm that is useful for present purposes. When called 

with a trajectory digraph g generated by build_XMWdigraph, the algorithm 

returns a set C = , Gk} of k strongly connected subgraphs contained in 

G. 
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algorithm SC_cycles(g) returns C 

input: transition graph g = (V, E) with vertices V 
and edges E 

output: set of strongly connected subgraphs C = {g1, g2) 
contained in g 

, ck} 

local: current vertex i E V 
vertices i', i. E V 
vertex depth counter count 
vertex stack VSTACK 
vertex depth array vdepth[ ] 
vertex shallowest child array vchild[ ] 
subset of strongly connected vertices V, 
edges between strongly connected vertices E, 

note: E(q) C E denotes digraph edges with tail V 

01 count 4- 1, C 4- 0;
 
02 empty VSTACK;
 
03 while V # 0 do
 
04 chose a q E V;
 
05 search_componentM;
 
06 end while;
 
07 return C;
 

end SC_cycles 

Figure 6.2: Tarjan's Strongly Connected Cycles Algorithm 

Using build_XMWdigraph and SC_cycles, it is a simple matter (at least 

for small ASNs) to find and characterize the non-transient cycles accessible from an 

initial total state ()1, i). Given (ii., I), build_XMWdigraph is used first to generate 

a digraph g of all accessible successor states. The strongly connected components 

C = {gi,g2, , ck} of g are found next using SC_cycles. Each non-transient cycle 

in the state trajectory is then characterized by examining the states represented by 
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procedure search_component(q) 

01 V 4- V {q}; 
02 vdepth[] < count, vchild[] 4-- vdepth[17], count 4- count + 1; 
03 push ii on VSTACK; 
04 for each i such that (V, i) E £(7) do 
05 ifi'EV 
06 then search_componentM, 
07 vchild[i] 4-- min{ vchadrii, vchild[q}; 
08 else if vdepth[g] < vdepth[q and i is on VSTACK 
09 then vchild[q 4- minlvdepth[i],vchild[Cill; 
10 end for; 
11 if vchild[17] = vdepthM 
12 then Vs 4-- 0, E's 4-- 0; 
13 repeat 
14 pop g from VSTACK; 
15 V, = V, U gl; 
16 until g = 17; 
17 for i E V, do 
18 for (g, if) E E(i) 
19 if r E V, then es 4 ea U (icr); 
20 end for; 
21 end for; 
22 C4CU{g= (1),,E8)}; 

end search_component 

Figure 6.3: Tarjan's Depth-First Search Procedure 

the vertices in the associated strongly connected component. A strongly connected 

component containing a single vertex represents a non-transient cycle consisting of 

one state while strongly connected components containing multiple vertices repre

sent multi-state non-transient cycles. If g has multiple strongly connected compo

nents or has a strongly connected component with a vertex representing a binary 

state that is not race-free, the ASN trajectory is nondeterministic. Finally, the 

trajectory is (potentially) oscillatory if g contains one (or more) strongly connected 

components with multiple vertices or strongly connected component with one vertex 
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such that the associated ASN state corresponds to unstable SPN equilibria. 

Figure 6.4 lists the algorithm. The name dynamic_simulation reflects the 

fact that the algorithm exhaustively searches the possible state trajectories. Con

sequently, the algorithm has time complexity 0(3") and is only a practical tool for 

characterizing small ASNs. The algorithm is useful, however, since small oscillatory 

and nondeterministic ASNs inadequately characterized by the ternary simulation 

algorithm can provide insights into the dynamics of larger ASNs. Some examples are 

presented next to demonstrate the ASN analysis algorithms developed thus far and 

to illustrate some ASN dynamical principles relevant to the large nondeterministic 

ASNs studied in the next chapter. 

6.3 A Biological Central Pattern Generator (CPG) 

Assemblages of neurons producing ordered sequences of action-potential bursts me

diating rhythmic muscle activity have been identified in a variety of vertebrate and 

invertebrate species (including humans) and are referred to in the biological litera

ture as Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) [Get88]. While the structure of many 

CPGs have been thoroughly investigated, the dynamical mechanisms producing the 

oscillatory behaviour of CPGs remain an interesting and only partially solved ques

tion. Typically some significant pattern of sensory inputs to a CPG initiates rhyth

mic activity that continues autonomously for an extended period after the input 

has ceased. Since the rhythmic firing pattern continues independently of the input 

stimulus it seems that the network structure largely determines and sustains the ac

tivation pattern. Network features which can generate oscillatory firing patterns are 

studied here in a biologically inspired, yet computationally tractable, neuromime 

network model for the swim CPG of the sea slug Tritonia diomedea. The results 

demonstrate that although individual cell properties may determine the detailed 

structure of action-potential bursts, the network architecture can qualitatively de

termine the cell activation pattern in a straightforward manner. This challenges 

a conclusion of Kleinfeld and Sompolinsky [Kle+89], suggested by Getting's ex
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ti
 

algorithm dynamic_simulation 07, i, W (Z, returns C 

inputs:	 total start state (1,i) E Tin x En 
ternary state transition function xi; : x T" ----+ En 

output:	 set of strongly connected components C = g2) , Gi}7 

local:	 transition digraph g, i-th strongly connected component gi 

notes: i) i(v) denotes the state associated with the vertex V 
ii) V(Q) denotes the vertex set of graph c 

01 c = build_XMWdigraph(ie, , 0);
 
02 C = SC_cycles(g);
 
03 scount 4- 0, ndflag 4 FALSE;
 
04 for each ci E C do
 
05 scount 4 scount 1, bcount 4-- 0, ncount 0, vcount 4 0;
 
06 for each v E v(go do
 
07 vcount 4 vcount + 1;
 
08 if -AV) E Bn then bcount bcount +1,
 

09
 if 0'y (1, i(q)) II1 > 1 
10 then ncount ncount 1, ndflag 4 TRUE; 
11 end for; 
12 if bcount = 0 then if vcount = 1 
13 then print "cycle scount is a single ternary state"; 
14 else print "cycle scount is multi-state and ternary"; 
15 else if vcount = 1 then print "cycle scount is a binary single state"; 
16 else if ncount = 0 
17 then print "cycle scount is multi-state and deterministic"; 
18 else print "cycle scount is multi-state and nondeterministic"; 
19 end for; 
20 if scount > 1 or ndf lag = TRUE 
21 then print "trajectory is nondeterministic"; 
22 else print "trajectory is deterministic"; 
23 return C; 

end dynamic .simulation 

Figure 6.4: Dynamic Simulation Algorithm 

tensive studies [Get83a],[Get83b],[Get88],[Get89], that complex synaptic dynamics 
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are a key mechanism underlying pattern generation. The approach pursued here 

also sharply differs from recent prescriptive techniques for generating oscillations 

in higher-order neural network models [Jef90], [Coh92a], [Coh+92b] and training 

techniques for Hopfield-Tank style networks that require self-feedback [Hay92]. Pan 

et. al [Pan+91] have studied the Tritonia d. swim CPG using discrete models. 

Although the results reported here focus only on sustained pattern generation, they 

also strongly support Getting's hypothesis for biological preparations that pattern 

initiation and termination can be controlled by modulating external network input. 

Getting [Get81] found that each of Tritonia d.'s paired cerebral ganglia in

corporated a swim CPG consisting of 6 neurons of three types: three dorsal swim 

interneurons (DSI), two ventral swim interneurons (VSIA, VSIB), and one central 

neuron (C2). All three DSIs are mutually coupled by excitatory synapses while 

two of the three also seem to exhibit electrotonic coupling. Consequently, Getting 

represented the three DSIs by a single cell in the CPG schematic shown in Figure 

6.5. Initially Getting only identified VSIA, he later identified VSIB and showed 

that although the action-potential sequences of VSIA and VSIB are distinct, they 

are highly correlated during rhythmic pattern generation. For qualitative mod

elling, therefore, they can be combined into a single VSI. A simplified schematic 

suggested by Getting [Get 81] is shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7 [Get89] shows the 

action-potential pattern generated by the CPG. 

The schematics use circles to represent inhibitory synapses and lines to rep

resent excitatory synapses. Getting's study was surprising in that he identified 

synapses which generated multiple component post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) on 

varying time scales and both he and Kleinfeld and Sompolinsky claimed that these 

multi-action synapses are among the primary architectural elements responsible for 

pattern generation. The schematics represent these synapses by combinations of 

circles and lines in the order of the induced PSP; thus a single DSI action-potential 

generates an excitatory, then an inhibitory, and finally another excitatory PSP 

in VSIA. Significantly, the simplified schematic shown still includes an excitatory-

inhibitory synapse between C2 and DSI in which the later inhibitory PSP dominates 
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Figure 6.5: Tritonia d. Swim CPG 

the initial excitatory PSP. Other simplified versions of the network might also in

clude the multi-action DSI-VSIA and C2-VSIA synapses. The present results show, 

however, that the net synaptic architecture represented by the interconnection ma

trices 
0 b12 b13 111 112 

B = b21 0 b23 F = 0 122 

b31 b32 0 0 f32 

qualitatively determines the firing pattern in an SPN network model for the swim 

CPG if the C2-DSI synapse is regarded as solely inhibitory. (Although the negative 

entries in F could be interpreted as tonic inputs not appearing in the swim CPG, 

they could have been absorbed into the activation function as a threshold shift. 

They have been explicitly included here to simplify the analysis.) 

A ternary analysis of an SPN network model for the swim CPG is presented 

next to support this claim. The analysis shows that for a range of parameter values, 
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Figure 6.6: Simplified Tritonia d. Swim CPG 

the state transition mapping of the SPN network model for the Tritonia d. swim 

CPG has no fixed points that a consistent ternary quantization maps into Bn . Since 

by Theorem 4.2 the state transition mapping must have at least one fixed point, 

it is shown that the consistent ternary quantization maps any possible fixed point 

into regions such that the corresponding equilibria of the network are unstable. As 

a result, the net must oscillate in some fashion. 

Choosing values for the various model parameters is the first (and perhaps 

most difficult problem) in the analysis. Obviously, the most desirable choices are 

parameters somehow derived from extensive experimental observations. If those 

parameters were available, the applicability of the ternary analysis results for the 

real swim CPG could be inferred with confidence from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Un

fortunately, this is a difficult task beyond the scope of the present work because 

the SPN model represents an idealization of the biological network and the model 

parameters do not correspond in any direct way to physically measurable parame
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ters. Getting [Get89] faced this same problem and devised methods for estimating 

the parameters in his model. It is not clear how to convert his published parameter 

values into values for the SPN model parameters, however, since his parameters 

are explicitly organized around the features in his model being questioned. Thus 

the analysis presented here uses the analysis tools developed above to show that a 

range of parameter values exist such that the SPN network oscillates in a fashion 

qualitatively similar to the swim CPG. 

The discussion begins with the assumptions that the input x is constant and 

that only the most pessimistic bounds are possible for the state 

= xi[u] = x zim = o zi[u] = maxclim.hogim z[u] i = 1,2,3 

For these bounds, (5.13)-(5.16) become: 

1112Z[NZ2 N3Z[L]Z3 fllx[U]xi f12x[u] 

b21ZRIZ1 b23.Z[NZ3 f22 [U] 

b31ZRIZ1 b32Z[NZ2 f32X[U] 

b12 glz2 b13Z[U]Z3 /11 X RIX1 f12X[U] 

b21 ZRIZI b23Z[NZ3 f, 22- RI 

b31Z[NZ1 b32ZRIZ2 + /32 XRI 

(1 + a)b12z[u]z2 (1 + a)bi3z[u]z3 + (1 a)filx[Nxi (1 + oi)fi2x[u] 

(1 a)b2iz[u]zi (1 + cr)b23z[u]z3 (1 -I- a)f22x[u] 

(1 + a)bmz[rizi + (1 a)b32z[u]z2 (1 + a)f32xful 

= 

(1 a)bi2z[u]z2 (1 a)b13z[u]z3 (1 + c)nix[Nxi (1 c)f12x[u] 

(1 + ce)bnz[u]zi (1 a)b23z[u]z3 - (1 a)f22x[u] 

(1 a)b31z[u]zi + (1 + cx)b32z[u]z2 (1 a)/33x[u] 

At this point, it's necessary to make some assumptions on the entries of the 

B and F matrices. Various alternatives were investigated and it appears the set of 

assumptions: 

http:5.13)-(5.16
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(TDB-i) VSI activity but not C2 activity alone is sufficient to inhibit DSI, 

(TDB-ii) DSI activity would excite C2 even if VSI were active, 

(TDB-iii) C2 activity excites VSI even if DSI is active. 

best describes the biological network. However, an alternate set, which appar

ently does not conflict with most of the reported experimental observations [Get81], 

[Get83a], [Get83b], is used here to better illustrate important details of the analysis 

techniques: 

(TD-i) either C2 activity or VSI activity alone is sufficient to inhibit DSI: 

0 < (1 a)nixful (1 + a)fi2z[ul 

0 > (1 a)buzful + (1 + ce)inxiul (1 a)/12.2111 

0 > (1 a)bi3zirl + (1 + a).fiixful (1 a)fi2z[u] 

0 > (1 a)bnzill (1 a)bnzful + (1 + ce)nixful (1 a)fnzful 

(TD-ii) VSI activity inhibits C2 even if C2 is excited by DSI: 

0 < (1 a)b21zful (1 + a)/22xlui 

0 > (1 a)b23z[u] (1 a)f22xful 

0 > (1 -I- a)b21gn (1 a)b23zful (1 a)f22xful 

(TD-iii) C2 activity excites VSI even if VSI is inibited DSI:
 

0 < (1 a)b32z[u] (1 + a)f32xful
 

0 < (1 + a)b31z[u] -I- (1 a)b32.z[ul (1 + a)f32xful
 

0 > (1 a)b3izlui (1 a)/32xful
 

Letting a = 0, Theorem 5.1 shows that these assumptions result in a network 

which has a consistent ternary quantization. Furthermore, 

(1 a) min{ 1h2, b13}zful + (1 + cf).filxiul (1 a)fi2x[u] 
s;[o] 

(1 + a)b2iz[u] (1 a)b23zful (1 a)f22x[u] (6.3) 

(1 0).f32xEul 
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(1 a)filx[u] (1 a)fi2x[u] 

(1 a)b2iz[rn (1 + a)/22x[u]	 (6.4) 

(1 + ce)b3iz[ul + (1	 a)b32z[u] (1 + a)/32x[u] 

so by Theorem 5.3 the network has a Boolean model for any > where o is the 

minimum value that satisfies 

71.§(6 4;[°]) < 0 it. §(6§6['1) > (1 cf)iful 

It should be clear from the assumptions (TD-i) (TD-iii) that the Boolean model 

is 

11/2(f,i) = z1 A	 Z2 

In comparison, the alternate assumptions (TDB-i) (TDB-iii) yield the Boolean 

model 

wi = 1112(1, z = Zl W3(I, = Z2 

To find the ternary model, first define the operators 

0 if zt E {0, X}	 0 if zi = 0 
=	 Lzij = 

1 if zi = 1	 1 if zi E { x,1} 

Then 

b12z[uliz2] bi3z[u] iz3i +filx[u]Lxd fux[u] 
[o]	 

b21.z[u]Lzd b23z[u]rz3i /22x[u] (6.5) 

+b32zruiLz2i /32stui 

b12z[uiLz2] bi3z[u]Lzd +fnx[u]rxii fi2x[u] 

b2iz[u] 141 b23z[u] ILz3, f22 X [U]	 (6.6) 

_Nlz[u]Lzii +b32z[u]rz2i f32x[u] 

The resulting ternary model 111(1,) is given in Table 6.1. In the table, the boxed 

states are the potential fixed points (equilibria) suggested by Theorem 5.4. Since 

there are many possible fixed points, the problem is to ascertain the actual nature 

of the corresponding equilibria and thereby deduce when the SPN network must 
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oscillate, i.e. when the trajectory converges to an oscillatory w(e) -limit set. The 

solution proposed here uses the ternary model to eliminate as many potential fixed 

points as possible and then characterizes the stability of the remainder. 

i kli(i, i) z i xii (1, i) i 4;01,1) 
oi 000 000 01 xoo oxo 01 100 010 
01 OOX 000 01 XOX oxo 01 lOX oxo 
01 001 000 01 xoi 000 01 101 000 
01 oxo OOX 01 XXO oxx 01 ixo oix 
01 OXX OOX 01 XXX oxx 01 1XX OXX 

01 oxi oox 01 xxi oox 01 1X1 oox 
01 010 001 01 xio oxi 01 110 011 
01 O1X 001 01 X1X oxi 01 11X oxi 
01 011 001 01 xii 001 01 111 001 

'xi I 000 xoo lxi I xoo xxo xi Imo xio 
xi oox xoo xi xox xxo xi lOX XXO 

xi ooi 000 xi xoi 000 xi 101 000 
Xi oxo XOX xi XXO XXX xi ixo X1X 

X1 OXX XOX xi XXX XXX Xi 1XX XXX 

X1 oxi OOX Xi XX1 OOX Xi ixi OOX 

X1 010 001 xi X10 oxi xi 110 011 
X1 O1X 001 xi X1X oxi xi iix oxi 
X1 011 001 xi xii 001 xi iii 001 
11 000 100 ii X00 ixo ii 100 110 
11 OOX X00 11 XOX XXO 11 iox XXO 

11 

ii 
001 
oxo 

000 
XOX 

11 

...111 

xoi 
xxo 

000 
XXX 

11 

11 
101 
ixo 

000 
xix 

11 

ii 
ii 

OXX 

oxi 
010 

xox 
OOX 

001 

ii 
11 
11 

xxx 
XX1 

X10 

xxx 
OOX 

oxi 

ii 
ii 
ii 

ixx
in 
110 

xxx 
OOX 

oil 
11 
11 

O1X 

011 
001 
001 

11 

11 
X1X 

xii 
oxi 
001 

ii 
11 

liX 
lii 

oxi 
001 

Table 6.1: Ternary State Transition Function 

The ternary simulation algorithm is applied by first assuming that the tonic 

input is removed and that the ASN model starts in the stable, quiescent state: 

(01,000) (01,000) > (01,000) --+ ... 
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The tonic input is then applied by changing x1 from 0 to 1. All of the state variables 

which could change as a result of this input transition are then found by iteration: 

(X1, 000) ---* (x 1 , x00) ---* (x 1 , xx0) -4 (x 1 , XXX) --4 (x 1 , XXX) --4 

The input x1 is then changed from x to 1 and the final state induced by the transition 

is found by iteration: 

(11, xxX) (11, xxx) ' 
In this case, the results are somewhat disappointing because they show that no 

unit assumes a stable binary value and therefore each unit experiences either a 

nondeterministic transition or oscillates. 

Theorem 5.4 shows that the only possible fixed points of the state transition 

function correspond to the states 

i" E Z= Zi U 22 U Z3
 

= fi ip)=xxxluflfm=xxolu{i.fm=ixx}}
 
[z[0], z[1]] [z[0], z[1]] [z[0], z[1]] [z[0], z[l [z[0], z[1]] [z[1], z[0]]= U ] 

U [PI, z[u]] x [z[0], z[1]] x [z[0], z[1]] 

of the state transition mapping ti-,(e, i*, z). Thus all the equilibria of the SPN network 

are contained in the compact region 

Y = YiuY2uY3 

i;(g°°) E Zi 1 U fr 1(r) E Z21 U fil- kg-) E Z31 

In addition, Theorem 4.2 shows that y must contain at least one equilibrium. Since 

none of the potential stable states are binary, it can be inferred that the network 

must either settle to a non-binary stable equilibrium or oscillate. 

The stability of the equilibria in y can be ascertained by examining each of 

the connected, compact regions yl, Y2, and Y3 separately. Throughout region Y1, 

(4.16) implies that J(g", 4) satisfies 

aft alloy aii.
.(il").1(g",e) = (eir°)B-4(r) (6.7)

ay ail ay 
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where (4.17) defines g" = (7)(i-,149.")). It follows that 

ah*og
IJ(W",)1 = Oil (6r3) IBI = 111(03')11B1 (6.8) 

and, for any equilibrium Y"" E Y1 (i.e. io. E Z1), IH( &°)I > 0 if > 0. As 

IBI > 0, and as the determinant of a matrix equals the product of the eigenval

ues, ..49.",) is not nilpotent everywhere in Y1. Therefore, by Theorem 5.6 there 

exists a el such that any equilibrium y"c" E yl is unstable. 

The region Y2 requires only slightly more analysis. Let 

v1 = {-g E Y2 1h3(y3) = Ati } 

and 

V2 = fil E y 2 RI < h3 ( y 3 ) < 4°' 1 

By definition, everywhere in V1 

dh3 
(Yr) = 0dy3 

so the third row of J(y "°°, 4') is zero. This implies that that the eigenvalues of the 

non-singular upper principle minor Ji(g°3,4*) are eigenvalues of J(go.,) so J(g",) 
is not nilpotent everywhere in Vi. The reasoning for V1 shows that J(g",) is not 

nilpotent everywhere in V2. Therefore, by Theorem 5.6 there exists a 6 such that 

any equilibrium 

go° E Vi U V2 = Yi 

is unstable. 

A similar analysis shows that there exists a 6 > 0 such that any equilibrium 

9.- E Y3 is unstable if 4. > e3. Combining the results for all three regions leads to 

the result that any equilibrium goo E Y must be unstable if 

> 6 > max{6, e2, 6} 

Of course, any network which has no asymptotically stable equilibria for any > 6 
may have no asymptotically stable equilibrium for much smaller values of . 
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The same analysis procedure finds that the Boolean model corresponding 

to the alternate assumptions (TDB-i TDB-iii) has the single fixed point xxx 

Thus any SPN network satisfying these assumptions has no asymptotically stable 

equilibrium. These results show that the class of SPN network models for the 

Tritonia d. swim CPG includes instances which have no asymptotically stable fixed 

points. As a result, those instances must exhibit some type of oscillatory dynamics. 

Figure 6.8 presents simulation results for a simulated net in which the SPN units 

have the same parameters as unit C2 in Table 3.1 and the network connection 

matrices are: 

0 15 60 40 20 
B= 50 0 75 F= 0 20 

40 60 200 0 

Numerical calculations show that the simulated network has the ternary model 

parameters: 

op] 011]i mina; zi = 0.0000 hog-1(z°) = 0.3923 

0 0.3333 -0.6956 0.4870 zo = 0.0024 hog-1(z1) = 2.0686 

1 0.2296 -0.6956 6.3266 z1 = 0.1422 a = 0.1449 

2 0.1449 -0.6956 0.2526 zu = 0.1663 = 8.1883 

Since = 2.0 in the actual simulation, this example also supports the conclusion of 

Theorem 5.3 that the network could have a consistent binary model and oscillate 

predictably for gains smaller than that needed to insure the network has a consistent 

Boolean model. 

Clearly, the action-potential pattern generated by the model is very similar 

to the pattern generated by the Tritonia d. swim CPG. The only major difference 

between the two patterns is that VSI begins firing after DSI quits firing in the SPN 

network rather than before as in the biological network. Additional simulations 

show that other weight choices producing the same binary model reverse the or

der of these events. This illustrates that the Boolean model should be viewed as 

a symbolic approximation for the SPN network rather than a quantized numeric 
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VSI 
50 
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5S 

Figure 6.7: Tritonia d. CPG Firing Patterns 

DSI 

VSI 

C2 1 1 1 

I 

1 

I 

Figure 6.8: Simulated CPG Firing Patterns 

approximation. The dynamic simulation algorithm shows that the corresponding 

ASN has one nondeterministic multi-state cycle for i = 11 that includes every bi

nary state due to a race condition in the transition x(11,110) = 011. Table 6.2 lists 
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the alternate possible cycles found by depth first search of this nondeterministic 

cycle. Note that while all nine cycles share the common subpath 

(11, 000) > (11, 100) --4 (11, 110) --* 

cycles 3, 4, and 5 symbolically describe alternate firing patterns found in simulations 

of the SPN network with different admissible weight choices. (Cycle 5 symbolically 

describes the oscillation pattern of the Tritonia d. swim CPG Fig. 6.7). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 
010 010 010 011 111 111 111 111 111 
000 001 011 001 001 011 101 101 101 

000 001 000 000 001 000 100 001 
000 000 000 

Table 6.2: Possible cycles for Tritonia d. swim CPG 

In comparison to the previous complex result, for the alternate assumptions 

(TDB-i TDB-iii), the dynamic simulation algorithm finds that the resulting ASN 

has a single deterministic cycle matching cycle 5. An informal explanation for 

the difference between these models has already been suggested above. In this 

case, the bundle of SPN network trajectories emananting from the set initial states 

represented by the ASN state (11, 110) appears to flow in the general direction of 

the state space represented by the ASN state (11, 011) and then ultimately to the 

region represented by (11,000). In effect the flow did not 'split' but just straddled 

regions of the state space quantized differently under the ternary model. Thus, in 

this case at least, the ASN model for the SPN network successfully predicts that 

SPN network must oscillate but can only unambiguously predict sections of the 

actual trajectory. This suggests that the ASN network trajectory should be treated 

as a symbolic model for the SPN network trajectory rather than as a coarse numeric 

quantization. 
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6.4 A Class of Oscillatory Artificial Networks 

The remaining three networks examined in this chapter are examples from a class 

of artificial networks that have been extensively studied by Glass and Pasternack 

[G1a+78], Glass and Young [G1a+79], and Lewis and Glass [Lew+92]. Because of 

their simple structure, these networks are mathematically tractable yet exhibit a rich 

set of behaviours. Despite the previous work on these networks cited above, they 

are studied here to illustrate that the results produced by the ternary simulation 

algorithm confirm the less formal results in the cited work and because this class of 

networks includes the nondeterministic networks investigated in the next chapter. 

The class of networks studied here in part descends from the piecewise linear 

system model proposed by Glass and Pasternack [Gla+78] as a general model for 

biological oscillators. (As a historical note, although Glass and Pasternack make no 

mention of it the piecewise linear model is also closely related to earlier two-factor 

neural models investigated by Rashevsky [Ras60], Hill [Hi136], Young [You37], and 

Cull [Cul67].) The general piecewise linear model can be represented as 

771 
GB11-(g) 

du Fil)
dt T8 

1 1 
--T8g + Ts kg7i) (6.9) 

where 

Gav 

Haw) 

and G and H are nonsingular, positive diagonal matrices. 

Because they can be integrated formally, piecewise linear systems sometimes 

are useful approximations for more accurate models of biological systems such as 

neural networks which cannot be integrated formally. Given a constant input ic° 

and an initial state g(t), direct integration of (6.9) shows that the system trajectory 

is 

g(t) = e-(t-to u(tn) + e-(t-in)/ T.] e (gm, x °°) (6.10) 
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for to < t < tn+i where 

---16(Atn),ic°)
 
tn+1 = to min (6.11)

yi(tn) 

denotes the next instant at least one state variable crosses the switching threshold 

yi = 0 of the nonlinearity hi(yi). Using the sequence of instants to, f 

defined in this manner, Lewis and Glass [Lew+92] proposed that the trajectory of 

the piecewise linear system can be described symbolically by the sequence of binary 

vectors 

G-1 (gto), G-1 a.(g(to,i"), . . . , G-1 e (g(t), , . . . (6.12) 

In their paper, Glass and Pasternack investigated piecewise linear systems 

as approximations to systems of the form 

dil 1 1 
,x) (6.13)

dt Ts Ts 

where 

Ern e(e,g,i) 

They conjectured, but did not prove, that the trajectory of the piecewise linear 

system (6.9) approximates the trajectory of (6.13) for sufficiently large but finite 4.. 

While this conjecture apparently has not yet been proven, and probably is not true 

in general [Ise+91], the Shadowing Lemma [Guc+83] suggests that it does hold for 

many systems. 

It should be clear from (5.8) that (6.9) is also the limiting case for the 

SPN network (4.9) with > oo and Ta > 0. Eqn. (4.26) suggests that Glass and 

Pasternack's conjecture must be modified slightly for the SPN network with delay 

Ta > 0 since the integrand is delayed relative to the linear term. As a consequence, 

for any given instant to defining a transition between different linear modes, the 

next transition occurs at 

= min { t[:], (6.14) 
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where 

t.','] = inf It It Ta = trn, t > to } (6.15)
m 

denotes an instant defined by a transition in the integrand and 

e(W(t,, Ta), i°°)
t[/'1 = t min (6.16) 

n = yi(tn Ta) e(uvn Ta), 1.0) 

denotes the next instant where at least one state variable yi crosses the switching 

threshold of the nonlinearity hi(yi). Then, if Glass and Pasternack's conjecture 

holds, for tr, < t < tn+1 the trajectory of the SPN network with nonzero delay is 

approximated by the trajectory 

-At) = e--(t-to irs -on) + [1 co-401r.] e(y(t Ta), Y°3) (6.17) 

of the piecewise linear system for 4. large enough. Furthermore, using the set of in

stants defined above, the trajectory of the SPN network with delay can be described 

symbolically by the sequence of binary vectors (6.12). 

The particular networks studied by Glass and Young [G1a+79] and Lewis 

and Glass [Lew +92] are examples from a class of artificial recurrent neural networks 

they refer to as feedback inhibition networks. These networks are characterized 

by two properties: 

(FI-i) Each unit has a single excitatory tonic input, i.e. F can be reduced to a 

positive column vector; 

(FI-ii) All other inputs to a unit are inhibitory, i.e. B is strictly nonpositive but 

can be singular. 

Using an asynchronous switching network heuristic essentially similar to that dis

cussed for the Tritonia d. swim CPG, Glass and Young investigated the limit cycles 

of a uniform four-unit deterministic recurrent inhibition network with the key fea

ture that activity on any single, (non-tonic) input to a unit completely inhibits the 

unit. Lewis and Glass worked with several nonuniform piecewise linear determinis

tic networks in which each unit has the same number of inputs but requires activity 
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on at least two (non-tonic) inputs for complete inhibition. They present several 

interesting examples including a five-unit network with multiple, nonconstant pe

riodic w-limit sets and a six-unit network which apparently has a chaotic w-limit 

set. 

Given the availability of these results, it is an interesting exercise to apply 

the analysis techniques developed above to the SPN versions of the four, five, and 

six-unit networks studied by Glass and his coworkers. To simplify matters and to 

unify the results, the four, five, and six-unit networks will be assumed to have the 

same inhibition model. In this case, the model adopted by Glass and Young that 

a unit is completely inibited by activity on any (non-tonic) input to the unit will 

be used since it simplifies the analysis and is the basis for the nondeterministic 

networks studied in the next chapter. For the four and five-unit networks, the 

results of preliminary experimentation with the alternative proposed by Lewis and 

Glass appear unremarkable relative to those reported here. The results are unclear 

for the six-unit network since it appears that the nondeterministic effects examined 

in the next chapter either obscure or obliterate chaotic dynamics that may exist in 

the SPN network under either inhibition model. 

In the SPN network, the Lewis-Glass (LG) inhibition model is implemented 

by assuming that the units satisfy 

min z[.11b
.7 12x[u]fsi )< i = 1, , n (6.18)

[1]min x i Li 
:7Ers(i,F,{1}),:70i 

min zi0] 
bii 

[I] jElsa,B,{1})x jii > i = 1, . . . , n (6.19)
[o]min -x fij

;Elia ,F,{1}),i0i 

It should be clear that any network in this class has a consistent ternary quan

tization and the state transition mapping has the Boolean model (RR% i) defined 

componentwise as: 

C(0) = xi V zi 
iEria,B,{1}) 
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i = 1,...,n (6.20)A RI A A 13 
jEz(1,F,{1}) jET.(1,B,{1}) 

Furthermore, the ternary extension of the Boolean model has the simple form: 

0 3j E Z;(1, F, {1}), xi = 1 V 3j E 11(1, B, {1}), zi = 1 

1 Vj E /i(f, F, {1}), xi = 0 A Vj E Z(1., B, {1}), zj = 0 (6.21) 
{ 

X otherwise 

As shown below, most of the interesting qualitative properties of the three example 

networks can be inferred directly from the ternary model (6.21) and the assumption 

that 

ogi 
(ecki(x', h(r)) = 0 .4=> 

dgi 
(U),(P°, E (y -0)) = 0 and dhi (y") > 0

dy, 

6.4.1 A Uniform Four-Unit Network 

The first network is the uniform four-unit network schematically depicted in Figure 

6.9 [G1a+78],[Gla+79]. In contrast to the five-unit and six-unit example, the archi

tecture of this network is invariant under renumbering of the units. This network 

also has biological significance since it was first proposed as a building block for 

modelling the leech locomotory system [Fri+77]. For a network instance composed 

of units having the same parameters as the C2 unit in Table 3.1, a representative 

pair of connection matrices is: 

0 20 20 0 40 20 

B= 0 

20 
0 

0 

20 20 
0 20 

F= 40 

40 

20 
20 

20 20 0 0 40 20 
Not surprisingly, the ternary simulation results show that every unit either 

makes a nondeterministic transition or oscillates: 

stage 1: (xl, 0000) (Xl, XXXX) 

stage 2: (11, xxxx) > (11,xxxx) -4 
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Figure 6.9: Uniform Four-Unit Network 

To determine what in fact is the case for each unit, note first that Theorem 5.4 

implies any equilibrium of the ASN model must be contained in one of the seven 

connected, compact regions yi, , Y7 mapped into the seven possible fixed points of 

the state transition mapping listed in Table 6.3. This shows that for any equilibrium 

state 'y-°o at least one of the following two conditions must hold: 

) 

dhlogi 
dpi 

row)) 0 and dhd3c13
"p3 (r°1 il(r)) 0; 

(ii) 
dhva 

ap2 
(U,2(i", Kr))) 0 and dh4°94(e04(i", it(r))

api 
0. 

Now, the characteristic equation for J(g°°, e) has the form: 

det(J AI) = A4 Unin + j24i42) A2 

(i12i23i31 312324341 313334341 j23i34j42) + (i13i24i31i42-i12j23j34i41) 

Since J(g",) is nonpositive, the coefficient on the A2 term is nonzero if either (i) or 

(ii) holds; this implies J(g-, 4.) is not nilpotent everywhere in each compact region 
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Yi, , 3)7. Theorem 5.6 then shows that there exists an 6 such that any equilibrium 

state r) contained in any of these regions must be unstable. Consequently, the 

trajectory of the four-unit SPN network must converge to a oscillatory w(E)-limit 

set. 

X 7 if07,i) 
11 OXOX XXXX 

11 OXXX XXXX 

11 X0X0 XXXX 

11 XOXX XXXX 

11 XXOX XXXX 

11 XXXO XXXX 

11 XXXX XXXX 

Table 6.3: Potential Fixed Points of the Four-Unit Network 

The dynamic simulation algorithm reveals that the ASN model contains the 

single, deterministic cycle 

(11, 1000) > (11, 1100) -+ (11, 0100) ---+ (11, 0110) (11, 0010) 

(11, 0011) > (11, 0001) --+ (11, 1001) (11, 1000) > ... 

In addition, the remaining seven states are attracted to the cycle through multi

ple possible paths. Figure 6.10 presents the actual firing pattern of the four-unit 

network. Note that the predicted cycle completely describes the the actual firing 

pattern. 

6.4.2 A Nonuniform Five-Unit Network 

In contrast to the uniform four-unit network, the five-unit network shown in Figure 

6.11 is not structurally invariant to all numberings of the units. This suggests that 

the network firing pattern might be more complex; indeed, Lewis and Glass found 

that for their inhibition model, the symbolic description for the piece-wise linear 

version of the network contained multiple cycles. Furthermore, they presented data 
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Figure 6.10: Uniform Four-Unit Network Firing Pattern 

from numeric experiments that shows the relative weighting strengths of the in

hibitory and tonic inputs determined the structure of the alternative cycles. The 

analysis presented here shows that for the inhibition model of the four-unit SPN 

network, the stochastic properties of the SPN induce a pseudo-periodic nondeter

ministic firing pattern in this network. As a result of this analysis, it is conjectured 

that a deterministic `SPN' network would exhibit multiple alternate periodic fir

ing patterns and that a stochastic version of the Lewis-Glass network would have 

a pseudo-periodic firing pattern. (This conjecture will not be investigated further 

here since the resolution is not essential to the main thrust of this work.) 

For an instance of the five-unit network composed of units having the same 

parameters as the C2 unit in Table 3.1, a representative pair of connection matrices 
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Figure 6.11: Nonuniform Five-Unit Network 

is: 

0 0 20 20 0 40 20
 
20 0 0 0 20 40 20
 

B= 20 20 0 0 0 F= 40 20
 
0 0 20 0 20 40 20
 

20 0 20 0 0 40 20
 
As for the four-cell unit, the ternary simulation results from for this network show 

that every unit either makes a nondeterministic transition or oscillates: 

stage 1: (x1,00000) > (X1,XXXXX) --' 

stage 2: (11, xXXXX) (11,xXXXX) >-4 

Table 6.4 lists 15 possible fixed points of the state transition mapping corre

sponding to the 15 connected, compact regions y1, ... , Y15 that contain the possible 
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network equilibria. Since for this network the characteristic equation of J(r,e) is 

det(J Al) -A5 + i13i31 A3 + 3i21:732 i14j31:743 i14i45:751 j25i32i53) A2 

(i14i21:732j43 j13i25i32i51 i14i31j45:753) A + 014325332343351-014321332345353) 

Since J(r,e) is nonpositive, and since jki 0 for k 1 and 

k,1 E {1,3}, {1,4,5} or {2,3,5} 

the A3 or A2 term must have a nonzero coefficient and J(r, 4') is not nilpotent ev

erywhere in the compact region corresponding to each potential fixed point in Table 

6.4. Theorem 5.6 then implies that there exists a 6 such that every equilibrium of 

the SPN network is unstable for any network gain 4' > 6. Consequently, the state 

trajectory must must converge to an oscillatory w(E)-limit set. 

R. i if(1,i) 
11 OXXOX XXXXX 

11 OXXXX XXXXX 

11 OXX1X OXXXX 

11 X00XX XXXXX 

11 X0X00 XXXXX 

11 XXXOX XXXXX 

11 X0X01 XXXOX 

11 XOXXO XXXXX 

11 XOXXX XXXXX 

11 XXOXX XXXXX 

11 XXX00 XXXXX 

11 XXXOX XXXXX 

11 XXXXO XXXXX 

11 XXXXX XXXXX 

11 X10XX XXOXX 

Table 6.4: Potential Fixed Points of the Five-Unit Network 

The dynamic simulation results for this network are interesting. They show 

that the ASN model has two cycles which are accessible from any binary initial 

state. The first contains only the single state XXXXX; the previous fixed point 
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analysis shows this cycle cannot represent a stable equilibrium of the SPN network. 

Since that result is sufficient for present purposes, further analysis of this cycle will 

be deferred until the next chapter. 

The second cycle is a complicated nondeterministic cycle which includes all 

32 binary states and several deterministic subpaths: 

-> (11, 10001) --÷ (11, 10000) -> (11, 10010) -> (11, 00010) -+ 

---+ (11, 01010) -+ (11, 01011) -

(11, 00101) -+ (11, 00100) -> (11, 01100) -> (11, 01000) -4 

These properties strongly suggest that the actual SPN network has a globally at

tractive oscillatory w(E)-limit set. This conjecture is supported by the actual firing 

pattern of the SPN network depicted in Figure 6.12. Note that the deterministic 

subpaths are clearly detectable and are interspersed with nondeterministic subpaths 

giving the firing pattern a pseudo-periodic oscillatory structure. Although the non

deterministic subpaths could indicate that the SPN network has a chaotic limit 

set, repeated simulations indicate that the nondeterministic sections differ between 

simulations. Thus it seems likely those sections are effectively nondeterministic in 

the sense that the stochastic properties of the network's macro-dynamics dominate 

any chaotic properties. 

6.4.3 A Nonuniform Six-Unit Network 

The last network, depicted in Figure 6.14, is particularly interesting since Lewis and 

Glass found evidence of chaos in the piecewise linear version with their inhibition 

model. Obviously, the discrete state analysis techniques developed here cannot 

provide detailed information on the chaotic dynamics of this network. Nonetheless 

it's useful to first characterize the network using their inhibition model so the results 

can be compared with those for the inhibition model used here. 

Recall that the Lewis-Glass inhibition model posits that a unit is inhibited 

if and only if two or more inputs are active. Calculations show that a representa

tive pair of connection matrices for a network composed of units having the same 
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Figure 6.12: Nonuniform Five-Unit Network Firing Pattern 

parameters as the C2 unit in Table 3.1 is: 

0 0 0 263 3 3 7 
0 0 0 263 3 3 7 

3 3 3 70 0 0 26B= F= 
0 0 0 263 3 3 7 

3 3 3 70 0 0 26 

0 0 0 263 3 3 7 
The ternary simulation results are unsurprising in that they show every unit either 

makes a nondeterministic transition or oscillates: 

stage 1: (x1,000000) (xl, XXXXX) -4 

stage 2: (11, XXXXXX) ' (11,XXXXXX) 

As Table 6.5 shows, the ternary model has a surprisingly large number of 
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Figure 6.13: Nonuniform Five-Unit Network Firing Pattern (detail) 

potential fixed points. The characteristic equation for J(y ",) also has many terms: 

det(J AI) = A6 (.i2-..,A i42 + i 1 5i51 -I-. j25i52 + j26i62 ) A4 

(i12:124i41 + 324332./43 + 312.325351 + :115i41:/54 + 325..342./54 

+ ./35343354 + .116331,163 + ./26:132:163 + j16:141:164 + 326342364) A3
 

(.112:124i3li43 315324342351 + 315./24341.152 + ./24335343352
 

+ 312325341354 + 315331343354 + 325332343354 + 316324341362 

+ 316325351362 :115:126:151.i62 + 312326331363 + 316335351363 

+ 326335352363 + :112,126./41:164 + 31.6331343./64 + .126:132i43.164) V 

+ (315324332343351	 312324335343351 315324331343352 .112325331343354
 

316324331343362 316325341354362 + 315326341354362 + 326335343354362
 .....
 
:116./24./32i41.i63 + j16:124./31./42:163 316325332351363 + 315.126332351363 

312326335351363 + 316325331352363 315326331352363 316335341354363 
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Figure 6.14: Nonuniform Six-Unit Network 

326335342354363 312326331343364 316325342351364 + 315326342351364 

316335343351364 + 316325341352364 315326341352364 326335343352364) A 

(i16324j35:742i51i63 316324335341352363 316325332341354363 315326332341354363 

312326335341354363 + 316325331342354363 315326331342354363 316325332343351364 

315326332343351364 312326335343351364 316325:731343352364 315326331343352364 

316324335343351362 316325331343354362 + 315326331343354362) 

The same techniques used for the four-unit and five-unit networks show that the A4 

or A3 term must have a nonzero coefficient and J(g",) is not nilpotent everywhere 

in the compact region corresponding to each potential fixed point. Theorem 5.6 

then shows that there exists ao such that every equilibrium of the SPN network is 

unstable for any gain > G. Consequently, the state trajectory must converge to 
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an oscillatory u./(f)-limit set. 

The dynamic simulation results are equally interesting. They show that the 

XMW transition relation for the ASN model is nondeterministic with four cycles. 

The first cycle is a nondeterministic cycle that includes all 64 binary states. Two 

of the cycles are multi-state ternary cycles which did not appear in any of the 

networks presented thus far. The significance of these cycles, if any, is unclear; 

in the next chapter it will be shown that it is unlikely they indicate the SPN 

network has a chaotic limit set but the question remains open. The last cycle is the 

single ternary state XXXXXX that also appeared in the five-unit network. Thus the 

analysis shows the state trajectory must converge to an oscillatory w(E)-limit set, the 

state trajectory is potentially nondeterministic, and the finite analysis techniques 

developed here probably cannot identify networks with chaotic dynamics. 

Rather than investigate the Lewis-Glass inhibition model further, for present 

purposes it is more useful to investigate the Glass-Young (GY) inhibition model for 

this network. The analyses for the four-unit and five-unit networks show that one 

set of connection matrices realizing the Glass-Young inhibition model is: 

0 20 0 0 20 20 40 20 0 

0 0 0 20 20 20 40 20 50 

B= 20 20 0 

20 20 20 
0 

0 

20 
0 

0 

0 
F= 

40 

40 

20 
20 

0 

0 

20 20 0 20 0 0 40 20 0 

0 20 20 20 0 0 40 20 0 

In constrast to the F matrices for the four-unit and five-unit networks, note 

that this network F includes an an extra inhibitory input to C2. Since C2 inhibits 

every other unit, the ASN model has the fixed point 010000; thus by Theorem 5.5 

the SPN network has an asymptotically stable equilibrium corresponding to this 

fixed point. Unfortunately, the irregular structure of this network makes it difficult 

to determine whether this equilibrium is globally attractive. Every simulation run 

converged to this equlibrium state, however, so the extra inhibitory input has been 
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R. i 41(R., i.) R. i. ti(-c., i) R. i. 111(R., 

11 OX01X0 XXX1XX 11 OX01XX XXX1XX 11 OXX01X XXXX1X 

11 OXXXXO XXXXXX 11 OXXXXX XXXXXX 11 OXXXX1 XXXXXX 

11 OXXX10 XXXXXX 11 OXXX1X XXXXXX 11 OXX1X0 XXXXXX 

11 OXX1XX XXXXXX 11 OX101X XXXX1X 11 OX1XOX XX1XXX 

11 OX1X01 XX1XXX 11 OX1XXO XXXXXX 11 OX1XXX XXXXXX 

11 OX1XX1 XXXXXX 11 OX1X10 XXXXXX 11 OX1X1X XXXXXX 

11 OX11X0 XXXXXO 11 O1XXXO XXXXXX 11 O1XXXX XXXXXX 

11 01XXX1 OXXXXX 11 X001X1 XOX1X1 11 XOXXXX XXXXXX 

11 XOXXX1 XXXXXX 11 XOXX1X XXXXXX 11 XOX1XX XXXXXX 

11 XOX1X1 XOXXXX 11 XOX11X XOXXXX 11 X01XXX XXXXXX 

11 X01XX1 XXXXXX 11 X01X1X XXXXXX 11 XX00X1 XXXXX1 

11 XXOXOX XXXXXX 11 XX0X01 XXXXXX 11 XXOXXO XXXXXX 

11 XXOXXX XXXXXX 11 XXOXX1 XXXXXX 11 XX0X10 XXXXXX 

11 XXOX1X XXXXXX 11 XX010X XXXXXX 11 XX01X0 XXXXXX 

11 XX01XX XXXXXX 11 XXXOXX XXXXXX 11 XXXOX1 XXXXXX 

11 XXX01X XXXXXX 11 XXXXOX XXXXXX 11 XXXX01 XXXXXX 

11 XXXXXO XXXXXX 11 XXXXXX XXXXXX 11 XXXXX1 XXXXXX 

11 XXXX10 XXXXXX 11 XXXX1X XXXXXX 11 XXX1OX XXXXXX 

11 XXX1X0 XXXXXX 11 XXX1XX XXXXXX 11 XX10XX XXXXXX 

11 XX10X1 XXXXXX 11 XX101X XXXXXX 11 XX1XOX XXXXXX 

11 XX1X01 XXXXXX 11 XX1XXO XXXXXX 11 XX1XXX XXXXXX 

11 XX1XX1 XXXXXX 11 XX1X10 XXXXXX 11 XX1X1X XXXXXX 

11 XX11X0 XXXXXO 11 X10X0X XXXXXX 11 X10XXO XXXXXX 

11 X10XXX XXXXXX 11 X1XOOX X1XXXX 11 X1X0X0 X1XXXX 

11 X1XOXX XXXXXX 11 X1XXOX XXXXXX 11 X1XXXO XXXXXX 

11 X1XXXX XXXXXX 11 X110X0 X1X0X0 11 10XXXO 1XXXXX 

11 10XXXX XXXXXX 11 10XXX1 XXXXXX 11 1X00X1 XXXXX1 

11 1XOXOX XXXXXX 11 1X0X01 XXXXXX 11 1XOXXO XXXXXX 

11 1XXXXX XXXXXX 11 1XOXX1 XXXXXX 11 1X0X10 XXOXXX 

11 1XOX1X XXOXXX 11 1X010X XXXXOX 11 1XXOXX XXXXXX 

11 1XXOX1 XXXXXX 11 1XXXOX XXXXXX 11 1XXX01 XXXXXX 

11 1XXXXO XXXXXX 11 1XXXXX XXXXXX 11 1XXXX1 XXXXXX 

11 1XX1OX XXXXOX 11 1X10XX XXXOXX 11 1X10X1 XXXOXX 

Table 6.5: Potential Fixed Points of the LG Six-Unit Network 

added to facilitate exploration of the remainder of the network. 

As before, and regardless of whether C2 is inhibited or not, the ternary 

simulation algorithm provides limited information about the network dynamics: 
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stage 1: (x11,000000) -4 (X11, XOXXXX) -4 

stage 2: (111, x0XXXX) -4 (111, XOXXXX) -4 
or not: 

stage 1: (x10,000000) > (x10, XXXXXX) > 
stage 2: (110, XXXXXX) -4 (110, XXXXXX) ' 

It should be noted that this result does not provide any additional information on 

whether the SPN network equilibrium corresponding to the fixed point 010000 is 

globally attractive. It does seems to show, however, that the equilibrium is a focus 

rather than a node, i.e. convergent orbits spiral into the equilibrium rather then 

approach it directly. 

Table 6.6 lists the potential fixed points of the ASN model for the SPN net

work. The ASN model has about half the number of potential fixed points found 

with the LG inhibition model when C2 is unininhibited and even fewer when C2 

is inhibited. Once again using the same methods as for the LP inhibition model 

shows that all SPN network equilibria except the one corresponding to the fixed 

point 010000 are easily shown to be unstable for sufficiently large gain. Thus the 

trajectory of the SPN network may be oscillatory or converge asymptotically to

wards an equilibrium state if C2 is uninhibited but must converge to a oscillatory 

w(E)-limit set if C2 is inhibited. 

The dynamic simulation results are even more complicated than those for 

the LG inihibition model. When C2 is uninhibited the XMW transition relation 

has 7 non-transient cycles, five of which are multi-state ternary cycles. As with 

the LG inhibition model, the next chapter will show that it is unlikely these cycles 

indicate the SPN network has a chaotic limit set but the question remains open. The 

seventh cycle consists of the single fixed point 010000 while the sixth cycle is a large 

nondeterministic cycle that includes 60 of the binary ASN states. The remaining 

three binary states 011000, 110000 and 111000 initiate ASN state trajectories that 

converge to the sixth cycle. 

In contrast to this complex structure, the XMW transition relation only 

contains two non-transient cycles when C2 is inhibited. The first is the single 
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R i xri (R., i) it i ilo-e, i) R. i ill (R., i) 
110 OOXXXO XXXXXX 110 OOXXXX XXXXXX 111 OOXXXX XOXXXX 

110 ooxxxi OOXXXX 110 OX000X XXXXXX 111 00xxx1 OOXXXX 

110 OXOOXO XXXXXX 110 OXOOXX XXXXXX 111 XOOXOX XOXXXX 

110 ox0x00 XXXXXX 110 OXOXOX XXXXXX 111 XOOXXO XOXXXX 

110 OXOXXO XXXXXX 110 OXOXXX XXXXXX 111 XOOXXX XOXXXX 

110 OXXOOX XXXXXX 110 OXXOXO XXXXXX 111 XOXOOX XOXXXX 

110 OXXOXX XXXXXX 110 oxxx00 XXXXXX 111 x0x0x0 XOXXXX 

110 OXXXOX XXXXXX 110 OXXXXO XXXXXX 111 XOXOXX XOXXXX 

110 OXXXXX XXXXXX 110 OX1OXO XXXOXO 111 XOXXOX XOXXXX 

110 010000 010000 110 XOOXOX XXXXXX 111 XOXXXO XOXXXX 

110 XOOXXO XXXXXX 110 XOOXXX XXXXXX 111 XOXXXX XOXXXX 

110 XOXOOX XXXXXX 110 x0x0x0 XXXXXX 111 XO1OXO XOXOXO 

110 XOXOXX XXXXXX 110 XOXXOX XXXXXX 

110 XOXXXO XXXXXX 110 XOXXXX XXXXXX 

110 XO1OXO XXXOXO 110 XX000X XXXXXX 

110 XXOOXO XXXXXX 110 XXOOXX XXXXXX 

110 xxox00 XXXXXX 110 XXOXOX XXXXXX 

110 XXOXXO XXXXXX 110 XXOXXX XXXXXX 

110 XXXOOX XXXXXX 110 XXXOXO XXXXXX 

110 XXXOXX XXXXXX 110 xxxx00 XXXXXX 

110 XXXXOX XXXXXX 110 XXXXXO XXXXXX 

110 XXXXXX XXXXXX 110 XX1OXO XXXOXO 

110 1x000x XX000X 

Table 6.6: Potential Fixed Points of the GY Six-Unit Network 

ternary state XXXXXX while the second is a nondeterministic cycle that includes 

the 32 binary states with z2 = 1. It seems significant that the XMW transition 

relation for the five-unit network has the same structure but this remains unproven. 

Figure 6.15 depicts the simulated firing pattern of the SPN network. In the 

plot, the signal x1 denotes the inhibition input to unit C2. Perhaps the most striking 

feature is the highly irregular but pseudo-periodic structure of the firing pattern 

while x1 inhibits C2. Although it is uncertain what network features produce this 

pseudo-periodic structure, the results in the next chapter suggest that it results 

from the combined effect of the network's nondeterministic structure and noise 

rather than a chaotic limit set. 
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Figure 6.15: Nonuniform Six-Unit Network Firing Pattern 

6.5 Conclusion 

In many ways, the analyses presented in this chapter are tantalizing but inconclu

sive. In particular: 

(1)	 Based on the ternary state transition function it was shown rigorously and 

conclusively that every example network must oscillate under the right con

ditions. It was also found, however, that the example networks exhibited 

qualititatively different oscillation patterns. 

(ii) The dynamic simulation algorithm, introduced in this chapter to supplement 

the ternary simulation algorithm, found that the while the non-transient 

cycles in the XMW transition relation for the ASN models of the example 

networks are qualitatively compatible with the oscillation patterns of the 

example networks, they did not unambigously describe them in every case. 
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(iii) The dynamic simulation algorithm apparently does predict the four-unit 

Glass-Young network has a single, deterministic oscillatory w(e)-limit set. 

On the other hand, the simulation algorithm predicts that the Tritionia d. 

swim CPG and the Lewis-Glass networks have nondeterministic oscillatory 

w(e)-limit sets. An explanation for the difference has been advanced here 

but not proven. 

(iv) The existence of the single state cycle XXXXXX in the XMW transition re

lation for the Lewis-Glass networks but not the Tritonia d. swim CPG 

correlates with the observation the Tritonia d. swim CPG actually appears 

to have a deterministic oscillatory w(c)-limit set despite the fact the dy

namic simulation found a nondeterministic trajectory while the Lewis-Glass 

networks obviously have nondeterministic oscillatory w(c)-limit sets. 

(v) While the multi-state ternary non-transient cycles contained in the XMW 

transition relation for the Lewis-Glass networks also correlates with the fact 

that only pseudo-periodic oscillations are observed in these networks, they 

may just be artifacts. 

(vi) It appears the pseudo-periodic oscillations in the Lewis-Glass networks result 

from the combined effect of their nondeterministic structure and noise rather 

than a chaotic limit set but this has not been proven. 

In final analysis, these observations highlight details of the relationship be

tween the XMW transition relation and the dynamics of the model introduced 

in Chapter 4 which are not yet explained formally and therefore are left as open 

research questions. Instead of investigating these questions further, the next chap

ter will explore a particular class of nondeterministic networks which can be 'pro

grammed' to produce meaningful computational behaviour by taking advantage of 

the property noted in (vi). 
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Chapter 7 

Probabilistic Computation by Nondeterministic SPN
 

Networks
 

7.1 Introduction 

The preceeding chapters have developed the ASN model along with various analysis 

techniques for studying the dynamics of SPN networks. To illustrate the use of the 

techniques and the meaning of the results, the last chapter examined several oscil

latory networks. The analysis of each example consisted of localizing the potential 

equilibra, characterizing the stability of the potential equilibria, and then inferring 

secondary details of the network trajectory via dynamic simulation. In each case, it 

was conclusively shown that the SPN network had no asymptotically stable equilib

ria and therefore must oscillate. The dynamic simulation results, however, showed 

that a wide variety of oscillatory behaviours were potentially possible. 

This chapter studies the class of artificial SPN networks introduced in the 

previous chapter further. Recall that the SPN networks in this class are com

posed solely of units with inhibitory interconnections. Furthermore, each unit has 

one implicit tonic excitatory input and all inhibitory inputs obey the Glass-Young 

inhibition model. The analysis in last chapter suggested that this class includes 

networks with convergent, oscillatory and perhaps even chaotic dynamics. 

Although the range of conventional dynamical behaviours exhibited by these 

SPN networks in itself makes them worthy objects of study, the last chapter showed 

they have on extremely interesting property that bears further investigation. The 
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dynamic simulation results for the five-unit and six-unit networks show that these 

SPN networks have dynamics equivalent to nondeterminism in computational com

plexity theory. This chapter investigates this interesting prospect in a simple two-

unit network commonly known as a mutual-inhibition pair in the biological liter

ature. It is then shown that this pair can be used as the central element in a 

nondeterministic oscillator. which due to the effect of network noise functions a 

probabilistic 'coin-flip'. Generalizing this oscillator produces a family S of SPN 

networks which correspond one-to-one with the set of CNF Boolean formulas in 

which each variable and its complement appears; it is shown that each network in 

this family probabilistically computes a satisfying assignment (if any) for the cor

responding Boolean formula. This chapter concludes with a brief analysis of where 

these results fit into the current body of computational complexity theory. 

7.2 Mutual Inhibition and Nondeterminism 

In many biological neural networks, mutual inhibition between neurons similar 

to that schematicized in Figure 7.1 plays a key role. Recurrent inhibition in com

bination with other network features [Get88],[Sat85] frequently is identified as the 

mechanism underlying oscillatory dynamics in many small invertebrate neural net

works (e.g. the Tritonia d. swim CPG). Recurrent inhibition has also been found 

in structures of the human brain such as the neostratium [Wil90] and the pyriform 

cortex [Hab90] where it frequently is proposed as a mechanism for enhancing the 

difference between neurons with high and low firing rates. 

Most, if not all, of the previous work on mutual inhibition has focused on 

the deterministic dynamics produced by this configuration. In contrast, this section 

shows that under certain circumstances mutual inhibition can also produce nonde

terministic dynamics. Although the results are rigorous for the SPN model studied 

here, it remains an open question whether biological instances have the necessary 

characteristics to exhibit nondeterministic dynamics. 

Perhaps the simplest simulation model for Figure 7.1 is the discrete-time, 
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Figure 7.1: Recurrent Inhibition Network 

synchronous dynamical model studied by several researchers including Blum and 

Wang. [B1u+92]. For the mutual-inhibition network, this model can be explained 

as follows: Initially assume that C2 and Cl are inhibited by activity on the network 

input x1. If the activity on x1 ceases, the tonic inputs will excite both C2 and Cl. 

But if both units fire at a high rate, they will inhibit each other until both have 

stopped firing. At that point, the excitation-inhibition cycle begins anew as the 

tonic inputs again excite both units. Consequently, the network oscillates until the 

input x1 goes active and inhibits both units. 

An alternative discrete-time asynchronous simulation model was proposed by 

Hopfield [Hop82]. As in the explanation of the synchronous model, Hopfield's model 

initially assumes that C2 and Cl are inhibited by activity on the network input x1. 

After the activity on x1 ceases, the tonic inputs excite both C2 and Cl but one of 

the units goes active before the other. Without loss of generality assume Cl goes 

active before C2, then Cl inhibits C2 and C2 does not inhibit Cl. Consequently, 

the network stabilizes with C1 active and C2 inactive until the input x1 goes active 

and inhibits both units. 
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While both of these models seem plausible independently, the contradictory 

results show that both are inadequate for physical networks (artificial or biological). 

The simple assumptions of these models do not fully represent how the combined 

effect of delays and noise in physical networks determine the final unique outcome 

when x1 goes inactive. Although a truly rigorous consideration of this problem 

exceeds the scope of the present work, the rest of this section informally derives a 

practical solution using the techniques developed in the preceeding chapters. 

With regard to the effect of delay, Iserles et. al. [Ise+91] proved for delay-free 

ODEs that time discretizations of the form implicitly used here introduce spurious 

period-2 limit cycles. A few years earlier, Atiya and Baldi [Ati+89] confirmed this 

result by showing that the delay-free continuous-time mutual-inhibition network 

cannot oscillate. For delay-differential systems, however, Hale [SS92] proved that 

the delay value functions as a bifurcation parameter and that these systems can 

exhibit delay-dependent non-linear oscillations. Independently, Marcus and West

ervelt [Mar+89] showed that the continuous-time mutual-inhibition network with 

delay does indeed oscillate (and therefore has a nonconstant periodic limit set) if 

the delay exceeds a certain threshold value. 

Noise further complicates the dynamics of both biological and SPN networks. 

In general, rigorously predicting the effect of noise in a nonlinear dynamical system 

is a very difficult exercise in ItO or Stratanovich calculus [Jaz70]. Fortunately, the 

effect of noise in the SPN mutual-inhibition network can be assessed informally 

using the tools developed in the preceeding chapter. The results presented below 

show that a combined asynchronous-synchronous simulation model best describes 

one particularly interesting class of SPN networks; the remainder of this section 

begins the analysis by investigating a representative SPN mutual-inhibition network 

constructed of units with the same parameters as unit C2 in Table 3.1 (except 

E{ = 4.8 x 10-5) and interconnection matrices: 

0 20 50 20B= F=
20 0 50 20 
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As with the networks studied in the previous chapter, the ternary simulation 

algorithm results provide little information for this network: 

stage 1: (xl, 00) ' (Xl, XX) --4 
stage 2: (01, xx) -+ (01, xx) > 

In constrast to those other networks, however, the ternary state transition function 

for this network has binary and ternary fixed points in the ternary ASN model 

(Table 7.1). According to Theorem 5.5, the binary fixed points (01, 01) and (01, 10) 

correspond to asymptotically stable equilibria of the SPN network if the gain 

is large enough. Similarly, Theorem 5.6 demonstrates that any equilibrium corre

sponding to (01, xx) is unstable for large enough values of . 

i I 40-e, i) 
01 01 01 
01 XX XX 

01 10 10 

Table 7.1: Fixed Points of the Mutual Inhibition Network 

The dynamic simulation algorithm finds this network has six non-transient 

cycles. The first three cycles each consist of a pair of states: 

> (01,00) --> (01,11) -+ (01, 00) --> (01,11) 

> (01, xl) --> (01, Ox) --> (01, Xi) -4 (01, 0x) 

+ (01,1X) > (01, x0) (01,1X) > (01, x0) 

The first cycle is the oscillation found in the discrete-time synchronous simulation 

model discussed earlier. This cycle appears to correspond to a nonconstant periodic 

limit set of the SPN network. Whether the ternary valued cycles have any analytic 

value or are merely artifacts remains an open question. The other three cycles found 

by the dynamic simulation algorithm are single-state cycles corresponding to the 

three fixed points in 7.1. Clearly, the two cycles composed of the binary states are 

stable while the third cycle is unstable. 
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A slightly restated version of a theorem by Roska et.al. [Ros+92], based on 

a more powerful result by Smith [Smi87], provides the key to understanding how 

the various non-transient cycles figure in the actual dynamics of the network. 

Theorem 7.1 Consider the autonomous delay-differential system 

dl(t) _,1x(t) + 1 
f (x(t Ta)) (7.1)

dt Ts Ts 

and let A C Ifin denote the union of the basins of attraction of the asymptotically 

stable equilibria. If 

(i) f : En ÷ It" is continuous, 
-1 

Rn(ii) of = J(f-,i;i") is nonnegative and irreducible everywhere in 

(iii) the set of equilibrium points is finite, 

then A is an open dense subset of Rn . 

It follows immediately, as Roska et. al. point out, that 

Corollary 7.1 Any limit cycle or strange invariant set of 7.1 is unstable. 

Clearly, condition (i) of Theorem 7.1 follows directly from the definition of 

an SPN network. To test condition (ii), define the alternate SPN network state 

[ 1 0 1 [ yi 
iv' = = mg 

0 1 y2 I 

in (4.9), then the linearized system becomes 

d (IV (t) Iii°°) 1 art = (ul(t) v1") 
ail (05')B _.(mtg")(tv(i Ta) 15")

dt Ts OP* aMW
 

= T.T ( CV' ( t ) Ur ° ) + J (tty(t TO ul")
 

where /3." = O(i", it(Mt75")). Since B is nonpositive and irreducible, J is nonneg

ative and irreducible everywhere in R2. 

To satisfy condition (iii, the SPN network must have no more than one 

equlibrium state associated with the fixed point (01, xx). Recall from Chapter 5 
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that if (1,i) is a fixed point, any corresponding equlibrium -r) of the SPN 

network satisfies 
ti
K(r) = ric.x6v,11(r» 

where .:(i°°, ri(r)).,3.-.Bh,(r)+ Fi and 

(fv-bicii'woo))) = 

For this particular network 

Yr = Th.(4. [bi2h2(Y2°) .fiixr fi2e21) 

Y2 g2 [b21h1 (yr) + f2ixr +1226]) 

so that 

yr = (4. [b12h20g2 (4. [b21hi (yr)+ 12140+12240]) + fllx2 +11240]) 

= Yr) 

yr = g2 [b21hiogi [bi2h2(yr) + fiixr fi2x31) f2ixr + f22x3°D 

= q2(, y2 

Now, since hi (yi), h2(y2), gi (pi ) and g2(p2) are sigmoidal, if C2 and Cl 

have approximately the same parameters then qi(, le)°, yl) and q2(,1°°, y2) are 

sigmoidal in y1 and y2 respectively. Table 7.1 demonstrates that both gi 1°°, yi) 

and q2(e, y2) have two fixed points in the low-slope extremal regions, this implies 

each must have a single additional fixed point in the high-slope tranition region 

between the low-slope extremal regions, i.e. there exists real numbers al, b1, c1, a2, 

b2, and c2 such that 

a1 = q1(,gc°,a1) a2 = q2(, a2) 

bl = qi(e°,bi) b2 = q2 (, b2) 

cl = gi(°°, ci) c2 = 172(, i°°, c2) 

where 

aceti»=i(h(c72))= 0 8(11:(1.0) = 100;2» = X 1(146)) = &K(c2)) = 1 
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Consequently, (P), r) is a single, isolated equilibrium state and Theorem 7.1 holds 

for the mutual-inhibition network. Therefore, the nonconstant periodic limit set of 

the network is unstable. 

An informal argument then suggests how noise affects the dynamics of a bi

ological or SPN mutual-inhibition network. Because the nonconstant periodic limit 

cycle is stable, relatively low intensity noise is sufficient to drive the network trajec

tory into the attraction basin for one of the two asymptotically stable equilibrium. 

These basins are relatively deep so that the trajectory will eventually enter a small 

neighborhood of the equilibrium state (perhaps after bouncing between the two 

basins for a short time). Since the network is symmetric, for an unbiased noise pro

cess neither equilibrium will be preferred over the other and the outcome is truly 

nondeterministic. In effect, the mutual-inhibition network effects a computation 

analogous to a "coin-flip" when operated in this mode. 

This nondeterministic behaviour suggests that Hopfield's asynchronous sim

ulation model best describes the operation of a single mutual-inhibition ASN. At 

the same time, it appears that some form of synchronous model also describes an 

ASN containing multiple mutual-inhibition pairs in the sense that the pairs should 

all be evaluated simultaneously using the asynchronous model. In fact, although no 

formal proof will be offered here, it appears the best simulation model for a par

ticular network depends on the network itself. Instead of dealing with this general 

problem, the remainder of this chapter develops an appropriate simulation model 

for a particular class of networks incorporating mutual-inhibition pairs. The next 

section presents a nondeterministic oscillator which demonstrates that the "coin

flip" analogy is a practical description for the dynamics of the mutual-inhibition 

network. The following section develops a general SPN network architecture with 

dynamics that are formally equivalent to probabilistic digital computation. 
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7.3 A Non-Deterministic Oscillator
 

The nondeterministic behaviour of mutual-inhibition pairs is just an idle curiousity 

unless it can be shown that larger SPN networks incorporating these pairs can have 

dynamics which express their nondeterministic behaviour in a meaningful way. If 

the network trajectory is viewed as a computation, as this work proposes, then the 

dynamics must induce a "coin-flip" at appropriate points in the trajectory so that 

the entire trajectory represents a meaningful probabilistic computation. Figure 7.2 

depicts the simplest member in one class of SPN networks that meets this require

ment. As the rest of this section shows, this network has a well-defined but nonde

terministic trajectory. Using this result, the following sections show that networks 

in this class have dynamics which can be consistently interpreted as probabilistic 

digital computation. 

Figure 7.2: The Non-Deterministic Oscillator 

The behaviour of (7.2) can be informally understood by recognizing that 

units C1 -C6 form a two-input OR gate, the inputs of which are driven by the outputs 

of the C7,C8 mutual-inhibition pair and the output in turn drives the input of the 

C7,C8 pair. Now, suppose initially that the input to the C7,C8 pair goes active 
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forcing both units in the pair to go inactive (i.e. the ASN model of the pair assumes 

the total state (1, 00).) This in turn drives the output of the C1 -C6 OR-gate active 

((00, 1) ---+ (00, O.) At this point both units in the C7,C8 pair start to go active and, 

if the network were deterministic, both units eventually would reach a high activity 

level represented in the ASN model by the total state (0, 00) > (0, 11). Since the 

feedback path through the C1 -C6 OR-gate involves four units, the feedback delay 

is significantly longer that the unit time constants and both units in the C7,C8 pair 

would inhibit each other before the feedback would drive the Cl-C6 OR-gate active. 

At that point both units would again go active and the cycle 

(0, 00) (0,11) + (0, 00) ... 

would repeat ad infinitum. However, the previous section shows this limit cycle is 

unstable in the SPN network; this implies that the C7,C8 pair converges towards 

a neighborhood of one of the two asymptotically stable equilibrium. Since neither 

equilibrium is preferred over the other, the ASN model makes the nondeterministic 

transition 

(0, 00) > (0,10) or (0, 00) > (0,01) 

Either case forces the Cl-C6 OR-gate (either (10, 0) (10,1) or (01, 0) * (01, 1)) 

which forces the C7,C8 pair inactive (either (1, 10) > (1, 00) or (1, 01) (1, 00) ) 

and the entire cycle described above begins anew. Since this pattern repeats ad in

finitum, the network functions as a nondeterministic oscillator, or in computational 

terms, as a repeated 'coin-flip'. 

The analysis methods developed in the preceeding chapters confirm that an 

SPN network composed of units having the same parameters as the C2 unit in Table 
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3.1 and the representative pair of connection matrices: 

0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 40 20 
0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 40 20 

20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 20 

B= 0 

0 

0 

0 

20 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

20 
0 

0 
F= 

40 

40 

20 
20 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 40 20 
0 0 0 20 0 0 0 20 40 20 
0 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 40 20 

exhibits this type of nondeterministic behaviour. As for the previous examples, 

the ternary simulation algorithm provides little significant information about the 

network: 

stage 1: (x1,00000000) > (X1,XXXXXXXX) 

stage 2: (01, XXXXXXXX) (01, XXXXXXXX) > 

In contrast to those examples, however, the ternary model for this network has the 

relatively small set of potential fixed points listed in Table 7.2. Note that 

dhiogi 

dpi (e0i(I",K(r)) > 

for i = 7,8 in all but two cases, and for i E {2, 3, 4, 6, 8} and i E {1, 3, 4,5, 7} in the 

remaining two cases. Since the matrix J(g",) has the characteristic equation 

det(J AI) = A8 .778.787A8 (326132143368384 + 31533043357374) A3 

(326.732343368374387 + 315331343357378384) A2 

it follows that A6 or A3 has a nonzero coefficient and ..1(goo,) is not nilpotent every

where in the compact region corresponding to each potential fixed point. Theorem 

5.6 then shows that there exists a 6, such that every equilibrium of the SPN network 

is unstable for any gain 4' > 6. Consequently, the state trajectory must converge 

to an oscillatory w(E)-limit set. 
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X i D0-e, ip 

11 0010XXXX XX10XXXX 

11 0010X1XX X010XXXX 

11 00101XXX OX10XXXX 

11 001011XX 0010XXXX 

11 OXXOXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 OXX01XXX OXXXXXXX 

11 OXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 OXXX1XOX 0XXX1XXX 

11 OXXX1XXX OXXXXXXX 

11 OX10XXXX XXXOXXXX 

11 OX101XXX OXXOXXXX 

11 XXXOXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 XOXOX1XX XOXXXXXX 

11 XOXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 X0XXX1X0 XOXXX1XX 

11 XOXXX1XX XOXXXXXX 

11 X010XXXX XXXOXXXX 

11 X010X1XX X0X0XXXX 

11 XXXOXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 

11 XX10XXXX XXXOXXXX 

Table 7.2: Potential Fixed Points of the ND Oscillator 

The dynamic simulation results for the network complete the picture. They 

show that the ASN model has two cycles. The first contains the single state 

XXXXXXXX and, according to the previous fixed point analysis, cannot correspond 

to a stable equilibrium. The second cycle is a nondeterministic cycle that includes 

all 256 binary states and two deterministic subpaths: 

(01,00101110) -4 (01,00100110) (01,10100110) + (01,10000110) 

---+ (01,10010110) > (01,10010100) ----* (01,10011100) -4 (01,00011100) 

(01,00101110) 

4(01,00111100) 4(01,00101100) i+ (01,00101101) 

(01,001011xX) 
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4(01,00101101) 4(01,00101001) -4 (01,01101001) 4(01,01001001) 

-4 (01,01011001) -4 (01,01011000) -4 (01,01011100) --4 (01,00011100) 

(01,00101110) 

-4 (01,00111100) 4(01,00101100) -'-?4 (01,00101101) 

(01,001011xx) 

Both of these subpaths terminate in a nondeterministic transition that qualitatively 

represents the 'coin-flip' described in the previous section. 

These results support the claim that the network of Figure 7.2 functions as 

a nondeterministic oscillator. Figure 7.3 depicts the simulated firing pattern for 

units C4, C7 and C8 of the network. Note that each time unit C4 goes inactive, 

both units C7 and C8 in the mutual-inhibition pair initially go active and thus try 

to inhibit each other. Due to system noise, one eventually wins and then remains 

active for an extended period while inhibiting the other. This eventually causes C4 

to go active and inhibit both C7 and C8. Once C7 and C8 have been inactive for a 

sufficient period, C4 goes inactive and the cycle repeats. Clearly, if C7 and C8 have 

roughly the same physical characteristics, and the noise is unbiased, each should 

win the mutual-inhibition contest about one-half the time. 

7.4 Generalizing the Non-Deterministic Oscillator 

As mentioned earlier, the nondeterministic oscillator is the simplest member in a 

class of networks whose dynamics represent meaningful probabilistic computations. 

This section focuses on generalizing the nondeterministic oscillator and character

izing the equilibria of the resulting networks. Using those results, the remainder of 

this chapter investigates the computational interpretation for the dynamics of these 

networks. 

To frame the proposed class of networks, observe that the nondeterministic 

oscillator includes one mutual-inhibition pair and two (disjoint) feedback paths as 

defined by the number of inputs to unit C3. In addition, observe that the outputs 

of both units in the mutual-inhibition pair feedback to C3 and that the feedback 
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C8 
I I
 

C7 I I 

C4 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 10 15 

Figure 7.3: Firing Pattern of the Non-Deterministic Network 

paths are disjoint. A natural generalization of this network then is the SPN network 

with p mutual-inhibition pairs and q non-disjoint feedback paths represented by the 

connection matrices 

09 i (g C Oqx 2p 

B # 
fT 

q 

OT 
q 

0 

1 

0 

0 

o'T2p 

T2p 

T2p 

15T2p F= a Eipl-q+2 

02pxq 62p 62p 02p hp 

02p x q 62p f2p 02p M2p 

where a, # > 0 are arbitrary global weights such that the network has a consistent 
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ternary quantization. The matrix 

0 1 
02 02 

1 0 

0 1 
02 02M= 1 0 

0 1 
02 02 

1 0 

represents the interconnections between the mutual-inhibition pairs. For this M, 

unit 2i 1 and 2i represent the units of the i-th mutual inhibition pair. The matrix 

C is a q x 2p binary matrix constrained only by the two properties: 

(SN-i) each row of C represents a true feedback path, i.e. for each i = 1,...,q, 

there exists at least one j, 1 < 2p such that Cii = 1; 

(SN-ii) the feedback paths for the two units in a mutual-inhibition pair are dis

joint, i.e. if C2i_1,i = 1 then C2i,i = 0 and vice-versa. 

Finally, it is assumed that each unit receives no external input except for the con

stant tonic input implied by the F matrix so subsequent analyses can omit explicit 

references to the network inputs. Throughout the sequel, the family of SPN net

works whose connection matrices meet these requirements will be denoted by S. 

Furthermore, it simplifies the following discussion to define several ternary variables 

where i(i) is the ternary quantization function for the network and let 

Ci,...,Cq = Zi,...,Zq (7.2) 

d = Zr2-1-1 (7.3) 

W (7.4) 

al, bi, , ap, by = Zq-1-3, Z2p-Fq-1-2 (7.5) 

U1,1/1, . Up, Vp = Z2P+9+3) 1Z4p-Fq-1-2 (7.6) 
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The discussion in the rest of this chapter refers to these variables, the state vector g, 

and the quantized state vector i synonomously, choosing in any particular situation 

the one which best facilitates the analysis. 

7.4.1 Equilibria of Networks in S 

As in the previous examples, the significant dynamics of the networks in S can be 

inferred from the equilibria. For these networks to be useful computational devices, 

only the binary equilibria should be asymptotically stable. The next theorem shows 

this is the case; the key idea used in the proof is a simple lemma on nonnegative 

matrices: 

Lemma 7.1 Suppose A is a nonnegative n x n matrix and there exists a series of 

indices 4,12, ,1,2, 2 < m < n such that 

atit(i mod m)+1 > 

then A is not nilpotent. 

Proof. Recall that A is not nilpotent if and only if Ak has a nonzero 

component for every k > 0. The proof is inductive on the power k and 

proceeds by considering the element a,N1,, where a[4.1 denotes the, (k mod m)4-1 

i,j-th element of Ak. 

Base case k = 1: From the theorem hyphothesis a[k] > 0. 

Induction step: Assume a,1,((k,fk;11 > 0, then1) mod m)+1 

E
n 

ap
[k] a fk-ila
,1-(k mod m) +1 -1P PI(k mod m)+1 

p=1 
n
 

[k -1]at, apt,kk mod m)+1 

p=1 
POt((k-1) mod m)+1 

[k-1]+ a a
<-1,((k-1) mod m)+I t((k-1) mod m)-1-11(k mod m)+1 
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Since the summation in the last equation is nonnegative and the 

second term is positive, altkt > 0. Consequently, A is not
(k mod m)+1 

nilpotent. 

From this lemma and the structure of the matrix C it follows: 

Theorem 7.2 There exists ao such that, for any gain 4' > 6, any equilibrium 

state u." of a network N E S is asymptotically stable if and only if 

ti 
1°° = g(I;(g°1) E Bn (7.7) 

Proof. The only challenging part of the proof is showing that an equi

librium g°° is unstable if ic° E Tn Lin since Theorem 5.5 shows goo is 

asymptotically stable if i" E Lan. To simplify the notation, the rest of 

the proof omits the oo superscript. 

Since the network has a Boolean model, if z E Tn Lin, then one or 

both of the following two conditions must hold: 

(i) there exists at least one i such that ui = vi = x; 

(ii) d = x, w = x, and there exists an i, j such that ci = x and either 

ai = x, ui = x, and C2i-1,j = 1, or bi = x, vi = x, and C2i,j = 1. 

To see this, assume first that d = 0 and w = 1. This implies that 

= d and v = CI so that a = f, e .6, and therefore that d = 1. 

Thus for any equilibrium, d = 1 or d = X. Now, if d = 1 then w = 0, the 

results in Section 7.2 show that for these conditions, any equilibrium 

must satisfy (i), i.e. ui = vi = x for some i and ui = 0, vi = 1 or vi = 1, 

vi = 0 for the remainder. On the other hand, if d = x, then w = x and 

c3 = x for at least one j while ci = 0 for the remainder. This implies 

that either at = x and = X for at least one i such that C3,21_1 = 1 or 
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bi = x and vi = x for at least one i such that C3,2i = 1 which is exactly 

(ii). 

For any potential equilibrium g- E rn Bn , define the connected, 

compact region 

Y = Igliqz(il)) = 1(h(ilc°)) 1 

and let y denote the closure of Y. Assume first that g" is an equi

librium such that (i) holds, then (i) holds everywhere in Yc. Since 

C2i,2i-1 = 1 and C2i-1,2i = 1, 

(Ail, 0)2p-Fq+2-1-2i-1,2p+q+2+2i > 0 

(JW/ 0)2p+g-I-2-1-2i,2p+q-1-21-2i-1 > 0 

By Lemma 7.1, J(g,e) is not nilpotent everywhere in Yc; therefore, by 

Theorem 5.6 there exists a 6 such that any equilibrium in Y is unstable 

if s> 6. 

Now assume that g" is an equilibrium such that (ii) holds, then 

as in the previous case, (ii) holds everywhere in Yc. Without loss of 

generality assume for this case that vi = x, since C3,21 > 0, 

w: ( W) 4.))q+2,q+1 > 0 
> 0(*Ail) '))2p+q +2 +2i,q +2 

(Ail) '))q+2 +2i,2p +q +2 +2i > 0 
(JO.) e))i,q+2 +2i > 0 

VW) 0)q+1,j > 0 

The same argument used in the previous case then shows that there 

exists a such that any equilibrium in Y is unstable if > 6 which 

completes the proof of the theorem. 

The most immediate and useful consequence of this theorem is that all of the 

asymptotically stable equilibria of any network in S can be located by finding the 

fixed points of the Boolean model ii(i) for the network. Recall that for networks 
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in 8, each component klii(i) of the state transition is just a ternary NOR function 

(complemented disjunctive clause). Using the variables defined in (7.2)-(7.6), any 

equilibrium must satisfy the set of Boolean expressions 

ui = w V vi i =1,...,p (7.8) 

ai = i = 1, ,p (7.9) 

bi = 

c; = j (S, j = 1, . , q 

d V ci 
j=1,...q 

w = CI 

where each is a complemented disjunctive clause. From the proof of Theorem 

7.2 it is easily seen that d = 1 and w = 0 for any asymptotically stable equilibrium. 

This implies that c; = 0 for all j and that ui = vt (and therefore ai = Ei) for all i. 

Since each W.; is a complemented disjunctive clause in the variables ui and their 

negations, the asymptotically stable equilibria correspond one for one with the 

satisfying assignments of the complemented CNF (CCNF) Boolean formula: 

f(u) = () (7.13) 
j=1,...p 

7.4.2 Probabilistic Computation by Networks in S 

With the equilibria characterized, the dynamics of networks in 8 can now be infor

mally interpreted. Drawing on the discussion in Section 7.3 of the nondeterministic 

oscillator and the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 7.2, this section investi
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gates the ASN models for the networks in S. The results show that these networks 

can be viewed as devices which effect robust nondeterministic digital computation. 

As the discussion in Section 7.3 and the proof of Theorem 7.2 suggests, the 

ASN model for the dynamics of these networks can be understood by assuming first 

that w = 1. This forces the units in the mutual-inhibition pairs to be reset, i.e. 

Li = q = 0. As a result, i = b = 1, e = 0, and d = 1. This causes w = 0 releasing 

the reset condition on the mutual-inhibition pairs. 

The results in Section 7.2 show that at this point each mutual-inhibition 

pair will execute a nondeterministic 'coin-flip'. Suppose first that as a result of this 

nondeterministic operation the vectors il and Ci are such that 6 = f for at least one 

j. This causes both d and w to toggle, i.e. ci = 0 and w = 1; and the entire cycle 

repeats. On the other hand, if the nondeterministic operation results in a choice 

of vectors Li and i = LI such that E. = 0, then the values cl = 1 and w = 0 remain 

unchanged. This means that the mutual-inhibition pairs hold their current value 

and the network has settled to a stable-state, i.e. a satisfying assignment for the 

CCNF Boolean formula (7.13). 

Thus each cycle of the network represents a probabilistic digital computation 

with two steps. The first step represents a probabilistic guess in the sense that the 

outcome of the nondetermistic 'coin-flip' is determined by the statistics of the noise 

in the network. The second step checks the guess and halts the computation if 

it is correct, otherwise the guess-check cycle starts anew. If the "coin-flips" are 

unbiased and if the CCNF corresponding to an SPN network has n variables and m 

satisfying assignments, then the probability that the network trajectory settles to 

a neighborhood of an asymptotically stable equilibria corresponding to a satisfying 

assignment in k-iterations is: 

(2n 772kp(k) = 1 
2n ) 

Straightforward manipulation of this expression shows that the probability that the 
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network has not converged after nt iterations is less than p where 

log log 1/(1 p) log (n log(r m))t > (7.14)
log n 

It should be clear that £ is constant as n increases if and only if m is a function of 

n. The sequel will be particularly concerned with networks in which over half the 

possible assignments are satisfying (m > 211-1) since (7.14) shows these networks 

find a satisfying solution in constant time (t = 0) for any probability p. 

7.5 Complexity Results for SPN Networks 

Previously, it was shown that the set of asymptotically stable equilibria of an SPN 

network in S corresponds one-to-one with the set of satisfying assignments for the 

CCNF Boolean formula (7.13). This section examines the implications of that cor

respondence using a few ideas from probabilistic and nonuniform circuit complexity 

theory. In particular, it is shown first that there can exist no polynomial time dy

namic simulation algorithm for the SPN networks with ASN models if P NP. 

After that it is shown that the family S has the same computational power as a 

polynomial-time bounded probabilitistic Turing machine. 

The restrictions (SN-i) and (SN-ii) on the feedback structure of the members 

of S means that S contains a SPN network instance for every CCNF Boolean 

formula in which each variable and its complement appears in at least one clause 

but no clause includes both. Since the size of the SPN network is polynomial in the 

size of the CCNF formula, this implies trivially that 

Theorem 7.3 There exists no efficient dynamic simulation algorithm for SPN net

works with ASN models if P NP. 

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume an efficient dynamic sim

ulation algorithm exists. The ASN model for an SPN network has size 

polynomial in the size of the CCNF corresponding to the SPN network. 

The binary stable states of the ASN model correspond one-to-one with 
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the asymptotically stable equilibria of the SPN network which in turn 

correspond one-to-one with the satisfying assignments for the CCNF. 

Since the algorithm finds the nontransient cycles of any ASN in time 

polynomial in the size of the ASN, the algorithm would in effect find 

satisfying assignments of any CCNF in time polynomial in the size of 

the CCNF. This contradicts the assumption that P # NP and therefore 

no such algorithm exists. 1 

The presentation of the second result, namely that the family S has the same 

computational power as a polynomial-time bounded probabilistic Turing machine 

(PTM), begins with some basic background information from PTM complexity 

theory. Formally, a PTM is defined as follows: 

Definition 7.1 A probabilistic Turing machine is a seven-tuple 

M = (Q , E,45., go, F, c(n)) (7.15) 

where 

(i) Q is a finite set of internal states; 

(ii) E is a finite tape alphabet; 

(iii) 8 : Q -4 P(Q x E x {R, N, L}) is a partial function called the transition 

function, S(q) has exactly two outcomes if 5(q) is defined for q; 

(iv) qo E Q is the initial state; 

(v) F C Q is a set of accepting final states; 

(vi) c(n) : 1V > IV is a constructible function in the size n of the input called the 

clock function. 

A (PTM) operates like a deterministic Turing machine (DTM) with just two 

differences. First, since the transition function associates two possible outcomes 

with any current state q. If the two outcomes are the same, the transition is 
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deterministic and the machine executes the transition just like a deterministic 

machine. If the two outcomes are not the same, the machine executes the transition 

by 'flipping' an un-biased coin to choose one of the two outcomes. The other 

difference between a PTM and a DTM is that the PTM has a finite running time 

defined by the constructible clock function c(n). In contrast to a DTM, a PTM 

always halts after executing c(n) steps. This implies that the computation can be 

represented as a binary tree of depth c(n). The input is accepted after c(n) steps 

if over half the final states represented by the leaves of the computation tree for the 

input are in F, the input is rejected otherwise. 

By convention, the family of languages accepted by polynomial-time bounded 

PTMs (i.e. c(n) E P) is referred to as PP. It is known [Bal+88] that the set MAJ, 

defined as the set of CNF Boolean formulas satisfied by over half of the possible 

assignments, is PP-complete. Thus, the computational power of any machine which 

accepts MAJ equals or exceeds the computational power of a PTM. 

Now, (7.14) shows that the set S is a family of SPN networks each of which 

probabilistically computes a satisfying assignment for the associated CCNF (if one 

exists) in finite time. More specifically, if the CCNF associated with a particular 

SPN network in S has a satisfying assignment, then for any probability p there 

exists a finite k such that the probability the network has not found an satisfying 

solution is less than p. This property leads to the following definition for the family 

of languages accepted by S for different time bounds: 

Definition 7.2 Let C be an arbitrary time complexity class and let SC denote the 

set of languages accepted by S with time-bound C. A set ,F of CCNF Boolean 

formulas is a language in £(SC) if for any probability p, there exists a function 

c(n) E C such that for any F E .7., there exists a SPN network N(F) E S which 

converges to a satisfying solution of F with probability at least p in time c(IFI). 

Based on this definition, a computational model for S can be constructed 

from the family of ASN models for the SPN networks in S. For a given input 

CCNF, the ASN model for the SPN network can be constructed in linear time. The 
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network can then be simulated in linear time by a PTM using the description given 

in Section 7.4.2. To simplify the remainder of this discussion, this model can be 

reduced even further to the probabilistic algorithm given in Figure 7.4. 

algorithm net_SAT(V, C, c(n)) returns ACCEPT or REJECT 

inputs:	 Boolean variables V = {v1, v2, , v,} 
propositional clauses C = 412, , gig} on variables in V 
constructable clock function c(n) 

output:	 binary value ACCEPT or REJECT 

local:	 iteration counter k
 
clause values
 f2, , fq 

01 for each klij E C 
02 fj 4- FALSE; 
03 k	 0; 

03 while at least one fj = FALSE and k < c(IVI + ICI) do 
04 for each vj E V 
05	 V3 4- coin_flip(); ( nondeterministic step) 
06 for each Tj E C 
07	 fj 4-- kIij(vi, v2, , vp); 
06 k>k-1-1 
06 if every fj = TRUE 
08 return ACCEPT; 
06 else 
08 return REJECT; 

end net_SAT 

Figure 7.4: Probabilistic Algorithm Modelling S 

Obviously, the most interesting class of languages is SP, the sets of CCNF 

Boolean formulas accepted by S polynomial time. It would be pleasant if NP C SP. 

As the following theorem shows, this indeed is the case. 

Theorem 7.4 SP = PP. 
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Proof. The proof is in two parts. The first part shows that PP C SP 

while the second part shows that SP C PP. 

If the CCNF associated with an element of S is satisfied by over 

half of the possible assignments, then (7.14) shows that the SPN network 

finds a satisfying solution (i.e. accepts) in constant time (1= 0) for any 

probability p. It follows immediately that MAJ C SP. Since MAJ is 

PP-complete, PP C SP. 

Now, for a polynomial-time bound, the algorithm in Figure 7.4 can 

be executed by a PTM in time polynomial in the size of the CNF instance 

and time bound so SP C PP and the theorem is proven. 1 

It follows trivially that NP C SP since NP C PP 

7.6 Conclusion 

Using the analysis tools developed in the preceeding chapters, this chapter examines 

and characterizes an interesting family S of nondeterministic SPN networks. It is 

shown that due to the presence of system noise, the SPN networks in S function 

as probabilistic computing devices and the family can be viewed as a computing 

machine where the n-th network in the family handles all size n instances of a 

PP-complete problem. A constructive proof is given which shows that the n-th 

network has 0(n) space complexity and 0(1) probabilistic-time complexity in the 

size of the input. Consequently, although this family has the same recognition 

capability as a deterministic TM, probabilistic features endow S with a space-time 

advantage over conventional digital computers. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Research 

8.1 Suggested Future Research 

In a very real sense, the work presented in this dissertation merely provides the 

justification for further research into SPN networks. Several topics worthy of further 

investigation include: 

Formal theory of SPN networks. Although simulation results support 

the assumption in the SPN model that the effect of the system noise is small, formal 

results on the theory of noise-driven (perturbed) autonomous RFDEs would be use

ful. In particular, a formal theory of asymptotic stability under perturbation and of 

nondeterministic trajectories is needed to confirm the informal arguments in Chap

ter 4 and 7. Because continuity and boundedness are the only assumptions placed 

on the perturbation process, most of the results from stochastic RFDE [Moh84] 

theory in which the "perturbation" is the differential of a Wiener process are not of 

much use. Similarly, differential inclusion theory does not seem useful since there 

are few if any results available for retarded differential inclusions. Semi-formal re

sults in the engineering literature under the general topic of perturbations in control 

systems with delay may also form a good starting point for further investigation. 

Formal theory of ASN models for SPN networks. The linkage between 

SPN networks and ASNs is perhaps the most informal, and therefore weakest, as

pect of this work. It would be useful to have a formal result that establishes the 

validity of ASN trajectories as symbolic descriptions for SPN trajectories. Presum
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ably, such a result would reconcile the notions of nondeterminism in ASNs and SPN 

networks and suggest a more refined transition relation for use in the dynamic simu

lation algorithm. Finally such a result might provide the basis for polynomial-time 

algorithms similar to the ternary simulation algorithm for identifying important 

properties of SPN network trajectories. 

Aspects of biological neural networks. Obviously, one of the most in

teresting problems for further research is whether an instance of nondeterminism 

producing probabilistic behaviour can be found in a biological neural network. As 

noted in the previous chapter, mutual-inhibition pairs are found in the human brain. 

Whether these pairs, or other similar structures, function in a probabililistic manner 

remains an open question. Although it seems unlikely, given the present results and 

those of Vergis, et. al. [Ver+86] on analog computation, it also remains an open 

question whether features such as fatigue, post-inhibitory rebound, and accomoda

tion increase the computational power of biological neural networks. On the other 

hand, if these features do not increase the computational power of biological neu

ral networks, it should be possible to effectively model a single complex biological 

neuron incorporating these features with a small network of SPNs. 

Role of chaos in biological and artificial neural networks. Although 

chaos appears to play an important role in some excitable biological tissues such as 

cardiac muscle, this work speculates that the combined effects of noise and nonde

terminism may be more important than chaos in some biological neural networks. 

One justification for this hypothesis is the observation that nonlinear systems fre

quently exhibit chaos only for a relatively narrow range of parameter values, while 

the probablistic behaviour studied here should be relatively robust for a wide range 

of parameter values. Thus it seems important, but admittedly not very easy, to 

verify this hypothesis experimentally. It would also be interesting to apply conven

tional empirical methods for detecting chaos to SPN networks since they exhibit 

"unpredictable" but not random sensitivity to initial conditions. 

Learning in SPN networks. Finally, this work has not investigated the 

impact of learning in SPN networks. Just as argued above for other features of 
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biological neurons not included in the SPN, it appears unlikely that learning could 

increase the computational power of biological neural networks. A far more inter

esting question in this regard, however, is whether novel learning algorithms can be 

developed for SPN networks with uniform weights which offer significant advances 

over current learning algorithms. The literature sometimes refer to these networks 

as "weightless"; since learning involves making and breaking, rather than tuning, 

synaptic connections and therefore amounts to re-architecting the network. Arm-

strong et. al. [Arm+91] have had some success training feedforward "Adaptive 

Logic Networks" of digital gates; similar techniques might be suitable for training 

"weightless" SPN networks. 

8.2 Conclusion 

This dissertation has attempted to investigate the question posed at the outset 

whether the computational power of biological neural networks could exceed that 

of conventional digital computers. Obviously, a conclusive answer to that question 

remains elusive since so many properties of biological neural networks are not yet 

understood. This dissertation therefore develops the SPN model for spiking biologi

cal neurons and integrates several unrelated mathematical methods into an analysis 

technique for SPN networks. An important result of this approach is the discovery 

of a nondeterministic network structure which can be used to construct families 

of probablistic networks that are equivalent to probabilistic TMs. From this it is 

concluded that SPN networks, and thus probably biological networks also, have no 

more recognition power than a TM but do have a space-time complexity advantage 

over conventional digital computers. 

Popular opinion has long held that analog ANNs may have greater com

putational power than digital computers. Although some recent results [Sie+91], 

[Moo93] indicate that idealized analog ANNs probably are more powerful than con

ventional Turing machines, the increased power derives from the infinite bandwidth 

[Dic87], and infinite precision of those models. Consequently, while these models 
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have pedagogical value, they are not of much engineering interest because the inher

ent limitations of physical materials prevent physical implementations from meeting 

those requirements. In contrast, the present result traces the increased computa

tional power of SPN networks to the interaction between the internal system noise 

and a uniquely analog structural feature. Thus, although the present results are 

more modest than those cited above, they are robust and so may be of practical 

value. 
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Appendix A 

Gamma Renewal Processes 

A Gamma renewal process with real parameter a > 1 is a sequence of iid random 

variables {xn} having the common Gamma density function 

Xa-1 x/a-fx1 (x) = e (A.1) 

Straightforward computations show that a Gamma distributed random variable has 

(A.1) has mean and variance: 

E {xi} = p E {(xi p)2} = 

For a E IN the Gamma density (A.1) is also referred to as the Erlang density, while 

the special case a = 1 is the Poisson density. This appendix develops an infinite 

series representation for the intensity function and (t) of the Gamma renewal process 

and derives a useful, closed-form upper bound for and (t). 

Recall that the intensity function is defined as 

and (t) = E
00 

ftn (t) (A.2) 
n=1 

where ftn (t) is the density of the forward recurrence time 

to = E xk 
k=i 

Since the random variables xn are independent, the forward recurrence density is 

the n-fold convolution 
n 

ftn (t) = fxk (t) (A.3) 
k=1 
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Equation (A.3) suggests that the intensity function is most easily computed 

using moment generating functions. The Gamma distributed random variable xi 

has the moment generating function 

(aifir xa-1 e-ax/A1 e-. dx = (aittr(s) = (A.4)J r (a) (a I p sr 
Since the integral operator converts convolutions into products, the forward recur

rence time to has the moment generating function 

Wtn tn (3) = WXk (S) = 
k=1 S)an 

and density function 

(a/p)an tan-1
ft (A.5)(an) 

Substituting (A.5) into (A.2) yields the infinite sum for the intensity function 

L(an) e-ath4 

(a/p) catittrn-i,_ati,and (t) (A.6)
(n=1 r an) 

A.1 An Upper Bound 

As an infinite sum, the intensity function (A.6) has limited utility. Cox [Cox62] and 

Gestri [Ges+75] have found closed form expressions for Erlang renewal processes, 

the former used Laplace Transform techniques while the latter treated (A.6) as a 

series solution of an ODE. Apparently no closed form expression has been found for 

the general Gamma renewal process with non-integral a, although Cox developed 

an integral representation. Fortunately, a closed form upper bound is sufficient in 

the current context and is developed next. 

To simplify the analysis, it is convenient to normalize (A.6) by defining 

r = at I p; the normalized intensity function 
00 an-1a e-rfild (r) = (A.7)F (an)P n=1 

then has the Laplace transform 

ma (s) = 100 md (r) e' dr = E 1 a 
(A.8)

(1 + s)an p (1 + sr11 n=1 
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Cox has shown that for a E IN, (A.8) can be inverted easily. In this case, 

(A.8) has a simple poles 

sk = ei21rk/a 1 (A.9) 

corresponding to the roots of (1 + s)" 1. Using the Heaviside partial fraction 

expansion, the inverse transform is found to be 

a-1 
and (r) _a E Ake(-1+cos 2irk/a+i sin 2irk/a)r (A.10) 

k=0 

where 

S Sk ei2irk/aAk = 1 
(A.11)

(1 + 1 a (1 + a 

Substituting (A.11) into (A.10) yields 

1 a-1Ee(-1+cos 2rk/a)r ei[(sin 2irk /a)r +2irk /a]and (r) = 
1
 

k=i
 

1 1 a-1 +cos2irklc)r (A.12)Ee(_1

Now 0 < cos x <1 4x/7r2 for 7r/2 < x < 7r/2; this implies the damping factor of 

the non-zero pole with the largest real part may be bounded by 

e(-1 +cos 2r/a)r < _-16r/a2 (A.13) 

Since this bound also holds for the remaining terms in (A.12), the normalized in

tensity function has the bound 

and (r) 5 1 + 1 (a 1) e-16710,2 
it 12 

As a result 

1) e-16tictitand (t) 5 1 + 1 (a (A.14) 
it it 

At this point it should be remembered that the preceeding analysis requires 

that a be an integer for the bound (A.14) to hold. Unfortunately, finding a sim

ilar bound for a V /V appears to be a significantly more complex problem. Cox's 
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technique using contour integration to invert the Laplace transform (A.8) of md (t) 

appears theoretically promising but difficult to carry out since it includes integral 

terms which may not have closed forms. As an alternative, a heuristic argument 

yields a plausible bound that is sufficient for present purposes. The bound proceeds 

from the observation that for a particular integer ao, (A.14) bounds (A.2) for any 

integer a < ao. Since numerical studies of (A.2) suggest that for any particular 

t, the peaks of md (t) have magnitudes that are monotonic increasing in a, it is 

reasonable to assume that (A.14) bounds (A.2) for any a < ao. The final bound 

then becomes 

_< 1 + 1 ( red _ 1) e-16t/ralpmd (t) (A.15) 
P IL 
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Appendix B
 

The Diffusion Model for Neural Activity
 

This appendix extends the diffusion model for neural activity developed by Stein 

[Ste65], Roy and Smith [Roy+69], Johanessma [Joh68], and Capocelli and Ricciardi 

[Cap+71] to the Stochastic Pulse Neuromime (SPN). The diffusion model represents 

neural activity as Poisson processes impinging on a leaky-integrator model for the 

neural membrane and investigates the problem of finding the mean time for the 

membrane to reach the firing threshold. For cells with a sufficiently large number 

of inputs, the model approximates the total input by the derivative of the Wiener 

process [Pap84]; this converts the leaky-integrator dynamics to a first-order ODE 

driven by an uncorrelated Gaussian process known to physicists as the Langevin 

equation. The solution process for the Langevin equation is the continuous Markov 

(diffusion) process referred to as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The problem of 

finding the mean time for the membrane to reach the firing threshold then reduces 

to the classic problem of finding the mean first passage time (FPT) of the 0 -U 

process to a fixed, absorbing barrier. 

In work pre-dating, but apparently unknown to most of the diffusion model 

developers, Darling and Siegert [Dar+53] thoroughly studied the first passage time 

problem for diffusion processes. Working from the forward (Fokker-Planck) and 

backward (Kolmogorov) diffusion equations, they derived one form of the FPT den

sity moment generating function using Laplace transform techniques. The diffusion 

model work cited previously rederived this result and examined integral and se

ries representations for the mean first passage time. Despite very sophisticated 
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attempts; however, no simple closed form expression for the mean first passage 

time was found. Subsequently Cowan [Cow72], [Fie74] showed that no such expres

sion exists and subsequent investigators focused instead on approximations [Tho75], 

asymptotic values [Sat78] and perturbation analyses [Wan+82] for the mean FPT. 

Building on this work, this appendix develops the diffusion representation for the 

SPN and then uses that result to produce an approximation for the associated 

Hopfield-Tank activation function. 

B.1 Subthreshold Model 

Chapter 3 develops the SPN as an abstraction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model for 

excitable tissue. Recall that immediately following an action-potential, the neu

romime enters a refractory period of duration T1. The refractory period ends with 

the membrane hyperpolarized at the value V, = ET V9. In response to the den

dritic input Vx, the membrane depolarizes until the stochastically varying action-

potential threshold Er -1-1/9 + Vq is reached. At that instant the cell generates 

an action-potential and the cycle repeats. Since both the driving input Vx and 

threshold are stochastic processes, the depolarization period To is also a stochastic 

process. To compute the mean-firing rate induced by a given input (the Hopfield-

Tank activation function), therefore, E {To} must be approximated using diffusion 

process theory. 

To model the subthreshold membrane potential process as a diffusion pro

cess, recall from Chapter 3 that the subthreshold dynamics of the axo-somatic 

compartment are described by the ODE 

dV 1 1 1--Vz + ROTr + Er)] + V q (B.1)
dtz Tr n Tm Tm 

where Vq is the stochastically varying component of the action-potential threshold. 

Let V, = izVx -I- Vq represent the total stochastic input to the system. Since 

E {Vq = 0}, E {V,} = E {tiVx}. Furthermore, since Vx is uncorrelated with Vq, 

if the mean rates of the pre-synaptic action-potential sequences are slowly varying 
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relative to the dendritic compartment time constant the results of Chapter 2 suggest 

that the approximation 

E {NT!} E {V, }2 = E {(11V)2} E {µVx }2 + E {\T} ti E {"V-} 

(B.2) 

is reasonable. Now let 

x = E z = Vz E,. q2 = E{Vq2} 

and let 

2T7n, (z x) 
Y (B.3) 

t' = (B.4)
Tm 

then using (B.2), the subthreshold ODE (B.1) can be approximated by the Langevin 

equation 

dy = yde N/Dw (B.5) 

where w is the Wiener process (henceforth the prime will be dropped on the 

stretched independent variable t'). 

The assumptions supporting the diffusion approximation for the two com

partment SPN differ from those for the one compartment models. One compartment 

models approximate the neural action-potential sequence by a uncorrelated Gaus

sian noise process with the same mean and variance. Lans14 and Lanska [L '+87] 

and Giorno et. al. [Gio+88] have also used related approximations for one compart

ment models with reverse potentials. For the basic one compartment model, Tuck-

well and Cope [Tuc+80] found that the accuracy of the interspike intervals predicted 

by the diffusion approximation depends critically on the frequency of the impinging 

action-potential processes. The diffusion approximation for the two-compartment 

model; however, depends primarily on the validity of (B.2). Although the results 

of Chapter 2 indicate that the accuracy of (B.2) depends on the frequency of the 
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impinging action-potential processes, compared to the one compartment model this 

dependence has less impact due to the combined effect of the dendritic compartment 

filtering and stochastic threshold variation. 

It should also be noted that although the stochastic processes encountered 

in both models have finite variation, both models share the tacit assumption these 

processes may be reasonably approximated by infinite-variation Gaussian processes. 

This assumption is a common one in signal processing theory, both because the Cen

tral Limit Theorem implies that random variables encountered in physical systems 

approach Gaussianity and because it facilitates the construction of mathematically 

tractible models [Ge174], [Pap72]. For both models, this assumption causes the 

diffusion approximation to predict the neural model generates an action-potential 

with small, rather than zero, probability in the presence of strong hyperpolarizing 

synaptic inputs. So long as this phenomena is kept in mind and noted in appropriate 

situations, it does not pose an obstacle to analyzing the SPN. 

B.2	 The Fokker-Planck and Kolmogorov Diffusion Equa

tions 

Since y is a stochastic process, y (t) is a random variable with the conditional 

density function 

f y (y, t lyo, to) = P fy (i) < Y IY (to) = Yo }ay

for any t > to. For a diffusion process, the conditional density h satisfies two partial 

differential equations. The forward (Fokker-Planck) diffusion equation 
ayfy a2fyafy 

at ay + ay2 

with initial and boundary conditions 

lim fy (y , t lyo, to) = (Y yo)	 ( ± y , = 0
It.to 

essentially describes the divergence of probability from a unique start state (to, yo) 

to all accessible final states (t, y (t)). Similarly the backward (Kolmogorov) diffusion 
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equation 

ofy 02fya fy --yo + (B.6)at ayo ayi3 

with initial and boundary conditions 

tolim fy (Y , i IY0, to) = b (y yo) fy (Y ,t I±Yo,to) = 0.t ylirn 

describes the convergence of probability from all possible start states (to, yo) to a 

unique final state (t, y (t)). 

B.3 The First Passage Time 

It was noted earlier that the mean time for the membrane to reach the action-

potential threshold is equivalent to the first-passage time of the O-U process to an 

absorbing barrier. Formally, the first passage time is defined as 

T (Y, Yo) = inf {T = t to IY (t) .?- y, Y (to) = yo 1 

For the O-U process, the first passage is a sure event so T (y, yo) is a random variable 

with density 

a
Pr(y,Tlyo) = -5-1-,-P{T(y,y0) < T} 

An absorbing barrier at y means that if y (t1) = y, then y (t) = y for all t > t1. 

This implies that the probability the first passage occurs after time t equals the 

probability the process state is less than y at time t 

P {I' (Y , Y0) > t} = P br (t) < y 1
t 

1fi r (y, T to I ) dr = IY fy ((, t lyo, to ) ck 
1 . to 

and therefore 

fT (Y, t to IMO = (2 fY, fy (C, t IY0, to) c/Cat 
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Now from the Kolmogorov equation (B.6) 

'-2--fl 1Y -a c/C = 1 f ye1Z° ck a r 492h d(at _oc, at at _,.0 ow 80,0 ao 
[1 flo fy dd = Yo4 [Na fYo. fy cid + w°2(3[4 11 fY ddat 

Consequently the first passage time satisfies the PDE 

afir OfT (92h 
(B.7)at Y° ayo ayg 

with boundary conditions 

ofir(y,Tlyo) 0fir(y,Tiy) = 8 (T) yo.-.) ayo 

B.4 The Moments of the First Passage Time 

Cowan [Cow72],[Fie74] has shown that there is no closed form for the first passage 

time density satisfying (B.7). As an alternative, Johannesma [Joh68] investigated 

the moments of the FPT PDE using Laplace transform techniques. The Laplace 

transform of the FPT (moment generating function) is defined as 

oooo i\k 
OT (8 IYI YO) = i fT (Y,T1Yo)e-sTdT = Emkcy,yok klj (B.8) 

0 k=0 

where 

Mk (y, yo) = E {Ti ' } 

is the k-th moment of fT (y, T lyo ). This section develops a differential recurrence 

relation for the moments. Unfortunately this set of ODEs cannot be solved in closed 

form; however, an integral solution for the first moment is given which permits 

approximation of the Hopfield-Tank activation function. 

Using the Laplace transform operator, the PDE (B.7) can be converted to 

an ODE 

118 e-sT dT = f y01 -ra, e ' 7' dT + a2fT e -3T dT (B.9)
0 at 0 ow J
 

dOT d2OT
 
SOT 7---- Yo + (B.10)

dyo dyg 
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with boundary conditions 

(DT IY1Y) = 10°°.fT (Y, IY) dT 

= Ioc° 6 (t) e'T dT 

= 1 

and 

f.d(1)T (s 1Y Yo) a T (Y '71 IYo)lirn hm e_ dT 
yo -* -oo dy0 0 yo--4oo ayo

= 0 

Substituting the MGF series expansion (B.8) into (B.10) 

oo 

E Mk (y, yo) 
k!

k=0 
00 

= E Mk (y, yo) 
(s)k + a- y Mk (y, yo)dy kt dy(30 k=o k=o 

and equating powers of s yields the infinite set of differential equations 

dMo (y, yo) d2M0 (y, yo)0 = yo (B.11)
dyo dy,3 

dMk (y, yo) Mk (y, yo)kMk_i (y, yo) yo (B.12) 
dy(?,dyo 

with the boundary conditions 

dMk (Y, yo)
mo (y, Y) = 1 Mk (y, y) = 0 lim = 0 

dy0 

Since T is a random variable (i.e. a sure event) with the moment generating 

function 

fooco 

Mk (y, Yo) = Tk (Y IY0) dT 

it follows immediately Mo (y, yo) = 1. Consequently, the mean first passage time 

satisfies 

dMi (Y ,Yo) d2 ,Yo) 
Yo 1 (B.13)

dyo dyd 
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with boundary conditions 

dMi (y, yo) 0Mi (Y) Y) = 0 lim (B.14) 
yo CNO dm) 

It follows by direct integration 

f [fa e-02/20] daMi (Y, Yo) = (B.15) 
yo eat /2 -co 

= N/Tr i eat /2G (a) da (B.16) 
YO 

B.5 The Activation Function 

In their model, Hopfield and Tank introduced the activation function to represent 

the relationship between the mean input to a cell and the induced mean firing 

rate. For the SPN, the mean firing rate can be defined in terms of the inactivation 

time T1 and the mean time To (x, q) for the membrane to reach the action-potential 

threshold as 

1 
h (x lz, zo, Ti, q, T.) = T1 + To (x , 4) 

1 
(B.17) 

---- T1 -I- 7-mMi (y (x, q, z , rm) ,y (x , q, zo, rm)) 

where M1 (y, yo) denotes the mean first passage time of the normalized 0-U process 

from the intial state yo to the barrier state y given the mean input x and driving 

process variance q2. The expression for y () was given previously by (B.3). 

Figure B.1 depicts a representative example of the Hopfield-Tank activation 

function (B.17) for the SPN with z = 1.0, zo = 1.0, T1 = 0.00025, q = 0.024, and 

Tm = 0.005. Although the function has the characteristic sigmoidal form postulated 

by Hopfield-Tank, the plot is misleading since at the depicted scale the model's 

typical operating region only spans a small neighborhood of x = 1. As shown in 

Chapters 4, 6, and 7 the "effective" sigmoidal character of the activation function 

actually arises from the network architecture. 

Although the activation function (B.17) is formally correct, it has limited 

analytic value since the double integral (B.15) has no closed form. Furthermore, be
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Figure B.1: Hopfield-Tank Activation Function for the SPN 

cause the diffusion model approximates the threshold variation with a Gaussian pro

cess, (B.17) incorrectly predicts that the neuromime generates an action-potential 

with non-zero probability in the presence of strong hyperpolarizing synaptic in

puts. To overcome these limitations in the diffusion model, an approximation for 

the activation function must be developed based on Wan and Tuckwell's [Wan+82] 

asymptotic analysis of (B.17). In their analysis, they partitioned the domain of 

the mean FPT ODE (B.13) into three operating regimes (y >> Yo, y << Yo, 
1Y1 "-, Yo > 1) and found a solution in each regime using perturbation techniques 

[Ver90] . The approximation presented next follows a similar approach (although 

Wan and Tuckwell's results only apply directly for the regime y << Y0). 

From the previous comments concerning the Gaussian approximation for the 

threshold variation, the SPN activation function is exactly zero in the strongly 

inhibited regime (y > Y0) and hence 

1111 (y, yo) 00 (B.18) 
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In the strongly excited regime (y << Y0), the results of Chapter 2 show that the 

variance of the dendritic compartment's output varies with the mean. Strictly 

speaking this means (B.2), and hence the particular diffusion approximation de

veloped here, does not apply as y + oo. For the normal input range it can be 

assumed that (B.2) holds; however, so Wan and Tuckwell's perturbation analysis 

applies directly for y << Yo. 

Let Mie. (y, yo) denote the mean FPT in the strong excitation regime. Wan 

and Tuckwell observe that for yo << Y0, (B.13) can be viewed as a perturbed ODE 

"'if (Y, Yo) + d2MI (Y ,Y0)
Yo	 1 (B.19)

dyo dye) 

with boundary conditions 

dAl1 (Y,Y0)MI (y, y) = 0	 lim = 0 (B.20)
yo , 00 dyoa YO 

If e << yo, the first passage time can be approximated by 

Mi (Y, Yo) = mo (Y, Yo) + emi (Y, Yo) + 0 (e2) 

Substituting this expression into (B.19) and gathering equal powers of e yields 

dmo (y, Yo) dmi (y ,Y0) 0 (6.2)1 = Yo E Yo 

[d2 MO (y, yo) ed2 7711 (y, yo) 0 (62)] 
dy4+ e	 dyo 

dmo (y ,Y0) 
demo (Y ,Y0) yodmi (Y ,Y0)] 0 (e2)= Yo + E 

dyo dye) dyo 

By ignoring terms of 0 (e2) and higher order the pair of equations results 

dmo (y, yo)
1 = yo 

d2mo (y, yo) drni (y, yo)0 . 
dy4 

Yo 

Solving these equations with the boundary conditions (B.14) then yields 

P---'MI (Y7 Yo) mo (Y, Yo) + emi (Y, Yo) 
ll 

1n (yo) In (y)] + E [ 1 (B.21)
21 2y2 
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In the threshold regime ly I :::-.1 Yo, the error between the finite variation thresh

old process and the approximating Gaussian process becomes non-trivial. For the 

SPN, Yo represents an effective action-potential threshold; i. e. the SPN activa

tion function is zero for y > Yo. The solution of (B.13), on the other hand, has 

unbounded support. Consequently, Wan and Tuckwell's perturbation analysis of 

(B.13) does not yield a useful approximation for the mean FPT in this regime. As 

an alternative, a reasonable ad hoc approximation can be developed by postulating 

that the mean FPT has a particular parameterized form MI (y, yo) for ly I P.1 Yo, and 

then choosing the free parameters so the composite approximation 

MI (Y7 Yo) Y > Yo 

Ml (y, yo) R.1 m1 (Y, Yo) lyi ss-', yo (B.22) 

mf (y, yo) y < Yo 

produces an activation function which is continuous and differentiable across the 

boundaries between the regimes. 

Figure B.2 shows a plot of M1 (y, yo), Mie. (y, yo), and the proposed threshold 

regime approximation 

MI (Y7 Yo) ""j 7yo)2 + 4. (B.23) 

for the parameters of Figure B.1 and Yo = 0.96. Since Mi (y, yo) ,-,, oo and 

lim MI (YI Yo) = oo 
Y-'1,, 0

dMi (y yo)
lim ' 00 

dyy-+Yo

the corresponding activation function is continuous and differentiable across the 

boundary between the strongly inhibitory and threshold regime for any -y and . 

The boundary y = Y0 between the threshold and strongly excitatory regimes can 

be handled by equating (B.23) and (B.21) and their derivatives with respect to y 

at the boundary and then solving for the parameter values. To do this let 

,7-27,, (z x)
y (x, q, z, -r,i) = 

q 
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T z)Ay = y (x, q, zo,7,) y (x,q, z,r,) = 
q 

\127zt 
Yo = 

q 

and let zt represent the threshold perturbation due to the threshold variation pro

cess. Typically, for a finite-variation threshold process zt = icq represents a bound 

(for some fixed K > 0). As a consequence, yo = Ay + y and 

= 11/11 (Y) AY + Oly.yo 
y=Yo 

d 
= dyitli (y, Yo) 

y = Yo y=-Y0 

d d 
= dyMI (Y, yo) + Alf (y, yo)

dyoY--, o 

and 

=-- 1/0 = A Y Y0 

3ri 1 1 1 
(B.24)7 = 4Y0 M .---yo + Ay Yo (Ay Y0)3] 

1 1 7_y (B.25)= ln(Yo A 1 ___ _ ,In Yn -1-. 211 41702 

Figure (B.3) depicts the final normalized approximation to the Hopfield-Tank 

activation function for the SPN 

Tilt (x lz, zo,Ti,q,-1-,,) (B.26) 

x < z zt 
Ti 

,-- z zt < x < z + zt 
Ti + Tmml (y (X, q, Z Ttn) , y (X, q, ZO,T77) 

z + zt < x
T1 +T Me( y (x, q, z,7-) ,y (x, q, zo,rni)) 

The plot shows the activation function for the parameter values used in Figure B.1 

and Figure B.2 

z = 1.0 zo = 1.0 K = 40.0 

T1 = 0.00025 7-, = 0.005 

and the threshold process variances q2 E {0.0,1.44 x 10-4,5.76 x 10-4}. 

http:10-4,5.76
http:0.0,1.44
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Figure B.2: Mean FPT function approximations 
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Figure B.3: SPN Activation Function approximation 
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Appendix C 

NSIM Script Language 

C.1 lex Grammar 
delim [ \t]
 

newline \n
 

letter [A- Za -z_]
 

digit [0-9]
 

id {letter}(fletterIlfdigitl)*
 
decimal [\+\-]?[1-9]fdigitl*
 

octal "0"[0-7]*
 

hex "0"[xX][fdigitIA-Fa-f]+
 
based {digit}+"#"Hdigitrnettern+
 
real [\+\-]?{ digit}+(\.fdigitl+)?(E[\+\-]?fdigitl+)?
 
character
 

n v..[-\.\n]*.\.
string
 

comment /*"([-*]1(\*[-/]))*"*/"
 

Note: tokens to yacc correspond to following tokens parsed by lex 

yacc lex 
yyREAL real 
yyINTEGER decimal, octal, hex, based 
yyCHARACTER character 
yySTRING string 
yyID id 
yyCONST id (reserved word "const") 
yyINTKW id (reserved word "integer") 
yyREALKW id (reserved word "real") 
yyCHARKW id (reserved word "character") 
yySTRINGKW id (reserved word "string") 
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C.2 yacc BNF Grammar
 
/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* constants */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* const integer ID = <integer number; */ 

/* const real ID = <real number; */ 

/* const character ID = '<character>'; */ 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */ 

/* */ 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */ 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* mandatory timer declaration */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */ 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */ 

/* tic-interval }, */ 

/* { output_signal} }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* mandatory pass counter declaration */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* constant signal (real-valued only) */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_l, . . , signal_n } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */ 

/* of type "real" */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* Hopfield-Tank unit */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* HopfieldTank ID = { { tau, w_00, */ 

/* f-threshold, f-gain, f-max, fmin, */ 

/* input v_0, input_w_l, ..., input_w_n }, */ 

/* input_scalefactor, */ 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */ 
/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, */ 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */ 
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/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */
 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNN unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau'_m, mu, */
 

/* A_s, 2*theta, tau_a, T_s, */
 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */
 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */
 

/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */
 

/* input v_0, input_w_l, ..., input_v_n }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */
 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNN neurodynamical unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNModel ID = { { tau_m, tau'_m, mu, */
 

/* A_s, 2*theta, tau_a, T_s, */
 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */
 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance,*/
 

/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */
 

/* input_w_0, input_w_l, ..., input_v_n }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */
 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net ID = { { filename, inputs, outputs, hiddenunits, unitlD },*/
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { output_0, output_l, ..., output_n } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Observation filter */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Filter ID = { { filter_order, filter_cutoff, filter_type, */
 

/* filter_ripple, interpolator order, */
 

/* ST_magnitude, ST_window }, */
 

/* { input }, */
 

/* { filtered_output, quantized_output } }; */
 

/* */
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/* */
 

/* Steady State Monitor */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SteadyStateMonitor ID = { { tolerance, halt_flag, */
 

/* time_steady }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_!, input_n }, */
 

/* { state_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Input file */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileIn ID = { { filename } */
 

/* { time_signal, signal_!, . signal_n } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Output file */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename, event_threshold }, */
 

/* { signal_!, , signal_n }, }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Signals can be referenced in one of three ways:
 

/* 1) ID a single signal named ID is associated
 

/* with the appropriate object parameter
 

/*
 

/* 2) ID[n] signal n in a group named ID is
 
/* associated with the appropriate object
 

/* parameter
 

/*
 

/* 3) ID[nn-mm] signals an through mm in a group named
 

/* ID are associated in order with
 

/* with the appropriate object parameters
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

%token yyREAL yyINTEGER yyCHARACTER yySTRING '=",";'
 
%token '["]"{"}"('
 
%token '."*' yyID
 
%token yyCONST yyINTKW yyREALKW yyCHARKW yySTRINGKW
 

%union
 
{
 

char *s;
 

REAL d;
 

INT i;
 

char c;
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struct sym *p; 

void *e; 

int t; 

} 

%type <d> yyREAL
 

%type <i> yyINTEGER error constant_type
 

%type <c> yyCHARACTER
 

%type <s> yyID yySTRING
 

' /.type <p> signal_list signal names signal name
 

constant_declaration
 

error_declaration
 

declarations declaration
 

parsed_file
 

declaration_list declaration_parameters
 

declaration_parameter
 

object_declaration
 
%type <t>	 yyCONST yyINTKW yyREALKW yyCHARKW yySTRINGKW
 

,=»,, I;) 3[»], ,f, II»() ,), 3.»*,
 

%start parsed_file
 

%%
 

parsed_file
 

:
 declarations
 

declarations
 

:
 declaration
 

I
 declarations declaration
 

declaration
 

:
 constant_declaration
 

object_declaration
I
 

I
 error_declaration
 

;
 

constant_declaration
 

:
 yyCONST constant_type yyID '=' declaration_parameter ';'
 

constant_type
 

:
 yyINTKW
 

I
 yyREALKW
 

I
 yySTRINGKW
 

I
 yyCHARKW
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signal_names
 

signal_name
 

I
 signal_names signal_name
 

signal_name
 

I
 yyID
 

I
 yyID 'C' declaration_parameter '3'
 

I
 yyID 'C' declaration_parameter
 

declaration_parameter
 

object_declaration
 

:
 yyID yyID '="{' declaration_list signal_list
 
signal_list '}";'
 

signal_list
 

'{' signal_names '}'
I
 

declaration_list
 

'{' declaration_parameters
I
 

declaration_parameters
 

:
 declaration_parameter
 

I
 declaration_parameters declaration_parameter
 

declaration_parameter
 

:
 yyINTEGER
 

I
 yyREAL
 

I
 yyCHARACTER
 

I
 yySTRING
 

I
 yyID
 

error_declaration
 

:
 error ';'
 

%% 
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C.3 Chapter 3 Script 
/* const real TONIC = 0.08; */
 

/* const real ST_STOP = 6.0; */
 

/* const string FILE_ONAME = "fctest.dat"; */
 

/* const real SPNN_NGAIN = 0.2; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FCTEST.DSS */
 

/* */
 

/* Template script for FCTEST.0 program */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* constants */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* const integer ID = <integer number; */
 

/* const real ID = <real number; */
 

/* const character ID = '<character>'; */
 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */
 

/* */
 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */
 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/*
 
*
 

* basic constants
 
*
 

* FCTEST.0 computes the histogram for the output spike intervals
 

* rate versus fixed DC + noise input
 
*
 

* const real TONIC = 0.08;
 

* const real ST_STOP = 6.0;
 

* const string FILE_ONAME = "fctest.dat";
 

* const real SPNN_NGAIN = 0.2;
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer ON = 1;
 

const integer OFF = 0;
 

/*
 

* integration setup
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer CFLAG = ON;
 

const real TIMETOL = 1.0E-07;
 

const real MAGTOL = 1.0E-06;
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/*
 

* Tonic input
 
*/
 

/* coast real TONIC = 0.08; */
 

/*
 

* Timer constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const real ST_START = 0.0;
 

/* coast real ST_STOP = 5.0; */
 

const real ST_DELTAT = 0.002;
 

coast real ST_OEN = 0.0;
 

coast real ST TIC = 0.008;
 

/*
 

* SPNN unit constants
 

*
 

*/
 

const real SPNN_TAU_M = 0.01;
 

coast real SPNN_TAUP_M = 2.4663E-03;
 

coast real SPNN_MU = 1.0;
 

coast real SPNN_A_S = 8.0;
 

coast real SPNN_THETA = 0.12;
 

coast real SPNN_THETAB = 1.0;
 

coast real SPNN_TAU_A = 2.0E-03;
 

coast real SPNN_T_S = 1.0E-04;
 

coast real SPNN_APRF = 0.01;
 

coast real SPIN_IGAIN = 1.0;
 

/* coast real SPNN_NGAIN = 0.2; */
 

coast real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

coast integer SPNN W0 = 20;
 

coast integer SPNN_WOB = 1;
 

coast integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 
*
 

*/
 

coast integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
 

coast integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

coast integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

coast real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

coast integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
 

const real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

const real FILT_STMAG = 8.0;
 

coast real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
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/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/ 

/* const string FILE_ONAME = "fctest.dat"; */
 
const real FILE_ETHRESH = 0.5;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal} }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC }
 
{ master_timer } };
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

/* */
 

/*
 *1
 
/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

1*
 *1
 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */ 

/* constant signal (real-valued only) */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_l, ... , signal_n } }; */ 
/* */ 
/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */ 

/* of type "real" */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

Signal tonic = { { TONIC }, };
 

/* */ 
/* SPNN unit */
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/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau' m, mu */ 

/* A_s, 2*theta, tau_a, T_s, */ 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */ 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */ 

/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */ 

/* input_w_0, input_w_i, ..., input_w_n }, */ 

/* { input_0, input_i, ..., input_n }, */ 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */ 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 
/* */ 

SPN spni = { {	 SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU,
 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_THETA, SPNN_TAU_A, SPNN_T_S,
 

SPNN_APRF, SPNN_IGAIN,
 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL,
 

CFLAG, SPNN_NGAIN, SPNN_SFLAG, SPNN_TAU_S,
 

SPNN_WO },
 

{ tonic },
 

{ spnn_vs, spnn_vq, spnn_vsf, spnn_vsb,
 

spnn_vx, spnn_vy II;
 

SPN spn2 = { {	 SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU,
 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_THETA, SPNN_TAU_A, SPNN_T_S,
 

SPNN_APRF, SPNN_IGAIN,
 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL,
 

CFLAG, SPNN_NGAIN, SPNN_SFLAG, SPNN_TAU_S,
 

SPNN_WO },
 

{ spnn_vs },
 

{ spnn2_vs, spnn2_vq, spnn2_vsf, spnn2_vsb,
 

spnn2_vx, spnn2_vy}};
 

/* Unit 3 is just used as a measuring filter so the treshhold */
 

/* is set above the maximum value the dendritic compartment */
 

/* can reach so it never generates an action-potential */
 

SPN spn3 = { {	 SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU,
 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_THETAB, SPNN_TAU_A, SPNN_T_S,
 

SPNN_APRF, SPNN_IGAIN,
 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL,
 

CFLAG, SPNN_NGAIN, SPNN_SFLAG, SPNN_TAU_S,
 

SPNN_WOB },
 

{ spnn2_vs },
 

{ spnn3_vs, spnn3_vq, spnn3_vsf, spnn3_vsb,
 

spnn3_vx, spnn3_vy}};
 

/*
 

/* Output file
 

/*
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/* */
 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename, event_threshold }, */
 

/* { signal_l, , signal_n }, }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

FileOut fout = { { FILE_ONAME, FILE_ETHRESH },
 

{ spnn_vx, spnn2_vx, spnn2_vs, spnn3_vx, spnn2_vq }, };
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C.4 Chapter 6 Scripts 

C.4.1 Tritonia Diomedia swim CPG 
/* */
 

/* */
 

/* TRITONSP.DSS */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNN simulation of the Tritonia swim CPG */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* constants */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* const integer ID = <integer number; */
 

/* const real ID = <real number; */
 

/* const character ID = '<character>'; */
 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */
 

/* */
 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */
 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/*
 

*
 

* basic constants
 
* 

*/ 

const integer ON = 1;
 

coast integer OFF = 0;
 

/*
 

* integration setup
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer CFLAG = 1;
 

const real TIMETOL = 1.0E-07;
 

const real MAGTOL = 1.0E-05;
 

/*
 

* Tonic input
 
*/
 

coast real TONIC = 0.04;
 

/*
 

* Timer constants
 
*
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*/ 

const real ST_START = 0.0;
 

const real ST_STOP = 2.0;
 

const real ST_DELTAT = 0.0002;
 
const real ST_OEN = 0.0;
 

const real ST_TIC = 4.0;
 

/*
 

* SPNN unit constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const real SPNN_TAU_M = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_TAUP_M = 2.4663E-03;
 

const real SPNN_MU = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_A_S = S.0;
 

const real SPNN_VPVM2 = 0.12;
 

const real SPNN_T_A = 2.0E-03;
 

const real SPNN_T_S = 1.0E-04;
 

const real SPNN_APRF = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_IGAIN = 2.0;
 

const real SPNN_NOISE = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

const integer SPNN_W0 = 1;
 

const integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

const integer W_NOTONIC = 0;
 

const integer W_TONIC = 1;
 

const integer W_INH = -5;
 

const integer W_EXC = 1;
 

const integer W_V1 = 20;
 

const integer W_V2 = -20;
 

const integer W_V3 = -20;
 

const integer W_W12 = -18;
 

const integer W_W13 = -60;
 

const integer W_W21 = SO;
 

const integer W_W23 = -7S;
 

const integer W_W31 = -40;
 

const integer W_W32 = 60;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
 

const integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

const integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

const real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

const integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
 
const real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

const real FILT_STMAG = S.0;
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const real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
 

/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const string FILE_NAME = "tritonsp.dat";
 

const real FILE_ETHRESH = 1.0;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal} }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC I
 
{ master_timer } };
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */
 

/* constant signal (real-valued only) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_1, . , signal_n } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */
 

/* of type "real" */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

.
 

Signal tonicl = { { TONIC }, , 
};
 

Signal tonic2 = { { TONIC }, I;
 

Signal tonic3 = { { TONIC }, };
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/* */ 

/* SPIN unit */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau' m, mu, */ 

/* A_s, (V-+ V--)/2, T_a, T_s, */ 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */ 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */ 
/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */ 

/* input_w_0, input_w_1, ..., input_w_n }, */ 

/* { input_0, input_1, ..., input_n }, */ 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */ 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

SPN dsi = { { SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU, 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2, 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 

SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPNNNOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S, 
W_V1, W_W12, W_W13 }, 

{ tonics, c2_vs, vsi_vs }, 

{ dsi_vs, dsi_vq, dsi_vsf, dsi_vsb, 

dsi_vx, dsi_vy } I; 

SPN c2 = { { SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU, 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2, 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 

SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPNN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S, 
W_V2, W_W21, W_W23 }, 

{ tonic2, dsi_vs, vsi_vs }, 

{ c2_vs, c2_vq, c2_vsf, c2_vsb, 

c2_vx, c2_vy } I; 

SPN vsi = { { SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU, 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2, 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 

SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPNN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S, 
W_V3, W_W31, W_W32 }, 

{ tonic3, dsi_vs, c2_vs }, 

{ vsi_vs, vsi_vq, vsi_vsf, vsi_vsb, 

vsi_vx, vsi_vy } I; 
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/* Output file *1
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename }, { signal_i, ... , signal_n }, }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

FileOut fout = { { FILE_NAME, FILE_ETHRESH }, { dsi_vs, c2_vs, vsi_vs }, };
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C.4.2 4-Cell Oscillator 
/* */
 

/* */
 

/* GLASS.DSS */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNN simulation of the 4-Cell fully connected oscillator */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* The network file for this script is GLASS.NET and contains: */
 

/* */
 

/* 2 */
 

/* 4 */
 

/* 0 */
 

/* 40 -20 0 -20 -20 0 */
 
/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 -20 */
 

/* 40 -20 -20 0 0 -20 */
 

/* 40 -20 -20 -20 0 0 */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* constants */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 
/* const integer ID = <integer number>; */
 

/* const real ID = <real number>; */
 

/* const character ID = '<character>'; */
 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */
 

/* */
 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */
 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/*
 

*
 

* basic constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const integer ON = 1;
 

const integer OFF = 0;
 

/*
 

* integration setup
 
*
 

*/
 

const integer CFLAG = 1;
 

http:GLASS.NET
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const real TIMETOL = 1.0E-07;
 

const real MAGTOL = 1.0E-06;
 

/*
 

* Tonic input
 
*/
 

const real TONIC = 0.04;
 

/*
 

* Timer constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const real ST_START = 0.0;
 

const real ST_STOP = 6.0;
 

const real ST_DELTAT = 0.0002;
 
const real ST_OEN = 0.0;
 

const real ST TIC = 10.0;
 

/*
 

* SPNN unit constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const real SPNN_TAU_M = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_TAUP_M = 2.4663E-03;
 

const real SPNN_MU = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_A_S = 6.0;
 

const real SPNN_VPVM2 = 0.12;
 

const real SPNN_T_A = 2.0E-03;
 

const real SPNN_T_S = 1.0E-04;
 

const real SPNN_APRF = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_IGAIN = 2.0;
 

const real SPNN_NOISE = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

const integer SPNN_W0 = 1;
 

const integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
 

const integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

const integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

const real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

const integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
 
const real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

const real FILT_STMAG = 6.0;
 

const real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
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/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const string FILE_NAME = "glass.dat";
 

const real FILE_ETRRESH = 1.0;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal} }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC }
 
{ master_timer } };
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */
 

/* constant signal (real-valued only) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_!, . , signal_n } }; */
.
 

/* */
 

/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */
 
/* of type "real" */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

Signal tonic! = { { TONIC }, };
 

/* */ 
/* SPNN unit */
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/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau'_m, mu, */
 

/* A_s, (I,r+ - V--)/2, T_a, T_s, */
 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */
 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, *1
 
/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise flag, tau_s, */
 

/* input_w_0, input A_1, ..., input_w_n }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */
 

/* vs_output, vy_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SPN cells = { {	 SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU,
 
SPIN_A_S, SPIN_VPVM2,
 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 

SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPIN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S } }; 

/* */
 

/* Net unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net ID = { { filename, inputs, outputs, hiddenunits, unitlD }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { output_0, output_l, ..., output_n } }; *1
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

Net cpgnet = { { "glass.net", 2, 4, 0, cells },
 

{ tonici, tonici }, { ci_vs, ci_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs } };
 

/* */
 

/* Output file */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename, event threshold }, */
 

/* { signal_l, ... , signal_n }, }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

http:glass.net
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FileOut fout = { { FILE_NAME, FILE_ETHRESH },
 

{ cO_vs, c1_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs }, };
 

C.4.3 5-Cell Oscillator 
/* */
 

/* */
 
/* LEWIS5.DSS */
 

/* */
 

/* SPNN simulation of the 5-Cell multi-cycle oscillator */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* The network file for this script is LEWIS5.NET and contains: */
 

/* */
 

/* 2 */
 

/* S */
 
/* 0 */
 
/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 -20 0 */
 
/* 40 -20 -20 0 0 0 -20 */
 

/* 40 -20 -20 -20 0 0 0 */
 
/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 0 -20 */
 
/* 40 -20 -20 0 -20 0 0 */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* constants */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* const integer ID = <integer number >; */
 

/* const real ID = <real number>; */
 
/* const character ID = '<character>'; */
 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */
 

/* */
 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */
 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/*
 
*
 

* basic constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const integer ON = 1;
 

http:LEWIS5.NET
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const integer OFF = 0;
 

/*
 

* integration setup
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer CFLAG = 1;
 

const real TIMETOL = 1.0E-07;
 

const real MAGTOL = 1.0E-05;
 

/*
 

* Tonic input
 
*/
 

const real TONIC = 0.04;
 

/*
 

* Timer constants
 
*
 

*/ 

const real ST_START = 0.0;
 

const real ST_STOP = 5.0;
 

const real ST_DELTAT = 0.0002;
 

const real ST_OEN = 0.0;
 

const real ST_TIC = 10.0;
 

/*
 

* SPNN unit constants
 
*
 

*/ 

const real SPNN_TAU_M = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_TAUP_M = 2.4663E-03;
 

const real SPNN_MU = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_A_S = 5.0;
 

const real SPNN_VPVM2 = 0.12;
 

const real SPNN_T_A = 2.0E-03;
 

const real SPNN_T_S = 1.0E-04;
 

const real SPNN_APRF = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_IGAIN = 2.0;
 

const real SPNN NOISE = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

const integer SPNN_W0 = 1;
 

const integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
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const integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

const integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

const real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

const integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
 
const real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

const real FILT_STMAG = S.0;
 

const real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
 

/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const string FILE_NAME = "lewisS.dat";
 

const real FILE_ETHRESH = 1.0;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal) }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 
/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC }
 
{ master_timer } );
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

1* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */
 
/* constant signal (real-valued only) */
 

/* */
 
/* */
 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_1, , signal_n } }; *1
 

/* */
 

/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */
 
/* of type "real" */
 

.
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/* */
/ */ 

Signal tonici = { { TONIC } };
 

/* */ 

/* SPNN unit */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau' m, mu, */ 

/* A_s, (r+ - V--)/2, T_a, T_s, */ 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */ 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */ 
/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */ 

/* input_w_0, input_w_i, input_w_n }, */ 

/* { input_0, input_i, input_n }, */ 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */ 

/* vx_output, vq_output } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 
/* */ 

SPN cells = { {	 SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU,
 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2,
 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF,
 

SPNN_IGAIN,
 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG,
 

SPNN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S }, , I;
 

/* */ 
/* Net unit */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* Net unit */ 
/* */ 

/* */ 

/* Net ID = { { filename, inputs, outputs, hiddenunits, unitlD }, */ 
1* { input_0, input_l, input_n }, */ 

/* { output_0, output_i, output_n } }; */
/* */ 

/* */ 

Net cpgnet = { { mlewisS.net", 2, 5, 0, cells },
 

tonici, tonicl },
 

{ cO_vs, cl_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs, c4_vs } };
 

http:mlewisS.net
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/* Output file */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 
/* FileOut ID = { { filename, event threshold }, */ 

/* { signal_l, , signal_n }, }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

1* */ 

FileOut fout = { { FILE_NAME, FILE_ETHRESH }, 

{ cO_vs, ci_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs, c4_vs }, }; 
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C.4.4 6-Cell Oscillator
 
/* */ 

/* */ 
/* LEWIS6.DSS */ 

/* */ 
/* SPNN simulation of the 6-Cell chaotic oscillator */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 

/* */ 
/* */ 

/* The network file for this script is LEWIS6.NET and contains: */ 
/* */ 
/* 3 */ 
/* 6 */ 
/* 0 */ 
/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 0 0 -20 -20 */ 
/* 40 -20 -50 0 0 0 -20 -20 -20 */ 
/* 40 -20 0 -20 -20 0 0 -20 0 */ 
/* 40 -20 0 -20 -20 -20 0 0 0 */ 
/* 40 -20 0 -20 -20 0 -20 0 0 */ 
/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 -20 -20 0 0 */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* This script also requires the input date file LEWIS6I.DAT */ 
/* which has the contents: */ 
/* */ 

/* 0.000000 0.04000000 */ 
/* 0.100000 0.04000000 */ 

/* 2.000000 0.04000000 */ 
/* 2.001000 0.00000000 */ 
/* 3.000000 0.00000000 */ 
/* 4.000000 0.00000000 */ 
/* 4.900000 0.00000000 */ 

/* 5.000000 0.00000000 */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 
/* constants */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* const integer ID = <integer number>; */ 
/* const real ID = <real number>; */ 
/* const character ID = '<character>'; */ 
/* const string ID = "<string>"; */ 
/* */ 
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/* 

/* 

/* 

/* 

const <type> ID = CID; 

(CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

/* 

* basic constants 

*/ 

coast integer ON = 1; 

const integer OFF = 0; 

/* 

integration setup 

*/ 

coast integer CFLAG 

coast real TIMETOL 

coast real MAGTOL 

= 1; 

= 1.0E-07; 

= 1.0E-06; 

/* 

* 

*/ 

Tonic input 

const real TONIC = 0.04; 

/* 

* Timer constants 

*/ 

const real ST_START = 0.0; 

coast real ST_STOP = 6.0; 

coast real ST_DELTAT = 0.0002; 
coast real ST_OEN = 0.0; 

coast real ST_TIC = 10.0; 

/* 

* SPNN unit constants 

*/ 

coast real SPNN_TAU_M 

const real SPNN_TAUP_M 

coast real SPNN_MU 

const real SPNN_A_S 

coast real SPN1_VPVM2 

coast real SPNN_T_A 

coast real SPNN_T_S 

coast real SPNN_APRF 

= 0.01; 

= 2.4663E-03; 

= 1.0; 

= 6.0; 

= 0.12; 

= 2.0E-03; 

= 1.0E-04; 

= 0.01; 
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coast real SPNN_IGAIN = 2.0;
 

coast real SPNN_NOISE = 1.0;
 

coast real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

coast integer SPNN_W0 = 1;
 

coast integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 
*
 
*/
 

coast integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
 

coast integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

coast integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

coast real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

coast integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
 
coast real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

coast real FILT_STMAG = S.0;
 

coast real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
 

/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/
 

coast string FILED NAME = "lemis6.dat";
 
coast string FILEI_NAME = "lewis6i.dat ";
 

coast real FILE_ETHRESH = 1.0;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 
/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal} }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 
/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC }
 
{ master timer } };
 

/* */
 
/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 
/* */
 
/* */
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/*	 */ 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */
 
/* constant signal (real-valued only) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 
/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_i, ... , signal_n } }; */
 

/* */
 
/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */
 
/* of type "real" */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

Signal tonici = { { TONIC }, };
 

/*
 *1
 
/* SPNN unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau' m, mu, */
 

/* A_s, (V-+ V--)/2, T_a, T_s, */
 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */
 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */
 
/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */
 
/* input_w_0, input_w_i, ..., input_w_n }, */
 

/* { input_0, input_l, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */
 

/* vs_output, vy_output } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/*	 */
 

SPN cells = { {	 SPNN_TAU_K, SPIN_TAUP_M, SPIN_MU,
 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2,
 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 
SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPNN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S }, }; 

/* */
 

/* Net unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net unit */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Net ID = { { filename, inputs, outputs, hiddenunits, unitlD }, */
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/* { input_0, input_i, ..., input_n }, */
 

/* { output_0, output_i, ..., output_n } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

Net cpgnet = { { "lewis6.net", 3, 6, 0, cells },
 

{ tonici, tonicl, xi },
 

{ cO_vs, ci_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs, c4_vs, c6_vs } };
 

/* */
 

/* Input file */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileIn ID = { { filename }, */
 

/* { time_signal, signal_i, ., signal_n } }; */
.
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

FileIn fin = { { FILEI_NAME }, { fintime, xl } };
 

/* */
 

/* Output file */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename, event_threshold }, */
 

/* { signal_i, ... , signal_n }, }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

FileOut tout = { { FILEO_NAME, FILE_ETHRESH },
 

{ xi, cO_vs, ci_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs, c4_vs, c6_vs }, };
 

http:lewis6.net
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C.5 Chapter 7 Script
 
/* */ 

/* */ 

/* NDOSC.DSS */ 

/* */ 

/* SPNN simulation of the 8-Cell chaotic oscillator */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* The network file for this script is NDSOSC.NET and contains: */ 

/* */ 

/* 2 */ 

/* 8 */ 

/* 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 0 -20 0 0 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 0 0 -20 0 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 -20 -20 0 0 0 0 0 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 -20 0 0 0 0 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 0 0 0 -20 0 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -20 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 -20 0 0 0 -20 */ 

/* 40 -20 0 0 0 -20 0 0 -20 0 */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* constants */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* const integer ID = <integer number; */ 

/* const real ID = <real number; */ 

/* const character ID = '<character>'; */ 

/* const string ID = "<string>"; */ 

/* */ 

/* const <type> ID = CID; */ 

/* (CID is a declared constant of the same <type>) */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* 

* 

* basic constants 
* 

*/ 

const integer ON = 1; 

const integer OFF = 0; 

/* 

* integration setup 
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* 
*/
 

const integer CFLAG = 1;
 

const real TIMETOL = 1.0E-07;
 

const real MAGTOL = 1.0E-06;
 

/*
 

* Tonic input
 
*/
 

const real TONIC = 0.04;
 

/*
 

* Timer constants
 

*
 

*/
 

const real ST_START = 0.0;
 

const real ST_STOP = 15.0;
 

const real ST_DELTAT = 0.0002;
 
const real ST_OEN = 0.0;
 

const real ST_TIC = 10.0;
 

/*
 

* SPNN unit constants
 
*
 

*/
 

const real SPNN_TAU_M = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_TAUP_M = 2.4663E-03;
 

const real SPNN_MU = 1.0;
 

const real SPNN_A_S = 6.0;
 

const real SPNN_VPVM2 = 0.12;
 

const real SPNN_T_A = 2.0E-03;
 

const real SPNN_T_S = 1.0E-04;
 

const real SPNN_APRF = 0.01;
 

const real SPNN_IGAIN = 2.0;
 

const real SPNN_NOISE = 3.0;
 

const real SPNN_TAU_S = 0.1;
 

const integer SPNN W0 = 1;
 

coast integer SPNN_SFLAG = ON;
 

/*
 

* observation filter constants
 

*
 

*/
 

const integer FILT_BUTTER_TYPE = 0;
 

coast integer FILT_CHEBY_TYPE = 1;
 

coast integer FILT_ORDER = 1;
 

coast real FILT_CUTOFF = 10.0;
 

const integer FILT_TYPE = FILT_BUTTER_TYPE;
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coast real FILT_RIPPLE = 0.0;
 

coast real FILT_STMAG = S.0;
 

coast real FILT_STWINDOW = 0.12;
 

/*
 

* file constants
 
*
 

*/ 

coast string FILEO_NAME = "ndosc.dat";
 

coast real FILE_ETHRESR = 1.0;
 

/* */
 

/* mandatory timer declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationTimer ID = { { start, stop, sample-interval, */
 

/* async-flag, output-enable, */
 

/* tic-interval }, */
 

/* { output_signal} }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationTimer mt = { { ST_START, ST_STOP, ST_DELTAT, ON, ST_OEN, ST_TIC }
 
{ master_timer } };
 

/* */
 
/* mandatory pass counter declaration */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* SimulationPass ID = { , { output_signal } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

SimulationPass pc = { , { pass_counter } };
 

/* */
 

/* constant signal (real-valued only) */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

/* Signal ID = { { value }, { signal_i, . , signal_n } }; */
 

/* */
 

/* Note: "value" must be a numeric constant or declared constant */
 
/* of type "real" */
 

/* */
 

/* */
 

Signal tonics = { { TONIC }, };
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/* */ 

/* SPNI unit */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* SPN ID = { { tau_m, tau' m, mu, */ 

/* A_s, (V"+ V"-)/2, T_a, T_s, */ 

/* AP_risefall, input_scalefactor, */ 

/* integrate_timetolerance, integrate_magtolerance, */ 

/* corrector_flag, noise_gain, noise_flag, tau_s, */ 

/* input_w_0, input v_1, ..., input_w_n }, */ 

/* { input_0, input_!, ..., input_n }, */ 

/* { vs_output, vq_output, vsf_output, vsb_output, */ 

/* vx_output, vy_output } }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

SPN cells = { { SPNN_TAU_M, SPNN_TAUP_M, SPNN_MU, 

SPNN_A_S, SPNN_VPVM2, 

SPNN_T_A, SPNN_T_S, SPNN_APRF, 

SPNN_IGAIN, 

TIMETOL, MAGTOL, CFLAG, 

SPNN_NOISE, SPNN_SFLAG,SPNN_TAU_S }, }; 

/* */
 

/* Net unit */
 

/* */
 

/*
 

* Net unit
 

*
 

*
 

* Net ID = { { filename, inputs, outputs, hiddenunits, unitlD },
 

* { input_0, input_!, ..., input_n },
 

* { output_0, output_!, ..., output_n } };
 
*/
 

Net cpgnet = { { "ndosc.net", 2, 8, 0, cells },
 

{ tonic!, tonics },
 

{ cO_vs, ci_vs, c2_vs, c3_vs, c4_vs, a_vs, c6_vs, c7_vs } };
 

/* */ 

/* Output file */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

/* FileOut ID = { { filename }, { signal_!, ... , signal_n }, }; */ 

/* */ 

/* */ 

http:ndosc.net
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FileOut tout = { { FILEO_NAME, FILE_ETHRESH },
 

{ c3_vs, c6_vs, c7_vs }, };
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Appendix D 

Asynchronous Switching Network Theory 

This appendix interprets the basic theory of Brzozowski and Seger [Brz+89] for asyn

chronous switching networks (ASNs). The presentation roughly parallels theirs but 

has been adapted to better fit the intended application. Throughout this appendix, 

13 = {OM and T ={0,1, x} denote the set of binary and ternary values, respec

tively. In addition, binary and ternary valued variables are denoted by sans-serif 

characters a, b, . . . , y, z. 

D.1 Binary Boolean and Ternary Switching Algebras 

Recall that Boolean algebra is a 5-tuple B = (S,+,,-, 0, 1) where S is the set of 

elements in the algebra, + and are the binary sum and product operators of the 

algebra, (overbar) is the unary complement operator, and 0 E S and 1 E S are 

the zero and identity elements of the algebra (not necessarily the integers 0 and 

1). Formally, the components of a Boolean algebra satisify five postulates: 

(BA-i) Commutativity: 

Va,b E S, a + b = bl- a
 

Va, b E 8, a b = b. a
 

(BA-ii) Associativity:
 

Va,b,cES, a +(b +c)= (a +b) +c
 

Va,b,cES, a (b. c) = (a. b) c
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(BA-iii) Distributivity: 

Va, b, c S, a (b c) = (a b) (a c) 

Va,b,cES,a+(bc).(a+b)(a+c) 

(BA-iv) Unity:
 

VaES, a+0 =a, a+1 = 1
 
VaES, a 0 = 0, a 1 = a
 

(BA-v) Complement arity: 

VaES,3T/ES, a d-a =1 

Va E s, E S, a a = o 

Stone showed that any finite Boolean algebra must have r elements for some 

n > 1 [Brz+76]. For n = 1, the set S = B and the operators 

V 0 1 A 0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 

form a simple and important Boolean algebra also known as a binary Boolean 

switching algebra B, = (B, V, A, 0, 1). Because B, is a computational model for 

the propositional calculus, it is the most commonly used mathematical model for 

physical realizations of digital computing devices. 

Eichelberger [Eic65] was among the first to point out that although physical 

computing devices are adequately described using a binary Boolean switching al

gebra in most circumstances, feedback networks can exhibit anomolous behaviour. 

The complementarity property of a binary Boolean switching algebra means that 

the Law of the Excluded Middle must apply to any variable x in a computing 

device modelled by a binary Boolean switching algebra, ie. at any instant in time 

z. Eichelberger argued that the Law of the Excluded Middle does not generally 

apply to physical devices since they are inherently continous-time, continuous-state 

systems. For instance, in an electronic computing device realizing the V operator, 

x 
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the binary values 0 and 1 are represented by disjoint voltages ranges at the input 

and output terminals. If the device is to be robust and reliable, the voltage ranges 

representing binary values must be separated by a transition voltage range. This 

means that the inputs and outputs must assume voltages representing a third value 

x II B as they transition between voltages representing the binary values. 

To deal with this problem, Eichelberger devised an alternate switching alge

bra for describing physical computing devices. Subsequent researchers have formal

ized his approach in various ways, the version presented here generally corresponds 

to that of Brzozowski and Yoe li [Brz +76]. For present purposes, a ternary switch

ing algebra is formally defined as a 5-tuple T, = (T, V, A, , 0, 1) where 

V 0 1 x A 0 1 x 

0 0 1 X 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 X 1 0 

X X 1 x X 0 x x X X 

Note that axioms (BA-i) through (BA-iv) for Boolean algebras also hold for this 

ternary switching algebra. However, the complementarity axiom (BA-v) does not 

hold for the ternary switching algebra since )7 = X. 

It should be noted at this point that the literature includes two different but 

related notions of uncertainty symbolized by the logical value X. As just discussed, 

Eichelberger [Eic65] introduced a third logical value to represent circuit voltages (or 

currents) that fall between those unambiguously classified as 0 or 1. He viewed these 

voltages as having an uncertain logical status because other circuits might interpret 

them as a 0, 1 or neither. Later, Brzozowski and Seger [Brz+87] along with others 

used the x value to convey the notion that the Boolean state of circuit voltage 

(or current) is unknown. They posit that the voltage (or current) can be assumed 

to transition instantaneously from one binary range to the other. The third logical 

value x is then used to represent a transitioning (possibly repetitively) voltage whose 

current value is not deducible. If not treated carefully, the difference between these 

two notions can determine how effectively the resulting logical theory models the 
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dynamics of the actual digital circuits. Clearly, Eichelberger's model captures the 

notion a digital circuit may have "non-digital" equilibrium states while Brzozowski's 

original model technically does not. (Although his results do reflect their presence 

through the effects they exert on the circuit behaviour.) Fortunately, Brzozowksi 

and Seger's later theory presented here renders the distinction inconsequential. As 

evidence of this they present an application of their theory to gate circuits for 

which Brzozowski's original interpretation is acceptable and an application to MOS 

circuits for which Eichelberger's usage is more appropriate. 

Closer examination of the operators in B, and T, suggest that T, can be 

thought of as an extension of B,. The nature of this relationship is explored next. 

Two order relations can be associated with 13 and T. The first, the conventional 

arithmetic order relation symbolized by "<", is a total order relation and is defined 

in the expected way on the elements of both 13 and T as: 

0 < x < 1 

The second relation, symbolized by "-.<", is a partial order defined as: 

0 -.< x 1 -.< x 

Note that the relationship between 0 and 1 is not defined under this order. The need 

for two order relations on T will be clarified below, it suffices here to understand that 

the relation "<" orders the logical values so that they symbolize the quantization of 

a continuous variable i.e. 0 represents values equal to or less than a lower threshold, 

1 represents values equal to or greater than an upper threshold, and x represents 

values between the two thresholds. The relation "-.<" orders the logical values as to 

the certainty that they are binary, i. e. 0 and 1 are binary values while x represents 

an uncertain value that may be interpreted as 0 or 1 by a circuit realizing a binary 

or ternary function. Both relations have the obvious extensions: 

.-L-..-.x<y x<yandx=y 
x-<y x-<yandx=y 
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Furthermore, the order extends to vectors and ordered pairs of vectors as: 

R xi yi, i = 1, , n 

(R., (am E and 9. 

Three functions relating binary and ternary vectors figure prominently in the 

sequel: 

Definition D.1 The binary completion B : Tn P(13n) of a ternary n-vector 

is the set function 

8() = {51 I yi = zi if zi E B , yi E .8 if zi x } (D.1) 

Definition D.2 The ternary completion 7 : Tn P (Tn) of a ternary n-vector 

is the set function 

7(i) = I yi = zi if zi E 3 , E T if zi = X} (D.2) 

Definition D.3 The ternary closure 0 : Bn x Bn ---+ P (Tn) of two binary 

n-vectors )1 and y is the vector function i = z y where 

xi if xi = yi
zi = (D.3) 

if xi yiX 

In simple terms, I.; (1) includes all binary vectors generated by replacing the compo

nents of z having the value x with all possible combinations of 0 and 1 while 7(1) 

includes all ternary vectors generated by replacing the components of i having the 

value x by all possible combinations of 0, 1 and X. The key feature of the ternary 

closure i is that it only has binary values for those variables zi such that xi and yi 

are the same. Clearly 

SO Y E 8010 

and 

= 
gEB(2) 

The fundamental Boolean logical operator in the theory of ASNs is assumed 

to be a scalar function defined on a vector of input variables: 
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Definition D.4 A Boolean function 11/(i) is a map : Bn B. 

Following the approach of Eichelberger [Eic65], Brzozowski and Seger [Brz+89], and 

Bryant [Bry84], for every Boolean function there exists a particular ternary 

logic function which is consistent with the Boolean function over the binary com

pletion of the ternary argument. 

Definition D.5 The ternary extension Cif : rn T of a Boolean function 

: Bn B is 

x if 3)-e, i E 5(i), ), 111(5.041(50 

xi/(z) if ViZ, 51 E /3 (i), 'I! (X) = 111(51)1 

= lub.< {xli(g) I; E 8n, R -L i } 

In plain terms, the ternary extension lii(1) assumes a binary value for a ternary 

argument i if and only if the Boolean function ii(1") has the same value for every 

1' in the binary completion 5() of the ternary argument 1. The ternary extension 

has several additional important properties: 

(TE-i) ii(so is consistent with 11(5) on 8: T(y) l(50 for any 9. E B. 

(TE-ii) (z) is monotonic with regard to 4;M if z 

(TE-iii) 'P(z) is the minimum function that meets these requirements: 

i. e. ii(1) W(i) for all i if (TE-i) and (TE-ii) hold 

Henceforth the " " (hat) will be dropped on all ternary logic functions unless 

needed to distinguish between a Boolean function and its ternary extension. 

D.2 Asynchronous Switching Networks 

With the relevant concepts of Boolean functions established, an ASN can be formally 

defined: 
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Definition D.6 An asynchronous switching network (ASN) is a 

3-tuple N = (z, X, ki;) where 

Z = a set of n state variables with values i E Tn 

X = a set of m input variables with values ii E Tm 

= a vector of state transition functions, ID : Tn x Tm > 7' 

For convenience, the ordered vector pair (1,1) is sometimes referred to as the total 

state of the network. 

Although optimized for present purposes, this definition is equivalent to Br

zozowski and Seger's. Note that replacing Z and X in the definition by 7' and 

Trn, (the sets over which the variables in Z and X take their values) produces what 

is essentially the definition for a deterministic finite automata. In fact, the lack of 

explicitly specified initial and final states is the only difference between the modi

fied definition and a DFA [Hop+69]). This result is not a coincidence, casting the 

formal definition of an ASN in analogy to the underlying DFA makes it easier to 

characterize an ASN in terms of the computation it effects. 

To understand the operation of an ASN, and the analysis problem Brzo

zowski and Seger solved, first consider a network similar to an ASN in which both 

the input )1 and state computation i' = ii(ic% i) stabilize before the circuit transi

tions to the next state which is taken to be z'. This mode of operation is referred 

to as synchronous so that networks operating in this manner are referred to as 

synchronous switching networks (SSNs). It should be clear that SSNs can realize 

any DFA. In contrast to SSNs; however, ASNs do not necessarily allow the state 

computation to stabilize so it seems possible that the class of DFAs they realize 

is restricted in some manner. Unfortunately, although this conjecture appears to 

be true, it has not been definitively resolved in the literature. Since this result is 

not central to the current discussion and since proving it apparently is difficult, the 

sequel focuses on characterizing a particular class of interesting computations easily 

effected by ASNs. 
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At the outset, several assumptions circumscribe the class of ASN computa

tions studied here. First, ASN transition functions cannot decrease uncertainty in 

the sense that more uncertain inputs cannot yield more certain outputs. This is 

equivalent to requiring that ASN transition functions be monotonic in the order 

relation e. 

(XS) (1.107) = W(x,9) W01, q) 

Since the ternary extension of any Boolean function monotonic in the order relation 

"<" automatically meets this requirement, it is not a significant restriction in the 

current context. 

Another assumption is that ASNs operate in so-called fundamental mode. 

Formally, this means that an input change ic" can only occur when the state is 
ti

stable, (i. e. when i = I)). This restriction on the operating mode of an ASN 

implies that the basic analysis technique developed here does not handle oscillatory 

or nondeterministic networks well. These networks are of interest in the present 

context and are a major topic in the main text. 

The next assumption concerns the nature of feedback delays in ASNs. The 

literature defines two types of delay elements. Pure delay elements correspond 

to the ordinary definition of delay, i. e. the input x(t) E .6 and output y(t) E B of 

a pure delay element with delay Tp are related by 

y (t) = x(t Tp) (D.4) 

Pure delays serve as reasonable models for devices such as transmission lines where 

the delay effect on a transmitted signal is more relevant and pronounced than the 

low-pass effect. As an alternative to the pure delay element, Unger defines a second 

type of delay: 

Definition D.7 An inertial delay element with delay rj is a circuit element 

whose input x (t) E B and output y (t) E B satisfy: 

Ix (t) x (s) = x (t dt ri) for t < s < ty (t) = (D.5) 
y (t dt) otherwise 
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An inertial delay effectively models the delay and transient filtering effects exhibited 

by strongly lowpass transmission channels. In reality, electronic circuit delays ac

tually are best modelled as a composite delay T = Tp + TI where Tp is a pure-delay 

and TI is an inertial delay and that is the stray delay model assumed here. Although 

Brzozowski and Seger only considered arbitrary finite inertial delays in their original 

study of ASNs, it is trivial to show their results hold for finite composite delays. 

The final assumption restricting the class of ASN networks studied here is on 

the specific nature of the admissable state transitions (discrete dynamics) in ASN 

networks. Brzozowski and Seger restrict the admissable ASN network dynamics to 

a model they dub the extended multiple winner (XMW) transition relation. 

Although the this model does not describe the full range of dynamics of which ASNs 

are theoretically capable, it appears to be adequate for describing any physical 

system one can reasonably model with an ASN. 

To understand the XMW transition relation, the transition relation for an 

ASN must be explained first. Recall that the nominal problem in analyzing an ASN 

N is determining the next stable state i' given the current state i = ii()I, z) and 

the next input ii". Unfortunately, this can be difficult for two reasons. First, the 

transition function 4; may have a cyclic set of k state transitions associated with 

the input change: 

4(v, ) i[1], ii(it, i[l]) i[2], 40-e, i[k-1]) i[k], ki(Xt, i[k]) i[1] 

rather than the single transition 4011, i) = ii. Such sequences will be referred to 

as oscillations. Note that a stable state can be viewed as an oscillation consisting 

of a singleton cyclic set. This interpretation of a stable state will be useful in the 

sequel where the ASN analysis problem is recast as finding the outcome of the 

total state (R", I). 

A far more confounding influence on the outcome of the total state (R", z) 

is the interaction between hazards, race conditions, and stray delays in circuits 

realizing E. Formally, 
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Definition D.8 
ti 

contains a hazard for the total state if there exists 

a 

E zO xlit(R",i) 

such that 

wi(v, i) 0 Ti()1", 

If ti contains a hazard for a particular total state, it must also contain a race 

condition, where 

Definition D.9 4(i, I) contains a race condition for the total state if and only 

if, for at least two choices of i 

zi Ti(ie, 

When tY contains a race condition for a given total state, stray delays can prevent 

the values of the state variables involved in the race from changing simultaneously 

at the inputs to the devices computing the transition function. In effect, this means 

the network trajectory can pass through alternate sets of intermediate states and 

hence, if one or more of those paths include hazard states, reach multiple possible 

outcomes. Consequently, any method for analyzing the dynamics of ASNs must 

explicitly or implicitly examine all of the possible outcomes generated by hazards. 

As a means of describing the possible outcomes of an input change, let 

succ (i" C Tin (D.6) 

denote the set of all possible successor states to the state z = xi; given the 

input R" and all possible delay patterns. The transition relation of an ASN is set 

of all ordered pairs 

'R, = {((x "', , E T", E Tn E SUCC ,in} (D.7) 

In addition, for a given input ce the state-projection of R is the set 

RI/ = {(±, in I ((Xl 2") E R} (D.8) 
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Finally, R. and 'TZi, denote the transitive closure and the reflexive and transitive 

closure of 'R.,/, respectively. 

Valid ASN transition relations must satisfy three properties: 

(TR-i) If 2 R; i", then there exists an 2" E 7n such that i" 74 2". 

(TR-ii) If i = ii(ii", i), then 2 7?,z, 2. 

(TR-iii) If i RI i''' and 2 = i(x "',i), then z: = zi. 

Condition (TR-i) means that for any given input ii, and any initial state 2, there 

exists at least one successor for every state reachable from 2. Condition (TR-ii) 

provides that every stable state is a successor to itself. The strongest restriction on 

an ASN transition relation is condition (TR-iii). This condition requires that if z2 

is stable, it cannot change while the other state variables change. In combination 

with (TR-iii) this implies that stable states have only themselves as successors. 

Brzozowski and Seger define the XMW transition relation for an ASN N 

having the transition function if as 

R = {((ie ,i) ,V) NV E T"`, Vi E T", VP E succ ((ii", I)) j 

succ ((R", I)) = {V Iz: E {zi, Wi(ic", I), lub. {zi, klii(ii", 2)}} , i = 1, . . . , n } 

In addition to the assumption discussed above (fundamental mode operation, mono

tonic transition functions), the XMW transition relation incorporates two other 

assumptions. First, during a state transition, a binary-valued state variable may 

take on the intermediate value x, that is, the model does not assume that a binary 

valued state variable jumps discontinuously to the opposite binary value. More 

importantly, the model ignores the transition history of state variables in the sense 

that a state variable involved in a race condition can win the "race" regardless of 

when it enters. 

Two important sets are associated with XMW transition relations. For a 

given total state (ii", I) the set 

cycl (RI,, I) L {z' E 7" li 1?;, i" and it Rg+, it } (D.9) 
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includes all successor states which could be entered repeatedly for an indefinite time, 

i. e. could be visited cyclically. To clarify the nature of this set, picture R4, as 

the edges of a rooted digraph G = having the 3n possible states as vertices 

and root state i. In terms of G, the set cycl (74,, I) has as elements the states 

composing the cycles of G reachable from the root. 

Since some of the cycles in G represent cyclic state transitions which would 

only be transient in physical systems, it is necessary to distinguish non-transient 

cycles from transient cycles. As the nomenclature implies, only states included 

in non-transient cycles can be entered repeatedly for an indefinite time. A cycle 
=41] _-_.[2] 
L ilk] is referred to as transient, if there exists at least one state variable 

zi such that 

(TC-i) j=1,...,k 1
 
(TC-ii) zy+1] zpi k 1
 

(TC-iii) either 

(a) E B 

(b) Wi(V,P+11) Ti(zvitil) j=1,... ,k 1 

While condition (TC-ii) means that zi has the same value in every state of the 

cycle, condition (TC-i) implies that this value is unstable. Condition (TC-iii) then 

guarantees this value must change, and hence the network trajectory exit the cycle, 

for the net is to reach equilibrium. Note that a transient cycle differs from a non-

transient cycle primarily in that in a non-transient cycle any state variables with 

constant binary values must be stable while those with the value x must have a 

transition function which drives them to 0 for some states in the cycle and 1 for 

others, i. e. there exists j,t with j 1 and 1 < j, £ < k such that 

i[21) = 0 and i") = 1 

Let tran (R.)11, z) denote the states included in the transient cycles, then the non-

transient states representing the possible outcomes of the total state ()V, are 
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defined as 

out (R,,, = cycl (R,,, t r an (R,,, (D.10) 

D.3 Ternary Simulation 

Although the XMW transition relation completely describes the operation of an 

ASN, analyzing the transition relation by direct simulation is computationally in

feasible. To find all possible network trajectories by direct simulation would require 

tracing the implications of all successor states to every state encountered in the 

simulation and thus would involve 0 (3n) operations. Fortunately, Brzozowski and 

Seger have shown Eichelberger's [Eic65] ternary simulation algorithm can be ex

tended to efficiently yield useful results for ASNs. 

In simplest terms, Brzozowski and Seger's ternary simulation algorithm ad

dresses the problem of finding the equilibrium state trajectory induced by an input 

change regardless of intervening transient state changes. For fundamental mode 

ASNs, given the initial total state ()Z E E 13n) an input change )Z + E Bm 

can result in one of two outcomes: 

(i) All ASN state variables deterministically enter (possibly after a transient) 
ti 

a unique stable state: Z' = i") E Bn. 

(ii) One or more ASN state variables z: 

(a) nondeterministically enter (possibly after a transient) one of 

several possible stable states: z: = E B. 

(b) enter (possibly after a transient) a unique non-binary stable 

state: z: = = x 

(c) do not enter a stable state and oscillate indefinitely. 

Brzozowski and Seger rigorously show that their ternary simulation algorithm suc

cessfully separates outcomes in category (i) from those in category (ii). 
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Figure D.1 displays the ternary simulation algorithm. The algorithm accepts 

the current input )1, current input i, new input )1' and computes two vectors i" and 
,,z using the ASN transition function 4(1, z)). The output vector i", computed in 

lines 01-06, represents the least upper bound under the order relation "s" of all 

states reachable from the current state. Since some of these states may be part of 

a transient trajectory, lines 07-11 compute the least upper bound ill of the non-

transient cyclic states, i. e. successor states entered repeatedly for an indefinite 

time. 

ti
algorithm ternary_simulation(i, i, ii, (it, i), z', i") 

inputs:	 current input ii. E En 
current state i = ii()Z,i) E En 
next input vector x' E En 
network transition function ki; : Tm x Tn 3 Tn 

outputs: lub..< of states i" E Tn reachable from i E Tn 
lub.< of non-transient states i" E Tn reachable from i E Tn 

local: state variables i+ E Tn, i- E En 
input transition vector i+ E Tn 

01 )1+ = lub_< {)1, i'} 
02 repeat 
03 I- = i+ 
04 i+ = 4(i+ , il 
05 until i+ = i
06 i" = i+ 
07 repeat 
08 i- = i+ 
09 i+ = tii (V, il 
10 until i+ = z
11 i" = i+ 

Figure D.1: Ternary simulation algorithm 

Brzozowski and Seger formally demonstrate the correctness of the ternary 

simulation algorithm in two steps. First, they show that both iterative loops con
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verge in linear time: 

Lemma D.1 Steps 01-06 of the ternary simulation algorithm converge in no more 

than n steps and at each step z +. Similarly, steps 07-11 of the ternary simu

lation algorithm converge in no more than n steps and at each step i+ 

They then show that the results of those computations correspond exactly to the 

results attained by direct simulation of the ASN: 

Theorem D.1 The result i" of the ternary simulation algorithm is the least upper 

bound under the order relation "-<" of the states reachable from i in the XMW 

transition relation, i. e. 

= { E rn 7; (D.11) 

The result i" of the ternary simulation algorithm is the least upper bound under the 

order relation "-<" of the nontransient cyclic states reachable from i in the XMW 

transition relation, i. e. 

= lub..< out (Rz, , (D.12) 

Consequently, when entered with the current total state (1 E Bm, i E Bn) and new 

input R" E Bm, the algorithm returns either the next stable state in = ill) E 1371, 

or i" E Tm Bm indicating that one or more of the state variables either non-

deterministically enter one of several possible stable binary states, deterministically 

enter a stable non-binary state, or oscillate. 




